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Greater

Portland's
weekly

Journal
of news,
arts and
opinion.
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Tangling In love's web
The teller of the tale is the one who creates
history. "Fool for Love," Portland Stage Coo's
current offering, is a mysterious and absorbing
meditation by Sam Shepard on the nature of
love, loneliness and obsession. Tale and truth
intertwine as May and Eddie, the play's ambivalent fools for love, take turns spinning the
tangled web of their twisted past.
"It's like real life," says one critic
of Sam Shepard's work. "You
can't tell what's going on."
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Concert hall
plans hit
sour note
Final plans to renovate
Portland City Hall's elegant
but aging auditorium have
been hammered out, but
two caretakers of the
Kotzschmar Organ quit in
protest.
'These changes alleviate
acoustic and sight-line
problems, while preserving
the ambience and architectural details;" said Lee
Urban of Greater Portland
Citizens for the Auditorium
Restoration (CARES).
"Every seat will be an
excellent seato"
But or-gan keepers
Robert L. Leslie and
Christopher Row claimed
the plan would harm !he
organ's sound.
The re-design, which
would be complete by 1994,
includes plans to replace
existing seating with
steeper tiers and balconies;
install better sound equipment; and add dressing,
rehearsal and rest rooms.
After Portland voters
agreed in 1990 to spend $3
million on renovations, $1
million was donated by
bequest. Fundraising has
begun to cover the remainder.

Mort News/1riefs on page 2
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CBW's co~plete guide to the l11ajor
Del110cratic candidates and the'
Maine caucuses begins on page 6.
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BOOKS ETC

U-CAN-DO
fAUX FINISHING

March 28

Beginners,

Faux
1.
one day"

1.

38 Exchange Street
In the Old Port. 774·0626
Mon. - Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-5
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workshopRegister
nowl
call (or Info on other classes tool

P.ortland·~187s-9884

50 GLAD MY

MOTHER INTRODUCED ME
Start your teenager on

TO L'ESTHETIQUES. THE
a lifetime of beautiful

END RESULT -

HEALTHY,
skin ... at L'Esthetiques.

CLEAR SKIN,'"
M. I1CX>VfR, WESTBROOK

L'Esthetiques
Skin Care Clinic
4 Kelly Road (just off Route 1)
Falmouth 781-5100

CHILTON'S ANNUAL FEBRUARY SALE!
10% - 50% OFF
Every piece of unfinished furniture!

STOREWIDE SAVINGS ON
EVERY PIECE OF FURNITURE

-
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YEARS AGO THE BEST
MOTORCARS WERE SOLD BY
THE MOST REPUTABLE
DEALERS ...

Learn sponging.
ragging. marbling
and more•••
Saturday

s
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A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portl ....d: February 12 through 18, 1992.
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Cuomo, Jackson supporters launch
late campaigns for Maine caucuses
Supporters of the Rev. Jesse Jackson and New York Gov.
Mario Cuomo fired up insurgent write-in campaigns during the
last hectic days before Maine's third-in-the-nation Democratic
presidential caucuses.
"When I looked at the wider field, Mario Cuomo became the
clear choice," said U.S. Rep. Tom Andrews of his Feb. 16
surprise endorsement of Cuomo. "Maine Democrats are in a
. position to give the nation a tremendous gift"
Andrews praised Cuomo's leadership ability, noting that
Cuomo's rommitment to finalize a new budget for New York
rather than run for president impressed him. ''That's leadership
by example," he said.
Andrews will loan his own campaign phone line (775-1992)
and an office for Draft Cuomo volunteers to use.
A similar campaign took root in New Hampshire a few
weeks ago. Draft Cuomo supporters have touted recent endorsements from Boston Mayor Ray Flynn, New Hampshire
bigwig Democrat Joe Grandmaison and historian Arthur
Schlesinger Jr., though Cuomo hasn't endorsed himseH - yet.
Meanwhile, two Maine activists - former state Rep. Gerald
Talbot, a Portland Democrat, and Ivan Suzman, a Jackson
delegate in 1988 - told a Feb. 11 news ronference at the
University of Southern Maine that they represent a grassroots
movement to draft Jackson.
But Jackson spokesman Frank Watkins said Jackson isn't
running.
"They told me they were going to (start the movement),"
said Watkins. "I told them that Jesse Jackson is not a candidate
in 1992."
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1991 AUDI 100
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* 2.8 Liter V6 Engine
* Drivers Air Bag
ABS
** AM/FM
Stereo Cassene
* Power Windows, Locks. Mirrors

* Warranry
36 Mo/50,OOO Mile Bumper to Bumper
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1991 MAZDA 626 GT
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* 1.8 Liter 100 H.P. Engine
* Power Steering
* Tilt Steering Wheel
* Anti-theft Stereo Cassene w/6 speakers
* Velour Interior
* Fahrvergnugen !
l

* 36 Mo/50,OOO Mile Free Scheduled
Mainrenance
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Public Cable ys. public cable
Responding to romplaints about rising rates for cable
television, officials in the Portland area are ronsidering the idea
of a government-run cable system to rompete with private
operators that serve Cumberland County.
The idea surfaced after Public Cable Co., the area's largest
cable operator, raised its rate for standard 36-channel service to
$19.99 a month, the sixth increase since the cable industry was
deregulated in 1987.
A meeting to determine whether a rompeting rompany is an
option worth pursuing is scheduled for Feb. 25. Such a plan has
worked in other rommunities, such as Glasgow, Ky.
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Maine Bank 11 Trust branching out
CHILTON'S

u

410 Payne Rd, Scarborough
One mile south 0/ the Maine MalT

883-3366
Open Thurs 'UI8pm
Maine's Largest Unfinished Furniture Dealer
Both Storea Open 7
• Maaterca
American

184 Lower Main St.,
Freeport
8654308
Open Fr! 'til 8pm
Diacover

Since 1971 abacus has been Maine's
favorite source for fine American
crafts and jewelry, all lovingly crafted
by some of America's most talented
designers.

18k gold single-loop earrings by Michael Good

american crafts

44 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine 04101 (207) 772-4880

Portland-based Maine Bank & Trust announced Feb. 17 that
it will open two local branches in former Maine National Bank
buildings.
Wayne M<.Quvey, president of the bank, said the new
branches would open on Route 1 in Falmouth and Hinckley
Drive in South Portland. The two banks would begin operating
by June, he said.
One day before the announcement, The New York Times
spotlighted the fledgling bank in a profile. M<.Quvey noted in
the piece that Maine Bank & Trust's assets had doubled in its
first six weeks of business.

Freeport balks at Coastal Bank rumor
A rumor that Coastal Bank was on the verge of being seized
by federal regulators prompted the town of Freeport to pull a
portion of its deposits.
I
'''The rumor came in, and whether there was anything to it or
not, that was something we had to act on to protect taxpayers'
money;' said Town Manager Dale Olmstead.
Olmstead said he did not learn that the rumor wasn't true
until after he had reduced the town's deposits to $100,000, the
amount rovered by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Anxious teachers at the Moore Street and Mast Landing
schools lined up at Coastal's Freeport branch to cash their
checks, but many were turned away because the town's account
was already depleted by payments to other town employees.
Portland-based Coastal Bank,. which has nine branches in
southern Maine, has enough problems without the rumor in
Freeport. .

1988 GMC S-10 PICK-UP

** D.O.II.C.
Drivers
Bag
16 Valve Engine
~r

·Stk.99-95

* Select Trac
* Anti-Lock Brakes
* Power Seats, Locks, Windows
* Full Size Spare
* Much, Much , More!!

• •

* 4 Wheel Disc Brakes
* Classic Roadster Design

1\ great hllk' p lt.:k-up at a )Ilreat pnce - AM fM !ilere() cas~tII!:, or; speed tfilnsmi~
Slon, ,\.1;

low:l1> th iS price i'i there is
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4,110

*

36 Mo/50,OOO Mile Bumper to Bumper
Warranry

1989 ISUZU TROOPER
W,th Inw mileage and in perfect condilion. you will find it hard to hl'al thiS price
. ... door: (, cylinder. air condo !\occ,-co ca!liscn e , rear defogger and more - with this
poct' yuu ("an't "rrord no t to allc=a)t look at Ihis car
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.THEY STILL ARE! _ _ __

FALMOUTH
VoIkswagBn, Mazda, Porsche, Aucli
U.S. Route One
Falmouth 781-4020

BRUNSWICK

Volkswagen, Jeep, Eagle, Sunblrd' Boats
AT. 1 - JUST OFF COOKS CORNER -BATH RD.

BRUNSWICK
1-800-287-4323
725-4323
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Bishop wants
humane budget

What's better than Roses on Yf!ur piano?

Tulips on

6pecial!

Continued from page 2

$&99

10 stem bunch

Unique IltckJaces. Pins, barrettes, earrings, crystal pendants,
gemstone jewelry and sterling pieces, casual and classic!

Through March 14.

•

Cash

(Sf

Carry

Come see/or yourself!
The best place to buy flowers in Portland.

~

••
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walliaboUI

Portland

337 Forest Ave • Portland, ME 04101 .207-773-6601

The Legacy II
loudspeaker is
considered by
audio experts
to be the
"Best Buy"
in speakers
under $500
a pair in the
audio market
today. The
original model
28'Hx16'WxlO'O
LBgacy II
(the large Advent) was fi rst sold by us over 23 years ago and
this is its great legacy. With 5 years parts and labor thiS
speaker will stand
the test of time.
NOW ONLY
PAIR

$ ,

395

774-5946

Westbrook

F,.. parl:i~garbo"'/ocatiofU,
A./lmajor CIYdi, can:J.r acccpl.d Oil plume orckn.

854-2518

Our ·
calendar ,
'will never
be the
same.
From now on
Jason can celebrate
his birthday
with a custom
calendar from
... , Generated Image.
So can you.

Coastal lost money last
year and is struggling to
reooup losses from bad loans,
Its sister institution, Suffield
Bank of Connecticut, was
seized by federal regulators
last year_

Portland unions
delay pay hike
City officials applauded a
decision by Portland's largest
union to delay a 5 percent
pay raise that its more than
400 members were scheduled
to receive next month.
City Manager Robert B.
Ganley said the Feb. 13 vote
by the City Employees
Benevolent Association will
save the city $380,000 and
help in his attempt to keep
the current $97.8 million
budget from rising next year.
CEBA President Patrick
Welch said that although
CEBA wanted to protect jobs,
'We also recognize that the
economy is in bad shape and
the taxpayers are in need of a
little relief here."
The result was a victory
for Ganley, who has asked all
of the city's unions to give up
scheduled pay raises. Two
police unions have rejected
Ganley's request.

Big sign bill stili
burning bright
1

New t:~land

(Hi-Fi) Husie Company
424

P~ne Rd., Scarborough, ME 04074. (207) 883-4173 •
Just one extra mile south 01 the Maine Mall."

,

'

' GENERATED
, Monday-FIi.day 8-6 • SatUid;Y 10-4
Market Street (next to the Oyster Club)
Old Port, Portland

774 -4 455

~

"Early Spring"
by 'Il»TUb»lA~O
in easy to wear

Reading The Affordable Luxury
N

soft floral
patterns ...
Wear now
clothing
for spring
dreamers &
lucky travelers.

Gorham widow's
savings gone

I"

"

tat. 1.1js-;,

4 I Exchange St.

Portland. ME 0410 I

772-4439
parking stamps available
open daily I 0·6 pm.
12-5 30 sunday

The Legislature's Transportation Committee voted
10-0 Feb. 12 in favor of a bill
aimed at preserving downtown Portland's huge lighted
temperature and time sign.
The bill is now headed to
the full Legislature.
The future of the familiar
clock came into question
when its former owner,
People's Heritage Bank,
decided to stop paying the
sign's $10,000 to $12,000
annual maintenance costs.
But in order for the sign to
carry advertising to pay for
its maintenance, the legislature must grant it an exemption from Maine's billboard
law.

"Powe~l .. : one of the mo~t ee~e and tragic
love stones m a vary long tIme. - Tlu Detroit News

$5 99

bool{land
ojMaine

Pwtuuut: no-tO'lll" IJ"J Nonh8lJte, S. Portu."d: MIJII PIIJu. lJ"d
Mill Cre", Biddeford, SIuo, North l*rulhlJ..., Br1IM'IIIiclt lJ"d &111.

A Scarborough insurance
agent has been charged by
the state with stealing the
$130,000 life savings of a 90year-old Gorham widow who
gave him the money to invest
on her behalf.
The state Attorney
General's Office alleged that
Charles F. Ware used deception in obtaining the money
from Sarah Vail, a charge that
Ware denied.
The state maintains that
Ware assured Vail the money
would be placed in safe
investments such as governmentbonds.

The Catholic Diocese of
Portland wants to become
more active in public affairs
as state revenue shortfalls
continue to take a toll on
social programs affecting
Maine's most vulnerable
residents.
Bishop Joseph J. Gerry,
spiritual leader of Maine's
238,000 Roman Catholics,
held a Feb. 11 luncheon for
about 60 state lawmakers.
Gerry told them that "human
life, human dignity and
human rights" - and not just
the state budget - must be
taken into account as they
search for ways to deal with
pressing social problems..
The church's move to
cultivate relations with
lawmakers comes a year in
advance of what may be a
major State House battle over
abortion rights. A U.s.
Supreme Court decision
expected later this year could
overturn the landmark Roe
\IS. Wade dedsiol\'We have neither a hidden
agenda nor an elaborate
program,'" said Gerry.
A diocesan spokesman
said the dl\ua\'s interest
stems from its role as a social
service provider. The Diocesan Human Relations
Service, which provides
services such as group
homes, counseling, food
banks and substance abuse
counseling, is the second
largest social service agency
in Maine.

Only the state Human
Services Department is

larger.

Greyhound may
revive coastal run
Greyhound may revive its
coastal bus route from
Brunswick to Searsport this
spring, but buses would run
only in the summer.
Greyhound officials will
dedde whether to revive the
coastal run by early May,
said a company spokesman
inDaUasTIcket agents in
Damariscotta and Thomaston
have been recruited and
Greyhound is seeking agents
in Bath, Rockland and
Camden.
Greyhound eliminated the
coastal route in 1990 after a
drivers' strike. It restarted
limited service to Portland,
,Brunswick and Bangor, but
said the coastal route wasn't
making enough money to
resume

Firefighter fingers
Franco fest funds
Allegations of embezzlement against the former
president of a FrenchAmeriam festival have led to
tighter controls over the
funds for Biddeford's famous
celebration.
Marc Gregoire, 33, is
aa:used of skimming $1,402
in proceeds from a fundraising dance during the
Franco-Americaine La
Kermesse Festival last

November.
Gregoire was removed as
a director and was arrested
on three felony charges. A
Biddeford fire lieutenant, he
is also accused of stealing a
fellow firefighter's credit
card.

Reported by Paullvm,
Monte Paulsen tmd
The Associated Press

weird news
.. Hallowell resident
Vaughn Meader, whose
impersonations of President
Kennedy 30 years ago turned
him into a national comedy
star, hopes to jump back into
the limelight with his own
campaign for the presidency.
Meader, who makes a
living playing honky-tonk
music in small Maine clubs, is
following in the tradition of
Pat Paulsen.
"If it fails," Meader told a
small crowd at a Hallowell
barroom, '1
always say I
wasn't too serious."
His campaign could revive
his career. "The First Family,"
a reoord album on which
Meader mimicked JFK,. sold 5
million copies before the
assassination on Nov. 22,
1963 abruptly ended the act.•

can

8yAl DiAmon

GOP rebel to run for Portland council
Former Portland Republican Cty Committee Chairwoman
Carolyn Cosby has takeit out nominating petitions to run for one of
the at-large seats on the Portland City Council. Cosby recently quit
her party post in preparation for the non-partisan council campaign.
Cosby had been Cumberland County GOP Chairman Paul
Volle's chief henchwoman for the past four years, during which
Volle attempted a right-wing takeover of the party apparatus. But
Cosby and Volle have had a parting of the ways, according to those
privy to the digestive processes of the Republican power structureCosby recently supported a compromise candidate for GOP
chairman in South Portland, in effect helping to oust a Volle ally.
As with all action of the South Portland GOP, that coup is subject
to subsequent inlet pietation by the courts. But Cosby's actions
clearly show Republican intramural warfare is no longer a simple
matter pf conservatives vs. moderates. It now closely resembles the
Italian Parliament.
None of which should be taken as any indication Cosby has
undergone an ideological shift. She says she plans to run for the
Portland council as a conservative, intent on cutting taxes and
services, and on refusing to obey state mandates she believes are
unconstitutional.
Some keen observers of the local political scene (me, for
instance) have long thought Cosby had more !laVVY than Volle in
maneuvering through the intri~es of the electoral process. This
should not be misinter pi eted as high praise. Volle, with a conviction for shoplifting on his record, is a non-starter as a candidate for
anything.
Cosby's record is clean, but her long association with Volle
could hurt her. She was investigated in conjunction with an antigay flyer distributed during the 1990 elections. She was subpoenaed to appear before the State Ethics COmmission, but refused to
answer questions, asserting her rights as a "free white sovereign
female.'" The investigation of Cosby was dropped when another
person confessed to distributing the flyers, so the,commission
never followed up on allegations Cosby knew about the smear
campaign.
Cosby brings to 11 the number of candidates seeking the two at1arge Portland oouncil seats. Would-be municipal leaders have
until March 31 to file their petitions. The election is May 5.

Al's column hils bmI trimmed this _I; so tIrIlt CBW OlIn bring you tire
complete CIlUCUS COTJeTllge beginning on the next page. His TIlting r4
Republican gubmullorW 0II7IIlitWes wiU II(11¥ilT nut tIWk.

You'll save money when you ride
with MEDEC Ambulance*
Medical costs are rising out of sight, and no one is more aware of this than MEDEC Ambulance. We dOn't
think you should have to sacrifice quality to save money.
At MEDEC Ambualnce, the patient's needs come first. That doesn't mean just the medical needs, but also
the psychological ones. And the fmanclal.
Most people today have some type of insurance that helps meet medical costs. But many of those plans
don't pay the full cost of ambulance service, so even if you have insurance you can save money by using the
less expensive company.
The bed-ridden, needing transport to a doctors office or hospital; the hospital patient requiring transport
home to another facility; the Individual who, because of Illness or disability, cannot get Into or out of a car: all
need the assistance of a professional ambulance or wheelchair van selVlce.
'.

MEDEC Ambulance can meet that need.
When you, or a loved one, need an ambulance or wheelchair van, call MEDEC.

Or when someone Is making transportation arrangements for you, specify that
they call MEDEC. You'll get the best service available, and you'll save money.
We'll even file your Insurance claim for you, and relieve you of the paperwork.

MEDEC

Ambulance

* or Wheelchair van

772-6000

Ambulance

•
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ST. MAARTEN
from $699

Larry Agran
resume

7~.HV;==="'"
17UHS lt~noHAl TRAVEl-INC.

• 7 Nights Accomodations
• Round-trip Air Boston

• Bonus Features

YoU"'~~'
.,:

-~

~~

148 HIGH STREET
PORTLAND, ME 774-82.94

TIGHT RUG
BUDGET?
Direct from India and
exclusive to Hard Cider
Farm Oriental Rugs.
Colorful Heriz and Serapi
designs, that you will
love, have just arrived.

3x5
4x6
6x9

8x 10
9x 12

• By Donald Maurice Kreis

s

$995 00
$1295 00

45 Middle Rd., Rt. 9
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments: (207) 775-1600
In Maine: 1-800-660-RUGS
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617
Hours: 10-5 Tues.-Sat.

Imagine it: Some guy who just got laid off after 10 years of
hard work at S.D. Warren talking to the AFDC mother whom
the governor wants to stop having babies, who's arguing with
the $3O,OOO-a-year teacher who wants to send his daughter to
$22,OOO-a-year Bowdoin, who's chewing it over with the
grandmother who just lost her house in an Ed Meesian drug
forfeiture, who's lecturing -the couple who can't make their
mortgage payment this month. People getting together like that
might just start to figure a few things out.
It's happening - this weekend. In every community in
Maine.
The 1992 presidential caucuses are actually the latest edition
of a ritual that happens every two years in this great state, in
which the members of both major political parties gather and
do the ultimate grassroots business.
There are those who think there's something wrong with
that, arguing that Maine really ought to have a presidential
primary since more people would vote than presently caucus.
The Portland Democratic caucus, at Portland High School on
Feb. 23 at 1 p.m., is expecting up to 3,000 people - a good
crowd, but far fewer than the number of Portlanders who
would tum out to vote in a Democratic presidential primary.
"What we obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly," wrote
the great American revolutionary Thomas Paine in 1776. His
mission was to get fellow citizens to take up arms, but his
reasoning applies to the weekend of Feb. 22-23, when the
caucuses might take up a few of your hours. 'What's neat about
the caucus is you get people in the same room:' agrees John
Gleason, chair of the Freeport Democratic caucus. "They just
don't take the impersonal 90 seconds to flip a lever and duck
hack into their cars."
And - psst! - here's a carefully guarded secret, buried
several paragraphs into this story so as not to attract the
attention of the party bosses: Not only are these caucuses a
chance to pick a presidential nominee beyond the reach of the
consultants and handlers, but they are an opportunity for the
regular people to take over the political party of their choice. The
professional politicos who think that the Democratic and
Republican parties should be their private empires for amaSSing
power and influence live in fear of events like:
• Supporters of ultra-conservative Republican Pat Robertson
showing up in hoards at Cumberland County caucuses four
years ago, ousting McKernanite moderates from nearly every
local party office;
• Progressive Democrats invading their caucuses - four
years ago to support Jesse Jackson, and two years ago to agitate
for Tom Andrews' congressional bid - and electing so many
lefty Democrats to the state party committee that Keron Kerr of
Kittery could become the state chair by one vote. She's such a
reformist and a progressive that the ultimate party bosses House Speaker John Martin and Senate President Charles Pray
- refused to meet wi th her.
This year, the Democrats have the interesting gaggle of
presidential candidates, but the Republican Party is the ripe
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Age: 47
Home base: Southern
California
Marital status: Married, one
child
Education: University of
California-Berkeley, 1966;
Harvard Law School, 1969
Military service: Eight years
in U.S. Army Reserves
Resume: Public advocate,
lawyer, teacher, author; four
terms (12 years) as Irvine
City Councilor, including
two terms (six years) as
Mayor
Key Issues: Social welfare
PI'9grams, military cuts
Strengths: Innovative and
specific ideas
Weaknesses: Little-known,
excluded from debates
Best sound bite: "Poverty is
smothering 12 million
children; one in every four
newborns is poor, two i~
four if they're children of
color ... half of all Americans
are just one major ilIness
away from economic ruin. It
is absolutely immoral that all
this pain and suffering is
permitted to continue in a $5
trillion economy."

,

Agran: White knight

or dark horse1
Lawrence A. (Larry) Agran,
former mayor of Irvine, Calif.,
is beginning to make a name
for himself in Democratic
circles - crashing a hea1th-care
debate among the big five in

.

Nashua, N.H., and upstaging
them all at a conference of
mayors in Washington, D.C.
Though Agran's been all but
ignored by the mainstream
media, he's already gotten onto
the primary ballot in 31 states.
Agran'scampaign revolves
around a simple, yet profound,
change in the way this country
does business. He wants to
slash the military budget in
half - cutting $150 bilIion by
removing defense of Europe
and Japan, pulling military aid
to Central American and
Middle Eastern puppet
governments, and killing Star
Wars research and the costly B2 bomber - in just three years.
That's the deepest defense cut
anyone has proposed during
this campaign.
Some of the money saved,
says Agran, would then get
sent back to local communities
first: one-fourth to local public
works projects and schools.
One-fourth would also go
toward funding a national
health-care program and Social
Security reform; and the
remaining half would pay for
deficit reduction, economic
conversion to a peace economy
and environmental protection
and cleanup.
Agran has distinguished
himself by arguing we should
"think globally, act locally" in other words, that a nation is
built from the ground up, in
cities and towns and neighbor-

,

Jerry Brown
resume
Age: 53
Home base: San Francisco
Marital status: Single, no
children
Education: University of
California-Berkley, 1961;
Yale University Law School,
1964
Military Service: None
Resume: Legal clerk; lawyer;
four years as California
Secretary of State, two terms
(eight years) as Governor of
California, Chairman of
California Democratic Party
Key Issues: Corruptness of
government, environment
Strengths: Anti-establishment
message, 1-800 pledge
number
Weaknesses: Flaky image,
lack of substantive proposals
Best sound bite (said over
NBC airwaves): "General
Electric, which owns NBC,
gave $350,000 to incumbents
last year."

The skilled Insider
becomes a lone reformer
Edmund G. (Jerry) Brown
Jr. is the certifiable wild card
among this years Democratic
contenders. He comes off either
as a huckster who's working
both sides of the aisle, or as a
fresh, impudent voice tossing
out new ideas like "Put a
computer on every desk," or

"Let's build a non-polluting
car."
Brown's campaign promises
are lifted almost intact from his
platform during two terms as
governor of California. He
pushes a cleaner environment,
term limits for politiCians,
development of alternative
energy technologies and
aggressive affirmative action
policies. Indeed, some of these
ideas did take hold in 1970s
California, and Brown deserves
credit for those gains. The
state's tough environmental
laws, its advocacy for farm
workers, the elevation of
minorities and women to key
positions of influence - all are,
at least partly, legacies of the
Brown era.
He's also taken on the role
of gadfly in this campaign, a

useful role to be sure puncturing PAC halos,
exposing NBC as being owned
by a major defense contractor,
prodding other candidates to
name their vice-presidential
choices now. He has refused to
accept any contribution larger
than $100, and hawks a tollfree number that's been ringing
off its hook. In one debate,
Brown even boldly proposed a
flat 13 percent tax on all
Americans that would, he said,
pay for national health care
and other social programs. The
message here: "Small is
beautiful."
But then the other shoe
drops.
"We're very powerful, we
have a huge amount of Wealth,
and there is no reason to
believe it can't be expanded

hoods; not in the halls of
Congress. That's why he wants
to pump military money back
into communities. (He's also
the only candidate who would
guarantee troops and displaced ,
defense workers jobs and job
search services in a peace
economy.)
His stances on 'foreign
policy are dearly defined: He's
said he would immediately
stop military aid to Central
America, for instance, substituting humanitarian aid
instead. And he firmly advocates an autonomous Palestinian state in the Middle East.
Like his economic ideas,
Agran's civil rights and gun
. control stances might be the
most progressive of all the
Democratic candidates'. He
supports a national gay rights
bill, and wants the government
to begin a massive AIDS
education campaign over radio
and television airwaves. He
would require gun owners to
buy liability insurance when
they buy their weapons (cost:
$35 annually per weapon), and
use the money to compensate
victims of gunplay and
otherwise control illegal
gunrunning.
And his plan for national
health care is refreshingly
straightforward: Eliminate the
for-profit private insurance
industry, then apply that $40
million worth of defense
savings to a government
health-care pool. The healthcare program would include
funding for family planning
services - and abortions - for
low-income folks who couldn't

continuously," he told the
Boston Globe, undoubtedly
shocking millions of readers. In
fact, his pushy, polished
campaign style played so
poorly in New Hampshire that
his entire campaign staff quit.
Brown then accused his former
volunteer staff of leaving
because they didn't make
enough money.
The problem with touting
such high moral standards is
that Brown has ducked them
all himself. (He even talks
about the Democratic candidates as "they," and himself
and the people as "we,") Who's
his vice-presidential nominee?
He hasn't got one. Didn't he
take lots of money in previous
elections? That was then, this is
now. Brown bashes the
Democratic Party, screams that
it's in cahoots with the other
one. But he's running right
beneath its banner.
And then there's the image
problem. Spending recent
sabbaticals with Mother
Theresa in India and Zen
masters in Japan sounds great
to us - but it won't do much
to shed the "Governor Moonbeam" tag.
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afford them. Agran speaks
from a position of knowledge
on health care, too: He once
wrote a book detailing the
federal government's refusal to
acknowledge cancer risks, and
has worked to secure legal aid
on health issues for the poor.
Agran's final contribution to
the progressive cause is a "1
percent-l percent" proposal,
whereby the richest 1 percent
of America's citizens - those
making hundreds of thousands
of dollars a year - are taxed an
extra 1 percent of their total
personal wealth (not income).
With this many fresh ideas,
it's too bad the Democrat
bigwigs and media moguls
won't let Agran into deb<\tes .

,

The talk VS. the walk
Of course the problem with
Agran is that there jus~ isn't as
much walk to measure as there
is with the other candidates.
But what's there is very good:
Environment: Excellent.
Agran helped set up a monorail system in Irvine, wrote
open space requirements into
City zoning.ordinances, and
fought for cleaner air and cuts
in production of ozonedestroying CFCs. Irvine won a
United Nations environmental
award in 1990.
Health care: For five
years, Agran chaired the
National Health Law Program,
which gives legal aid on health
issues to the poor. He helped
start a citywide child-care
program. He also wrote a book
criticizing the government's
refusal to protect citizens from
occupational and environmental cancer risks.

care.
Enylronment: Impressive.
He enacted sweeping laws to
clean up California's air,
changed the ways automobiles
are built, cut solid and toxic
wastes, conserved energy and
pushed solar and wind power
- while fighting nuclear
reactors. He formed the
California Conservation Corps,
a model environmental corps;
fought pesticide use (an
unpopular stance with fruit
aM vegetable growers); and
battled the U.S. Forest Service
over improper logging of
wilderness areas.
But Brown also allowed
offshore oil exploration and
favored construction of a huge
(environment-wrecking) canal
rather than calling for water
ronservation.
Health care: Brown
granted state employees a year
of leave for pregnancy,
childbirth and rearing. He
created rights and services for
migrant farm workers. He
made chiropractic care and
acupuncture reimbursable by
insurers.

~ talk VS. the walk

Clyll rights: Excellent.
While governor of California,
Brown appointed many
minorities and women to key
state government and court
positions. He has generally
supported gay rights. ,
Education: Brown doubled
state aid to poor college
students and equalized
spending among public school
districts. He also helped lowinrome families pay for child

s
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HOW TO CAUCUS
Contirlued from page 6
fruit - there for the picking. ''We've had a little turmoil the last
year or so," confesses Edward "Ted" O'Meara, the irrepressibly
moderate McKernan loyalist who serves as state Republican
chair - to the chagrin of the so-called "Volle balls," the rightwing devotees of embattled county GOP chair Paul Volle. A split
has apparently developed. among the right-wingers, causing city
GOP chair Carolyn Cosby to quit just as she was supposed to be
organizing the Portland caucus. O'Meara expects a quiet caucus,
insisting that Maine Republicans are solidly behind pseudoMainer George Bush. What about support for conservative pit
bull Pat Buchanan? "So far we haven't seen any evidence of .
that," O'Meara insists. Could this be wishful thinking? Show up
at your local Republican caucus and find out.
The GOP is not exactly determined to make sure caucus day
is a big party. Unlike the Democrats, who have decreed that
every community in Maine shall caucus on Sunday, Feb. 23, the
Maine GOP has warmly suggested to each town that it at least
caucus some time during the weekend of Feb. 22-23, according
to O'Meara. But that's only a suggestion; every town has until
April to caucus. Gorham Republicans, for example, won't gather
until March 7 - "due to the convenience of the town chair,"
reports Carolyn Murray, caucus and convention coordinator for
the state party.

Bill Clinton
Age: 4S
Home base: Arkansas
Marital status: Married, one
child

Education: Georgetown
University, 1968; Rhodes
Scholar at Oxford University,
Oxford, England; Yale
University Law School, 1973
Military servke: None
Resume: Lawyer, law school
professor; two years as
Arkansas Attorney General,
six terms (12 years) as
Governor of Arkansas
Key luues: Education reform,
better welfare system
Strengths: Detailed proposals, executive experience
Weaknesses: Poor environmental stance, nagging
allegations about dodging
drafts and boffing bimbos

Best sound bite:
'1 didn't do it."
Mr. "A" Student
Despite jumping into the
race last, overachiever William
J. (Bill) Clinton sprinted to an
early lead and ran smack into a
heap of controversy.
Clinton's father died before
he was born, and he was raised
by an abusive stepfather;
Clinton remembers the man
firing a shotgun off in the
house when he was S years old.
Some years later, Clinton
confronted his stepfather and
got him to stop beating his
mother. Ever since, say both
friends and opponents, Clinton
has been a master of negotia·
tion and compromise.
It was during his time at
Georgetown University that
Clinton began to sharply
question the establishment.
Clinton found a job as a highlevel aide to Sen. J. William
Fulbright during the Vietnam
War, a position that gave him
access to classified material
coming in from the front lines.
What he saw converted him to
an anti -war stance; galvanized,
Clinton attended anti-war
rallies in England and Norway,
then worked for George
McGovern's unsuccessful 1972
presidential campaign.
After returning to his home
state, Clinton's path to the ,
governors office was short. He
was elected state attorney

resume
general in 1976 and, just two
years later, governor. During
that first term he ruffled
feathers with his aggressive
style and Ivy League manner,
and was swept out of office in
1980. But by 1982 he was back
in the governors mansion,
where he has remained ever
since. Now in his fifth term,
he's the longest-llitting governor in the country.
Clinton has attacked
poverty and education with
single-minded zeal through
more, not less, government:
more and better job training
programs, more and better
education. When he took office,
Arkansas ranked 49th among
the states in per-capita income;
now it's 47th. (The state's
shriveled resources are
reflected by Clinton's own
salary: He's the lowest-paid .
governor in the country,
earning 535,(100 annually.)
To pay for these muchneeded social' programs,
Clinton raised taxes. To his
credit, he has kept his state out
of the red, even through a
recession. (Few other governors can say the same right
now.) But Clinton says he
wouldn't increase spending
any faster than people's
paychecks are growing. He
wouldn't cut the defense
budget as deeply or fast as
other Democratic candidates,
either.
Instead, Clinton would
penalize a private company
that pays its top dog more than
25 times what its lowest-paid
workers make. He'd let college
students pay back their loans
with community service. And
he strongly supports a tax cut
for middle-class families.
, On the other hand, Governor Bill is a former chair of the
Democratic Leadership
Council, whose sole mission is
to push the Democratic Party
to the right. He supports all
sorts of questionable pr0business interests, right down
to agreeing with Tsongas that
national health care should
stay private. (In fact, his so-

Wanted: five-cornered rooms

called health-care proposal
really only calls for cracking
down on insurance industry
costs.) He's the toughest
Democrat on crime - he
supports the death penalty and
gun control laws - and
approved of military intervention in the Gulf War.

The talk ys. the walk
Education: Clinton's
brightest spot. He broadly
reformed public schools,
raising taxes to do it. Student
improvement was dramatic.
He also passed a law taking
away drivers' licenses from
high school dropouts and gave
scholarships to drug-free
college students.
Environment: Clinton has
made weak appointments to
the state environmental boards
and agencies, allowed hazardous wastes to be incinerated,
and tolerated both clearcutting
and water pollution.
But in 1991, he finally
passed a sweeping package of
environmental laws that crack
down on toxic pollutants,
mandate reforestation and
recycling, and clean up water
supplies.
Health care: Clinton made
an unpopular but superb
appointment to the state's
Health Department, tapping a
black woman,Joycelyn Elders,
to head it. Elders has fought ,
staunchly for the health-care
rights of the poor.
But Clinton also tried to cut
state aid to the disabled; after
wheelchair-confined protesters
shackled themselves together
in his Little Rock office, an
embarrassed Clinton withdrew
the cuts.

Labor relations: Bad.
Clinton helped secure an
emergency loan for an Arkansas plastics company during a
strike that has stretched out for
nearly two years. He hasn't
reformed the state's workers'
compensation system, which is
impossible to penetrate and
heavily weighted in favor of
employers. Workplace accidents are common. Even
worse, Clinton once touted the
state's low wages and antiunion stance to attract business.

"We want this caucus to be inclusive," proclaims Nathan
Szanton, Portland's Democratic chair. "We're doing everything
we can think of to increase turnout."
Portland Democrats will meet at Portland High School at 1
p.m. - and Szanton thinks he can attract a good crowd with a
mega-rally prior to the actual caucusing. Szanton will introduce
the fiery Tom Andrews, who will introduce the all-powerful
George Mitchell, who will introduce whichever of the actual
presidential candidates actually show up. And the Portland
Oems are banking on at least one or two actually making an
appearance. (None did in 1988, however.)
.
Having been beaten and whipped into a frothy political
frenzy, Portlanders will retire to classrooms throughout the
school- each voting precinct meeting separately. And there the
presidential choreography and algebraic machinations will take
over.
<The same concept guides most town caucuses, although
several smaller communities will do the actual caucusing in one
big room. For a complete list of locations and times for area
town caucuses, see page 17.)
But you don't have to be a rocket scientist - or even a mere
political scientist - to figure it out. The object of the game is to
pick delegates to the 1992 state Democratic Conve!!tion.. Portland chooses a whopping 249 of them; Westbrook, in contrast,
gets a mere 58. Those delegates are apportioned to the local
voting precincts according to the number of registered Democrats; in Portland it works out to between eight and 10 delegates
per classroom.
So after the speechifying is over, you're in the classroom with
a few dozen of your closest neighbors, and 10 or so of you get to
be delegates. Here's how it happens: The precinct captain, who
presides over this political dance, designates a comer of the
room for each of the candidates running for president. There's
also a comer for "uncommitted," meaning folks who don't feel
like picking a candidate on Feb. 23. Everyone flocks to their
various comers and the captain counts who is where. And then
each comer of the room gets to select delegates frdm among its
numbers in proportion to the number of people who have
flocked to that comer.
Perhaps an example will be helpful? Let's say your precinct
gets to choose 10 delegates, and 50 Democrats show up. Everyone scurries to their separate comers, and when the dust settles:
20 moonbeams are in the Jerry Brown comer,
10 moderates are in the Bill Clinton zone,
S Massachusetts natives head for Tsongas,
3 Debra Winger fans go for Kerrey,
2 prairie populists head for Harkin, and
10 Cuomo and/or Jackson supporters fill up the "uncommitted" comer.
There's one delegate for each five voters, so the Brown crowd
picks four delegates, the Clintonites get to choose two, Tsongas
one, and the uncommitted folk get a pair.
But what about the Kerrey and Harkin groups, which have
failed to meet the "threshold" of five voters? Here's where the
fun happens, because the Kerrey group of three now needs to
implore, beseech and persuade the two Harkin voters to join
forces with them so that, together, they have the votes to elect
one delegate. Similarly, in a different scenario where one
candidate's supporters number, say, 14, they can and should try
to lure someone from a different group so they can pick three
delegates rather than just two.
Are these delegates, once chosen, committed to support the
candidate they publicly endorsed at the caucus? No, says
Portland caucus secretary Pat McGovern. "Whomever you

Continued on ptlgt 10

Mario Cuomo
Age: 59
Home base: Albany, New
York
Marital Status: Married, five
children
Education: Saint John's
College Law School, 1956
Military service: None
Resume: Center fielder for
semipro baseball team,
lawyer, prosecutor, professor: Secretary of State,
Lieutenant Governor, three
terms (10 years) as Governor'
of New York
Key Issues: Urban renewal,
environmental issues
Strengths: Speaking skills,
public perception as tough
and ethical
Weaknesses: Indecision,
paranoia, New York City
crime statistics
Best sound bite: '1£ I had a
budget, I would be campaigning ...."

Better later than never?
The recent flood of support
fur Mario Matthew Cuomo was
released on Feb. 16 after the
New York governor told a
reporter that if he wasn't so
busy hammering out a new
state budget, he'd surely be
making the campaign rounds
in New Hampshire.
Liberal activists, beside
themselves with joy, bolstered
fledgling write-in campaigns in
several states. Cuomo picked
up immediate endorsements
from Maine Congressman Tom
Andrews, Boston Mayor Ray

Flynn, Boston City Councilor
John Nucci and Pulitzer Prizewinning historian Arthur
Schlesinger Jr.
Born in Queens, where his
father owned a grocery store,
Cuomo played semipro ball
with the Brunswick Pirates for
a while, and seriously considered a shot at the big leagues
until the day he was beaned
with an errant fastball. Cuomo
hung up his spikes, went to
law school back in the Big
Apple, and emerged as a
tenacious New York secretary
of state. From there, Cuomo
rose through the ranks to
lieutenant governor (second-incommand) and, in 1982,
governor.
Once in Albany, Cuomo
proved he was still a city kid at
heart by improving welfare
programs, cracking down on
crime and protecting the
environment.
Cuomo pushed a package of
state ethics reforms, including
stricter rules for disclosures.
He passed the strongest U.S.
law protecting the privacy of
mv positive people, and also
tried to pass a gay rights law.
(Conservative state legislators
blunted his efforts on both
counts, but he keeps pushing.)
His pro-choice stance is more
impressive than other candidates' because Cuomo is a
Roman Catholic; Cardinal John
O'Connor has threatened to
excommunicate him for
bucking Catholic doctrine,

Cuomo photos tTy
T.L. Litt/Impact VisURls

resume
which forbids both birth
control and abortion.
Cuomo helped bring New
York's state income taxes down
to their lowest levels in 30
years despite an ever-shrinking
bag of federal money. To make
up for revenues lost by the tax
cut, though, he had to trim all
state programs 5 percent. In the
process, some important

programs like battered
women's services and rape
crisis centers were hit hard.
Cuomo's weakness could be
the way he plays both sides of
the fence when it's politically
expedient. For instance: On the
same day he was firing state
union workers, he jetted down
to 42nd Street for a rabblerousing speech to New York
Daily News strikers. He has
supported the life sentence
without parole - and doubled
prison space - while vetoing
the death penalty. He says he
supports universal health care, .
but won't say how he'd pay for
it. He believes in welfare
programs, but won't fight for
increased funding.
But that ability to change his
position has served Cuomo
well at times. When private
landowners protested his plan
to buy up Adirondack forests
and make them public, Cuomo
offered to trade them tax relief
for public easements instead. .
His biggest liability in a
national campaign could be
that Cuomo has zero foreign
policy experience; in fact, he's
only spent 11 nights away from
his home in nine years as
governor. That's because he
loves being the CEO of New
York. Also, state insiders say
his appointments to state
boards have been mediocre;
Cuomo, they say, rewards
loyalty instead of competence.
But his positive image may
overwhelm these inconsistencies. His manhandling of Bush
on national TV last year might
have been Cuomo's single
biggest push for his noncandidacy.
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A Cuomo victory would
have to happen organically.
First, he'd need to place well in
Maine and New Hampshire;
then Cuomo strongholds like
Illinois, Massachusetts and
New York would kick in. By
the time of the big June
primaries (California, New
Jersey), several other candidates will have dropped out;
then those uncommitted (but
liberal) delegates will join the
other uncommitted (read:
Cuomo) delegates at the
national convention in New
York City. Cuomo-mania will
be rampant and a draft very
possible.
It could happen.

The talk venus the walk
Civil rights: Good. Cuomo
vetoed the death penalty eight
times, and may get a ninth
chance this spring. He protected HlV-infected people
with privacy laws.
Environment: Very good.
Though New York spends the
least per capita of any U.S.
state on environmental
protection, Cuomo has fought
for cleaner air and protection
from acid rain. He signed the
California emissions laws
before any other state and got
Ohio to agree to cut its
industrial emissions - a
remarkable feat. His efforts to
protect Adironack forests are
also admirable, though he
backed off on an earlier plan to
buy up private land.
Cuomo helped close the
Shoreham Nuclear Power
Plant, but he remains silent
about several other plants
which are also unsafe.

The Best Candidate for Preside;iITICALADVERTISEMENT
You Never Heard of••• LARRY AGRAN
Larry Agr.an - Over .20 years of P~blic Service, providing leadership at the local level on
the mo.st important issues of our time. With the end of the cold war, Larry Agran
recogmzes the need for fundamental change in national priorites. See if you agree:
CUTIING MILITARY SPENDING
- Remove all US F<xces from Europe and Japan
- Cancel the B-2 Bomber and Star Wars
- End f<xeign military aid to dictators
- Return a ~ ISO billion peace dividend to cities and towns
- Convert military contracts and jobs
PRO\TIDING HEALTH CARE
- Fun~ comprehensive national h~l~ insurance
- ProVide full range of health serviceS mcluding
• Family planning and reproductive choice
• AIDS treatment
• Drug dependency treatment
PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT
- Establish "EcoCorps"
- Clean up toxic and nuclear waste si[es
- Restore our rivers and oceans
- Reforest the Earth
"- Build energy efficient transportation
- Control population growth
- Safeguard the ozone layer
CLOSING NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
- Decommision all nuclear power plants by 2001
- Develope alternative energy sources and [echnologies
CONlROLLING GUN VIOLENCE
- Establish strict gun controls
- Require mandatory liability insurance for gun owners to:
• Compensate victims
• Hire police officers
• Prosecute truly violent crimes

WHILE HE WAS THE MAYOR OF IRVINE, CA THE
EDITORS OF THE NEW YORK TIMES WROTE,
"THOUGH A LIBERAL DEMOCRAT, MR. AGRAN
THRNES AS A MAVERICK IN REPUBLICAN
TERRITORY."

"THINK GLOBALLY. ACT LOCALLY"
• Authorized a 1987 U.S. Conference of Mayors resolution

calling on Congress and the President "to redress the

imbalance between military spending and important domestic
spending;"
• Organized the Conference's landmarlc study, A Shift in
Military Spending to America's Cities, which found that "a
five-year shift of $150 billion from the military budget" would
create job;, increase personal income, and improve the
Quality of life;
• Convened a 1990 Roundtable Conference on Economic
Diversification at Irvine City Hall, which brought together
local aerospce executives, [rade union officials, economists,
federal and sme representatives, and local elected officials.
~e Idea generated by the gathering was the conversion of
hagh-technology Industries from military weaponry to m~
transi[;
• Authored the nation's strongest and mos[ comprehensive
municipal ordinance to eliminate chloroflourocarbons
(CFCs) and other compounds destroying the Earth's ozone
layer, for which the city w~ hon<xed with the United
Nations Environment Programme's coveted award for
environmental achievement.

GUARANTEEING CIVIL RIGHTS
- Provide strong national leadership on human rights
- Ban discrimination on basis of race, sex, sexual orientation or disability

IF YOU AGREE Help make these issues part of the
NattOllal Agenda, Caucus for Larry Agran,
Call (603) 433-5500

PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In 1962, Agran entered the U.S. Army Reserves,
where he served until his OOnorable discharge in 1970.
~ ~duated Phi Beta Kappa from the University of .
California, Berkeley in 1966: majoring in economics
and history. In 1969, he graduated cum laude from
Harvanl Law School, where he specialized in public
law.
From 1975 to 1980, he was Olairman of the Board of
Directors of the National Health Law Program, a
federally funded legal services program to advance the
health righlS of the poor.
In 1977, Agran authored The Cancer Conntclion
(Houghton Mi/!lin), a ~ acclaimed book. sharply
critical of the government s failure to institute effective
public policies to protect citbens against occupationally
. and environmentally caused cancers.
l.any Agran was first elected to the Irvine City
Council in MaJCh 1978, and served until June 1990.
He was the City's first direcdy elected Mayor and
held office for six years. After a total of 12 years and
four winning elections as a Democratic activist in
conservative Orange County, Agran was narrowly
defrated for re-election in 1990.
In December, 1990, former Democratic Presidential
nominee George McGovern chose larry Agran to chair
his exploratory commitree for a possible campaign for
the Democratic nomination.
l.any Agran lives in Irvine with his wife, Phyllis, a
pediatric gastroenterologisL Their 21-year old son, Ken,
is a senoir at Dutmoum College.
Paid for by Agran far l'Te.ident '92.

"
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Tom Harkin
\

Age: 52
Home base: Iowa
Marital status: Married, two
children
Education: Iowa State
University, 1962; Catholic
University of America Law
School, 1972
Military service: Pilot in US
Navy, 1962~7; U.S. Naval
Reserve, 1968-74
Resume: Construction worker,
sailboat builder, insurance
salesman, lawyer; five terms
(10 years) as U.S. Representative from Iowa, two terms
(eight years) as U.S. Senator
Key Issues: Business growth,
workers' rights, disabled
legislation
Strengths: Pro-labor stance, .
populist support, aggressiveness
Weaknesses: Pro-Israel
stances, PAC money
accepted
Best sound bite: '1 just saw a
picture in ~ New York
Times of George Bush .. . On
one side is the CEO of
Nabisco, and on the other
side is the CEO of PepsiCO.
And I said, That's George
Bush's America.'"

A _rklng-clllSl hero
Ornery, abrasive Thomas R
(Tom) Harkin is pushing
himself as the pro-Iabor, left-ofleft candidate who takes
Democratic politics to a
populist place it hasn't been
since the New Deal fizzled out.
He's betting the campaign on
his ability to set himself apart
as the lone pissed-off, workingclass candidate in a field of Ivy
Leaguers.
There's some truth to the
image; Harkin's childhood was
certainly rough. Raised in a
tiny, crowded cottage in a dirtpoor Iowa railside town,.
. Harkin watched as his mother
died young, his father died of
black lung disease, and two
sisters died of cancer. His
surviving brother went deaf.
Harkin worked on road crews
and at bottling plants to pay
for college while caring for his
father and brother.
Ever since. Harkin has
scrapped for the rights of the
disenfranchised. He sponsored
the Americans with Disabilities
Act, a watershed law fur

resume
disabled people. He'd give a
tax credit to businesses that
build employee health centers.
He is easily the most pro-Iabor
candidate in the bunch, and
has an absolutely stellar
human rights record.
On the stump, his speeches
are playing well. He's rousing
the rabble with body punches
like '1'm gonna take a two-byfour to George Herbert Walker
Bush:' And his Hwork daysH eight hours spent soldering
computer circuit boards or
hauling lobster traps in the
Atlantic - are rounding up
.blue-colJar support, too.
Beneath this bulldog
surface, though, Harkin's
acquired a few cloakroom
ideas that contradict his
progresSive agenda. He
admires Lyndon Johnson, and
believes that American
industries can get us back on
our feet: more beef and com
and cars, more skyscrapers and
highways. His anti-Japan talk
is hair-raising.
Harkin's views on foreign
relations are occasionally
muddled. His support of Israel
has been described as Hslavish," even to the point of
suggesting that the occupied
territories aren't really occupied - they were just stolen
from Israel. Harkin recently
introduced a bill prohibiting
loans to countries that spend
more on militaries than
education and health. Great;
but Israel spends 60 percent
(nearly $2 billion) of its annual
U.S. aid package on military
operations.
On economic issues, Harkin
plays both sides of the fence.
He ridicules both Bush's
proposed cut in the capital
gains tax and Clinton's
proposed cut in middle-class
income tax. But he voted
himself a pay raise. has a house
in the Bahamas, and says he's
the only true pro-growth, probusiness candidate in the field .
On military issues, Harkin is
decidedly progressive. Perhaps
building on his experience with
the cruel "tiger cages" American troops used to detain

prisoners in South Vietnam,
Harkin voted against the Gulf
War last year. He's courageously sponsored peace
dividend bills, and raised the
issue of economic conversion:
transferring military electronics
skills to mass transit, communications, education and
medical research.
One thing i1! certain: If
nominated, he'll attack George
Bush with bare knuckles.
Harkin's already mused to a
reporter about comparing Bush
to Manuel Noriega and
Saddam Hussein in a campaign
commercial.

The talk vs. the walk
Civil rights: Excellent.
Harkin favors all forms of
women's rights and gay rights.
He supports compiling hate
crime statistics. However, he
has consistently refused to cosponsor a gay rights bi11 in the
Senate.
Defense: Excellent. Harkin
has pushed a strong peace
agenda in the Senate, sponsoring measures that cut defense
programs and shift the money
to a wide set of domestic
programs.
Environment: Very good.
Though Iowan farmers use
tons of pesticides, Harkin
fought to push through the
Organic Food Act in 1990. He
has been a crucial backer of .
cleaner, more sustainable
farming practices. He also
backed clean water laws, forest
protection acts and co-sponsored a bill banning drilling in
the Alaska National Wildlife
Refuge. He fully supports
funding for contraception and
other forms of population
control.
Health care: Co-sponsored
Family and Medical Leave Act.
foreign policy: Harkin
introduced a bill to suspend
military aid to El Salvador.
Despite his unw~vering proIsraeli stances on Middle East
issues, he supports the Camp
David Accords of 1978, which
call for Palestinian autonomy.

pledge to, you should support, but you're not bound. Some of
them could drop out." Especially because the Democratic state
convention isn't until May 15-17.
The state convention is in beautiful downtown Bangor, by the
way - so if you seek election as a Democratic delegate you
should be prepared to journey to the banks of the Penobscot on
that spring weekend. The Bangor confab is where the delegates
to the state convention will choose Maine's delegates to the
Democratic National Convention in New York this July, where
the actual nominee will be anointed.
But you don't have to go to Madison Square Garden to take
over the Democratic Party. You can do it right in your caucus
classroom. Anyone who displays enough interest to show up at
the caucus is automatically a member of the town or city
Democratic Committee - an instant party boss.
Just ask Eric Johnson, boss of the Maine Peace Campaign.
Johnson is handing out white painters' hats with "Real Security
'92" written on them and is hoping that lots of those hats will
showup at the caucuses - atop the heads of Democrats committed to "a massive shift in federal budget priorities to respond
to our nation's real security needs in the post-Cold War era."
Call Johnson at 772-0680 and he'll give you the details, including
how scrupulously nonpartisan the whole thing is since the
groups in the Real Security coalition want to keep their taxexempt status. But as far as the coalition is concerned, you can
keep your white hat on and keep arguing for "rebuilding our
economy, meeting human needs, protecting and restoring the
environment and reducing the federal budget deficit" while
you're taking over either the Democratic Party or the GOP.
Those who are finding it more and more difficult to tell those
two parties apart will be interested to learn that state Republican
chief O'Meara says the GOP caucuses are "not all that much
different" from the Democratic ones. But at the Republican
caucuses, "everybody runs'uncommitted" and delegates don't
have to go to Bangor on May 15 - they get·to spend May Day,
and the day after, in Augusta for the GOP state convention.

COME MEET JERRY BROWN

WE'THE PEOPLE OF MAINE CAN TAKE BACK AMERICA
VOTE FOR

a
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Jerry Brown for President 1992

Jerry Brown traveled throughout Maine. He stopped off in Waldo County, Sunday, February 9 to talk to some Mainers. Peggy McKenna photos

"The American political system is breaking down.
People no longer have access to the American dream."
- Jerry Brown

1992: the last presidential caucus?
Ha-rumph!, grumbles state Rep. Fred Richardson about all
this. Back in 1976, Richardson was a delegate to the Democratic
National Convention, chosen by an Ohio caucus to support Mo
Udall. Now Richardson is a Democrat who represents part of the
West End and Stroud water at the State House, and he thinks
caucuses are the wrong way to choose presidential candidates.
Richardson's bill to establish a Maine presidential primary
failed earlier this month in the Legislature, but Richardson says
he'll be back with the idea again. He argues that caucuses are
great for political activists willing to spend an afternoon rallying
and arguing. But, he says, "1 don't believe everybody has to be a
political activist to count in the system." He worries especially
about the voters who have a presidential preference, but don't
want to make that preference known in the harsh public light of
the caucus room.
Richardson's crusade is waged in the name of the secret ballot
and, he says, the greater glory of New England. The hidden
agenda of his bill is to set up a New England regional primary,
to be held on the day formerly occupied solely by New Hampshire. Thus New England would get the first crack in the nation,
which he hopes would adopt a system of regional primaries.
OK. You've read this far into the story; now we'll .tell you a
secret we buried this low because we really want it known only
to intimate friends of CBW editors and writers: You don't even
have to be a Republican to take over the GOP on caucus day,
and the same is true for the Democratic Party as well. If you're
not registered in a political party - in fact, if you're not registered to vote, period - you can appear at the caucus before the
starting time, enroll as a member of the party, walk in, and take
it over.
But just in case you're a sneaky Democrat planning to enroll
as a Republican and nominate Pat Buchanan - or a Volle ball
who would like to monkey wrench the D's like you did the R's
- you're too late. You have to be unregistered in your old party
at least three months before you caucus with your new party.
Even so, Pat McGovern remembers that thousands of would-be
Democrats showed up to register at the 1980 Portland caucus,
when it was Ted Kennedy vs. Jimmy Carter. Her advice, based
on that experience: If you want to register, get there early.
Caucuses are free theatre; earlier this month at a South
Portland GOP meeting the drama became so intense that party
activist Mark Finks was led away in handcuffs. Caucuses.are
contact sport; the idea is not just to vote but to persuade - and
they're cheaper than watching the Maine Mariners lose again.
And caucuses are a potential peaceful revolution - a chance to
do what Boris Yeltsin did before the tanks surround the building,
a chance to prove Fred Richardson wrong about low participation, a chance to take the political process back from the brink of
corporate tyranny, and a chance to take our political parties
away from the consultants and fundraisers.

Sat., Feb. 22,12 noon, Monument Square, Portland

The changes America needs will come from a place
deeper than politics. Jerry Brown has been there.
H-is solutions are honest, clear, simple, necessary.
Jerry Brown. The president America needs.
Jerry Brown has travelled to Maine more than any other 1992
Democratic Presidential candidate. He has spoken with and most
importantly listened in person to the concerns and issues of the
people of Auburn, Augusta, Bangor, Belfast, Biddeford, Brunswick,
Bucksport, Lewis!on, Orono, Portland and Topsham. And he will
return to Maine February 19 - February 23 for five solid days of
continuous public events and forums to continue to listen, and share
his views on the economy, fair taxation, jobs, education, health care,
the environment, safe energy, and foreign affairs. Call us for more
details so you can attend the event nearest you.
For more Information about the Sunday, February 23rd caucuses and how to help
Jerry Brown In your local community, please call one of these numbers:
Portland/State Headquarters
316 Cumberland AveJP.O.B.4189. Portland. ME 04101
871-9292
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As Governor of California, Jerry Brown...
I Had the strongest environmental record of any governor in
American history.
• Made California the world leader in use of safe alternative
energy, conservation and environmental protection.
• Supported wind turbines and solar collectors that now
produce more energy than Maine Yankee.
• Adopted the toughest clean-air laws in America and placed
a moratorium on new nuclear power until safety and waste
concerns are resolved.
.
I Appointed more women to positions of power than any other
governor in America.
I Created 2.2 million jobs -literally 1 out of every 4 new jobs
created in the entire United States.
I Refused to reside in the pompous Reagan Governor's Mansion and instead lived in an apartment, and paid his own·rent.
He also refused and returned a salary increase four times.

Biddeford: 282-2119
Saco: 282-3513/ Falmouth:781-2783

Cape Elizabeth: 767-2900
Brunswick: 729-5759 and 729-6375

THE PROFESSIONAL POLITICIANS CAN'T BUY THE MAINE CAUCUSES.
THE GOOD OLD BOYS WANT YOU TO STAY HOME SUNDAY, FEB. 23
.
DON'T FALL FOR IT - CAUCUS ATTENDANCE IS EASY:
1. A caucus will be held in every Maine town on Sun., Feb. 23. This is the only time you can cast your vote for Jerry Bro~.
contact number, you can call one of the abov~ numbers to get it and find out more

2. ~ you d~n't have a local Brown

??-

informauon on how you can pamclpate, and have your vote counL The caucus wIll last about 1 hour in each location.
3. Any Democrat, Independent. or Green can vote. By law, each town must make available a time to register IIl<YL voters that Sun.,
Feb. 23.
4. All. caucus locations .need. your help. Please help us organize. Call us today. All Jerry Brown supporters in Maine have to attend
theIr local town presuientJaI caucus to have thelf vote and choice be heard.

PLEASE STAND AND BE COUNTED!
Paid for by Brown for President Contributioo. &0 Brown for Praidmt are nol deductible u charitable conuibutiOlll for fcdcra1 incane lax purpoIeIt.

Dotulld Maurice Kreis is Il member of no orgllniud politiCR/7JQriy.
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Cross over the boundry from an ordinary

REAT

@
KinK Pine Ski Area
AT

facial to an exaaordinary skin care treatment,
in a tranquil private atmosphere, using the
Dr. Hauscli.ka herbal preparations.
Experience the difference.
Call for an appointment & brochure.

DEALS

Purity Spring Resort

Route 153
E. Madison, NH 03849

1

7

• Convenient, Close. Uncrowded.
Affordable· $22/adult • $14/junior
• 1(, trails and slopes. 4 lifts. snowmaking
• Nursery and childrens programs
• Tuesdays 2 ski for the price of 1
• Night Skiing· Tues .• Fri.. and Sat.
• Complele Rentals and PSIA member ski
school

THERESA BERMAN
Licensed Aesthetician
799-2792 • South Portland

Annual February Sale

·Now ·25%

OFF

STOREWIDE

• cotton J3tJtI</~A.'IW(/,
bodywear

SELECTED ITEMS
UP TO 60% OFF!
Mugs. Frames. Clocks. TV Trays. Bird
Houses. Cutting Boards • 'Oval Mirrors •
Rocking Chairs • Hardwood Stools •
Woodstock Chimes • Adult Puzzles & Games
• Custom Oak & Tile Tables. Maple, Oak &
Cherry Chairs. Kitchen Carts & Work Centers
• Stoneware Lamps & Dinnerware •
Occasional Oak & Tile Tables
And much, much more ...
OPEN 7 DAYS ... WE SHIP ANYWHERE

37 Exchange St.

Portland, 871-1484

"An indoor rodeo ... feisty,
muscular, sexually charged"
The New York Times

"There is nothing quite like
Fool For Love. RUSH TO
THE BOX OFFICE!"
New York Post

Feb 11·March 1

Call 774-0465 for tickets.
PORTlAND
'II1tSI'AGE
COMPANY

**

.

25A Forest Avenue

"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide
A senSible, direct and
easy-to-read parenting guide.
Designed to provide direction for
parents, to furnish them with
understanding of their chUd's
behavior and to instill confidence.
Issues and behaviors are
common In childhood and
adolescence. TeUs parents what
to do and what not to do. Indexed
and alphabetized. Written by Carl
Metzger, M.D., who has a private
psychotherapy practice In
Portlal]d, and hosts "Healthllne,"
a weekly radio talk show. Send
$1 0.95 check or money order to:

Good Parenting Guide
P.O. Box-15237, Portland, Maine 04101

.KERRlTS
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Bob Kerrey
Age: 48
Home base: Nebraska
Marital status: Divorced, two
children
Education: University of
~ebraska-Lincoln, 1961
Military service: ~avy SEAL
in Viet Cong, 1967-69;
wounded in action, awarded
Congressional Medal of
Honor, Bronze Star, Purple
Heart
Resume: Restaurateur, health
club owner; one tenn (four
years) as Governor of
~ebraska, one tenn (three
years) as U.S. Senator
Key Issues: Universal health
care, need to rethink foreign
policy
Strengths: Likable, pithy,
gutsy, innovative
Weaknesses: Vote for a pay
raise, conservative past
Best sound bite: "No
American should die in the
Persian Gulf in order to hold
down the price of gasoline."
A New Age president
J. Robert (Bob) Kerrey is,
essentially, two people: the
Republican world-beater who
voted for Richard ~ixon in
1968 and was a trained SEAL
assassin in Vietnam; and the
contemplative mystic who
emerged after getting part of
his right leg blown off in that
war.
Kerrey grew up in middleclass lincoln, Neb., graduated
from the state's pharmacy
school and advised friends on
how to keep out of the Vietnam
draft. But Kerrey soon volunteered for one of the war's
toughest assignments, an elite
crew of ~avy fighters sent into
Vietnamese villages to stealthily kill Viet Cong. It was during
a nighttime raid that Kerrey
came face-to-face with an
enemy grenade; lying in the
mud, half his leg gone, Kerrey
continued commanding his
troops until he was lifted away
by a helicopter. He earned the
military's highest deccrations.
Recovering from his
injuries, Kerrey changed his
life. Nine years in the restaurant and health club business
made him a millionaire, so in
1982 he jumped into the
political ring and was elected
governor. Perhaps the most
popular,governor in

1992 Swimsuit
collection

resume

Nebraska's history, divorcee
Kerrey shared the mansion
with Deborah Winger and
chowed at an Omaha blues bar.
He quit after just one term, but
jumped back into the U.S,
Senate in 1989.
Since then, Kerrey has
mixed centrist stances with
maverick actions. His biggest
political gamble has been
pushing national health care to
the front of his agenda, even to
the point where he says he'd be
happy to be considered a oneissue candidate. Arguing that
blanket coverage pays for itself
by keeping money in our
pockets, he's got a program
thoroughly sketched out.
His affirmative action
policies are striking, too. He's
said he strongly supports gay
rights, and his health-<:are
program would fund both
AIDS care and abortions risky positions, both. He voted
against military intervention in
the Gulf War, and led the
charge against tacking an antiflag burning amendment onto
the Constitution. He'd strip
China of its most favored
nation trade status and keep a
closer eye on modern-day
Vietnam.
To trim the federal budget,
Kerrey would cut the size of
his cabinet in half, then
streamline congressional
committees and subcommittees. He's a big booster of a tax
break for the middle class, and
wants to cut federal nonentitlement spending by a full
25 percent. (Kerrey has
admitted such a deep cut
might not fund all the social
programs he favors.)
To pay foJ; national health
care he'd tax employers 4
percent and employees 1
percent. The universal healthcare bill he introduced last July

gives states the power to
control the specifics of the
program.
Another innovation is his
proposal of a new way of
educating children: interactive
classes, reminiscent of
Montessori or Waldorf
schooling.
On the flip side of the coin,
however, he approves of
Tsongas' pro-industry linehis early TV ads reeked of
Japan-bashing - and has
repeatedly voted against
defense cuts and for the death
penalty.
The talk vs. the walk
Civil rights: Very good.
Kerrey C<Hiponsored the Civil
Rights Act of 1991, a strike
against workplace discrimination and sexual harassment. He
has favored a gay rights bill for
some time, but refuses to c0sponsor a bill in the Senate.
But Kerrey has defended the
death penalty, even for Native
Americans who live on
reservation land.
Defense: Troubling. Kerrey
voted against: a 1 percent cut
in the U.s. defense budget,
suspending B-2 bomber
production, cutting European
troops and transferring defense
money to domestic programs.
Environment: Good. As
~ebraska's governor, Kerrey
improved protection of
groundwater supplies. He also
blocked passage through ilie
state of a train carrying
radioactive waste, and later c0sponsored a Senate forest
protection bill.
Health care: KelTeY
helped create a health-<:are
fund for covering uninsured or
underinsured ~ebraskans. He
introduced a health-<:are bill in
the Senate last July.
Other: KelTeY has aggressively pushed major reforms of
the U.S. banking industry. He
voted against the S&L bailout,
and introduced a bill reorganizing the government's
Resolution Trust Corporation.
But Kerrey chose to cut a
state women's commission's
budget instead of highway
funds. And his vote for a free
trade agreement with Mexico
. will help cost Americans jobs
and create more environmental
disasters in Central America.

,

Age: 51
Home base: Massachusetts
Marital Status: Married,
three children
Education: Dartmouth
College, 1962; Yale University Law School, 1967
Military service: None
Resume: Peace Corps volunteer; Lowell City Councilor,
two terms (four years) as
U.S. Representative from
Massachusetts, one term (six
years) as U.S. Senator;
corporate lawyer, consultant,
developer .
Key Issues: Economic and
industrial growth
Strengths: Comprehensive
plans, public and private
experience
Weaknesses: Speaking
manner, Dukakis' shadow,
foreign policy
Best sound bite: "A society
which pays its 29-year-old
science researchers $25,000 a
year... its 29-year-old
investment bankers $200,000
a year and its 29-year-old left
fielders $2 million a year is
sending all the wrong
messages."

Mr. Free Market
Paul E. Tsongas nearly
registered as a Republican the
first time he sought office.
Some say that was a telling
incident, that Tsongas has
never really joined the Democratic Party. On the other hand,
he does gi~ the party a
candidate even big business
could love. That might be the
coup de grace in a general
election - but it could well be
the kiss of death in the primary.
Tsongas grew up in
working-<:lass Lowell, Mass., a
fading mill town, where his
father struggled to keep a drycleaning business afloat for
years. After Peace Corp hitches
in Ethiopia and, later, the West
Indies, Tsongas worked as a
corporate lawyer, consultant,
developer and elected official.
He claims this mix of workingclass grit and high-level
management gives him a
unique perspective on what's
wrong with the economy
today: We've gone soft,
forgotten the invisible hand of
the free market.
To cure us, T90ngas'

Ts~ngas
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carefully thought-out vision is
one of a public-private
marriage that would rescue
America's failing ind ustrial
machine. To get us back to our
heritage of making VCRs and
cars, he puts forth surprisingly
bold and specific - but also
contradictory - ideas. Tsongas
is more substantial than the
one-issue candidate the media
has Painted him as being. The
ideas aren't always populist,
though.
For instance, Tsongas wants
to change the country's
antitrust laws so that corporate
mergers can happen even more
easily than they already do. He
favors more deregulation of
industry, not less. There's even
a hint of anti-labor union bias
in his positions. To get compa~
nies thinking about the long
run, he would press them to
scrap quarterly reports in favor
of annual ones. Tsongas
forcefully ridicules any tax
break for middle-c1ass Americans, but wants to tax the rich
more.
In true laissez-faire tradition, Tsongas strongly opposes
any centralized, single-payer
health-<:are system; instead, he
wants to keep insurance
private. He'd make all large
businesses ~uy their coverage,
and give small businesses the
option of paying a 7 percent
payroll tax and letting the
government do it for them.
Some·ofTsongas' energy
ideas are progreSsive. He calls
for a gas tax instead of drilling
for oil in Alaska; he'd fund
renewable energy sources with
the profits. He also pushes
nuclear power, however.
Then there is the shadow
cast by Michael Dukakis. The
two both talked tough on
health care, minority and
environmental issues, b'!t also

put out a welcome mat for
environmentally destructive
big businesses. Tsongas isn't
Dukakis; he once proposed a
temporary ban on development in Cape Cod, for instance.
But voters may not see past
their great similarities.
Tsongas is enormously
respected by the candidates
themselves because - unlike
the rest of them - he has put
forth detailed policies. His
message is dense and numbersheavy, though, and it's been
hurt by a goofy public speaking style.
Finally, his conservative
brand of Democratic politics
might not play well to frustrated Democrats who voted
for Reagan and-Bush - and
see Tsongas as more of the
same, which is to say right in
the vest pocket of big business.
The talk vs. the walk
CIvil rights: Excellent.
Tsongas sponsored an early
gay rights bill in the U.S.
Senate, and is the only candidate who makes gay rights a
platform plank.
Environment: Excellent.
Tsongas has played a key role
in the protection of Alaskan
wilderness, helped create a
regional land-use planning for
Cape Cod, fought to reduce
global warming gases and
promoted renewable energy
sources like solar power.
However, Tsongas is pronuclear and a director of
Boston Edison, the electric
company which operates a
troubled nuclear power plant
in Plymouth. Answering
criticism on that point, he
recently called for dismissal of
~uclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) members who lied
to Congress about another
nuclear plant's safety.
Gun control: Mixed.
Tsongas introduced an early
handgun control bill in the
Senate, and supports the Brady
Bill. But on the New Hampshire campaign trail, he backed
off on his tough stance in order
to please gun-toting Granite
Staters.

These profiles were compiled by
CBW colllributor Paul /(Qrr.
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Against
mid-class
tax cut

Here's a look at key positions of the seven
leading Democratic presidential candidates,
as provided by their campaign staffs.

LarryAgran
Fonner
Mayor of
Irvine, California
1-800-727-9425

Against
Persian
Gulf War

For gay &
lesbian
rights bill

For legal
right to
abortion

~ ~- ~

~

~

0

Against
cap. gains
tax cut

.

0

0

0

Against
death
penalty

For 50%
military
budget cut

c6

0

For gun
..control
policy

'F or a free
Palestinian
nation

Healthcare
plan ...

0

CBWs

•.• is

green
grade

paid with

1.

Highlights of
environmental
record

Defense
cuts

Agran set aside 16,(XX) acres of urban and
subtD'ban green space and sharply cut CFC
production In his dly.

Income
taxes

Brown formed a COJ\!IerVation oorp8 and passed
tough clean air, toxic waste and solar energy
laws - but supported a giant California canal
that would have been an environmental
disaster.

Cost
controls

Clinton tolerated water pollution, hazardous
waste Indneration and clearcutting of forests in
Arkansas.

Won't

Cuomo worked to protect the Adirondacks,
fought to dose one troubled nudear power
plant and adopted tough dean air standards
for New York.

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- --

Jerry Brown
Fonner Governor
of California
871-9292

Bill Clinton
Governor
of Arkansas
879-9200

---~-------------------~----~-------------

Mario Cuomo
Governor
of New York
775-1992

say

Tom Harkin
u.s. Senator
from Iowa
773-1231
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Bob Kerrey

u.s. Senator

from Nebraska
780-1992

Paul Tsongas
Fonner
u.s. Senator
;;;~~~ssachusetts

~
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0

0
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0

0
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Cost
controls

Harkin passed the Organic Food Act, fought oil
drilling in Alaska and had a very good Senate
voting record. But he also supported a
controYerSial hydropower project In Iowa.

5% payroll
tax

Kerrey helped preserve Nebraska's gr0undwater and soil but dragged his feet on nuclear
waste disposal.

7% payroll
tax

Tsongas pushed through the Alaska Lands Act
, and had a wperb voting recmd. but Is pronuke and pro-blg~.

~~--~--------------------~----------------Lowering the tax rate

legend

Cutting the tax rate on
capital gains (tax
dividends, inoome
taxpayers has been
touted as a quick fix
from large sales) is
to stimulate the
one of President
economy. But this
Bush's pet projects for
politically popular
stimulating spending.
Critics note that it
notion would most
likely badcflre.
benefits only the rich,
Thumbs up means the and doesn't guarantee
candidate opposes a
Increased spending.
quick-fix tax cut for
Thumbs up means the
middl~inoome
candidate opposes
Americans.
such a regressive tax
break on capi tal gains.

for middl~lnoome

= Thumbs up: a
progressive Sllm<:e.

= Thumbs down: a
coaserVative stance.

Thumbs up means the
candidate opposed
US military
Intervention in the
Persian Gulf War last
year. Most felt that
economic sanctions
should have been
given more time to
work. Clinton dted
Iraqi human rights
violations in Quwait
as justification for the
war.

Thumbs up means the
candidate supports a
Gay Il.esbian Ovil
Rights Bill that would
make discrimination
.against homosexuals
illegal. The waffle
indicates that the
candidate has
changed his mindor waffled - on this
issue.

Thumbs up means the
candidate supports a
woman's right to
make her own choice
whether or not to
have an abortion and that the candidate
favors making the
Supreme Court's Roe
vs. Wade ruling
federal law,

Thumbs up means the
candidate opposes the
death penalty, no
matter how severe the
crirnecommitled.
Progressi ves consider
the death penalty
unethical because it
does not allow
criminals the chance
to reform themselves.

= Waffle: Indecisive or
unoommitted.

I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS
~" , presents:

Each candidate has
Thumbs up means the
indicated roughly
candidate supports a
how much he would
waiting period for
trim the US. defense
handgun purchases
bucJset over the next
(the Brady Bill) and a
10 years. ·T humbs up
ban on semiautomatic
means he would cut it weapOns (the
by at l_t 50 perCElt
DeCondnl Bill).
In that time. Agran
Progressives beIleve
would cut 50 percent
that limited gun
over three years,
control Is essential to
Harkin 50 percent
controlling violent
over 10. Brown
crime.
doesn't spedfy a time
&arne.

HIHONE~

I'M HOME

'fry a loaf of our
featured bread &
get a second loaf
of your choice
for only 99¢.

"TIlll

mal1d of IIt..- guital
TIk' olhfr is Mall " IS
a \\'alkmg llIusicai
-~lo:m; ~ J~' \t J):iI~ I rll:

Wed8-11pm
Thurs 8:30- mldnlght
Frl and sa 8:30pm--t2:300m
Free Forking

Port
Bake

26~SL}ohn!IL
773-S466
20SCommeteial SI.

House

773-2217

CHICKEN
STIR-FRY
W/SAIAD
$4.50

Ihm!:' St'I'aralr

1\'(1'-1) fro m Ihe pack
0 /1(' it hi ~ ((11"/ f.ml-

l"lv} dopt'dUl'

With
Casco Bay Weekly,
see page 23.

rOp

, OF THE EAST

Sonesta Hotel Porlland
775-5411

tim ferrell
ioanne chessie
kevin shone
every thursday nite
at 8 pm $3
at the cave 31 forest ave
sponsored bY:IfI!!H:Et1

~~_~~~

Iwnn'TJ

The Arab-Israell
conIlict is an
important test of the
candidates' abilities to
make tough foreign
polley choices. A
thumbs up vote
supports creating an
autonomous
Palestinian state out
of the occupied
territories.

Come in
Saturday Night
for Dinner
and Stay for
'THE USHERS'
No cover Before Bpm
Entl·rt.linnwnt f> NIght,
Lbting' or call for infn.

Sl'~

Celebrating the
Life of the Spirit
in
Worship. the Arts &
Communi Service

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH
302 Stevens Avenue
Portland. ME 04 103
(207) 772-8277

Rev. Ken Turley
Seroice: JOam Sunday
Magical Music
ChildixJre provided

• COMMUNITY HEART &
SOUL:
A Caring Community.
(1hr)
• HEALTH VIEWS:
Career Opportunities In
Nursing (1 hr)
• DEFINING PLURALISM:
Diversity of Culture (1
1/2hr)
• POWER & STEELE ON
THEATER:
Review of Local Theater
Productions.(1/2hr)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm. and are
repeated Sal· Mon.1-4 & 7-10pm and
Tues., Wed., & Thurs. gam·noon.

Cable Channel 37 in PorUand, So. Port·
land. Cape Ellubelh. Falmouth, & Scarborough. Channel varies in Gorham.

The need for universa! health care is
dear; proposed
solutions are not.
Thumbs up indicates
a public plan liIce
Canada's. Thumbs
down would keep
health care in the grip
of the private
insurance Industry.
Kerrey proposes an
Innovative hybrid.

These payment
options are highly
simplified. MCost •
controls- are the most
conservative and least
effective payment
plan. Raising taxes or
shifting peace
dividends are
progressive ways of
making sure health
care is adequately
funded.

Looking for a good
short story on a
long winter's night?

Green grades are
based on each
candidate's long-term
environmental record
In local, state and
federal government.
The League of
Conservation Voters
in Portsmouth, N.H.
(6m-430-8312)
publishes a oomplete
guide to candidates'
voting records.

VOl

VILLACCI
MOTOR SALES
781-2291
CARS
88 Medallion Wagon

86 Cel ebrlty. 68k
86 Cavalier Wagon
86 Cavalier, 4 dr
86 Escort. Auto
85 Subaru, 4 dr, 4wd
85 Buick Century. 4 dr
83 Subaru. 4 dr

TRUCKS

Pick up CBW's
Relevant Fiction Issue,
on the stands
Thurs., Feb. 27!

89 Ranger. Auto
86 Nlssan. cap
85 Isuzu, plow

$2800
$2600
$1800
$1600
$1600
$3000
$2000
$1200
$4000
$2600
$4000

390 MIDDLE RD
FALMOUTH

fM

G
BLUES·
YOU CAN USE
SO DON'T SNOOZE
DR YOU'LL LOOSE
BOTH YOUR IHOEI
PIT TIIlllfl
lar' ••'''11
Evenin'Sun
5-7pm, 6 days a week
Mon: Ugly MoefTue: The Blues
DoctorlWed: MyronfThu: Mad
DoglFri: R.C./Sat: Ruby
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Our l11essage: No l110re politics as usual.
Our l11essenger: Jerry BrolNn.

Where to caucus
Democrats
You can register at your
caucus site on caucus day,
but you'll need to bring one
piece of identification - a
driver's license, Social
Security card, state 10, birth
certificate or passport are all
fine.
All of the Democratic
caucuses will be held on
Sunday, Feb. 23,atthe
following times and places:

Cape Elizabeth

Portland

Most area Republican
caucuses have been scheduled to take place during the
next few weeks:

1 p.m.,
Portland High School

Sc.t.orough
"p.m., Wentworth School

Cap' Elizabeth

South Portl ....d

Feb. 23, noon,
Town Hall

Feb. 23,7:30 p.m.,
High School auditorium

Cumberland
Feb. 23,4 p.m.,
Town Hall

Windham

Falmouth
Feb. 22, 10 a.m.,

Cumberl .... d

Yarmouth
1:30 p.m., Rowe School

Feb. 23,7 p.m.,
Junior High School

High School

Wlndh...
March 1, 7 p.m.,

Gorham

Freeport
4 p.m.,
High School media center

s

Gorham
7 p.m., High School

March 7, 10 a.m.,
High School cafeteria

Community Center

Gray

March 1, 1 p.m.,
Town Meeting House

Feb. 23, 2 p.m.,
Stimson Hall (Town Hall)

E

Gray
1:30 p.m., Stimson Hall
(Town Hall)

North Y.....outh
2 p.m., Town Hall

..

Westbrook

Freeport
Feb. 22, 10 a.m.,

3 p.m., High School cafeteria

..

. tt. '

Still not determined at
presstime. Call incoming
chair Peter Larsen at 799-7953
for the latest information.

HighSchool

Falmouth

....

South Portland

Westbrook
2 p.m., High School
3 p.m., Community Center

Portland
Portland's Republican caucus
was held on the evening of
Feb. 18 at Portland High
School.

Scarborough

2 p.m., Memorial School

3 p.m., High School
1 p.m., Greely High School

The New Hampshire primary is over. As expected, the bedrock of pocketbook
conservatives who make the Granite State famous have made the right choice -'the extmne right choice. But beneath the dueling upsets by fellow arch-conservatives Buchanan and Tsongas lies a rock-solid message: No more politics as usual.
Now it's our turn. We the people of Maine must send the same message, but
we must vote with our consciences as well as our wallets.
Our message: No more politics as usual.
Our messenger: Jerry Brown.

Republicans

Yarmouth

North Yarmouth

,

,

Feb. 23, 2 p.m.,
Town Hall

i

I

'.,

l __:. . :. __
'· '.

The Democratic power brokers who brought you the mumbling and stumbling
team of Walter Mondale and Mike Dukakis are already hard at work to force
a'lother milk-toast loser down your throat. It's up to us to stop them.
Even before the ballots were counted in New Hampshire, the groupspeak
against the half-<iozen men with enough guts to be running this horse race had
begun. Speaking through the lobotomized political commentators who serve as
their mouthpiece, the Big Boys were spreading The Party's line: " _ _ (fill in
the blank with the present front~runner) is not sufficiently electable."
Read between the lines: When power-brokering politicos blow smoke about a
candidate's "electability," what they are really saying is, "We are scared out of
our soundbites that this guy might think for himself instead of kissing our
donkeys."
On the day of the New Hampshire primary, those smoke signals were thick
enough to choke an Italian Catholic from Queens. Every blow-<iried pit bull with
a microphone dropped the hint that a more "electable" candidate (r~d: those
with the big-D seal of approval) was waiting in the wings.
But anybody can see through that smokescreen: "Electable" mugs like Bentsen,
Gephardt or Cuomo won't jump into the ring to sacrifice themselves for The
Good of The Party - they'll jump in if and only if the Big Boys promise to wipe
their asses all the way to the White House.
Just how far will the Big Boys go to make sure their handpicked candidate
wins? They'll rig the convention. On the same day this newspaper hits the streets,
the Cloakroom Boys of Capitol Hill are meeting behind closed doors to secretly
ordain a pocketful of "Super Delegates" to do their bidding on the convention
floor.
Just how far will the Big Boys go to make sure we voters don't screw up their
plans? They'll prevent those voters from seeing the candidates side by side. The
week before this paper hit the streets, the chairman (read: henchman) of the
Democratic National Committee crisscrossed the country canceling planned
debates in several states - including the one that had been scheduled for Friday,
Feb. 21, in Portland. Here's the inside scoop on how that debate was scrubbed:
First, he convinced the Maine organizers to call their event a "forum" inst«:ad of a
"debate," then he persuaded the top candidates' faraway national campaign
offices that a mere "forum" wasp't worth the trip to Maine. Nobody said the Big
Boys weren't clever.

Wilkens' review
Is academic
SUGG.
.nAll

THE

MIV-ASA
WINTER
CLEARANCE

DI .... IIIWAIlI
Stoneware - 20 Pc. Set
Serv. for -4 - Asst. Patterns
Stoneware - 20 Pc. Set
Service for 4 . Asst . Patterns
Stoneware· 20 Pc. Set
Solid Colors
Fine Chino · 20. Pc. Set
Choose from 2 Patterns
Fine Chino· 20 Pc. Set
Formal Asst. Patterns
Fine Porcelain Chino
20 Pc. Set . Asst . PaHerns
Bone Chino· 20 Pc. Set
Choose from 2 Potterns
Service PlaHers 12"

70 .00

29.99

I Formal Cut Crystal Stems

79.99

or Ice Bev.

100/ 140

39.99

Platinum Rim Crystal Stems
Goblet. Wine, Fluted Chomp,
or Ice Bev.

120/140

34.99

330/ 350

129.99

CLEAaAHCE

170/200

59.99

220.00

99.99

25 .00

8.99

ITIMWAIII
Crystal Stemware
13.00
Goblet, Wine or Flute Chomp ~
Cleor Crystal Stems
B.oo
Goblet, Wine, or Fluted Chomp

5.9geo
2.9geo

Old Fashioned, Set of 4
Cut Crystal Stein

20.00

6.99

Stainless w/ Gold
S Pc. PI. SeHing Choose

20.00

7.99

Matching · 4 Pc. Hostess Set
Stainless wl Gald
5 Pc. PI. SeHin~
Traditional Sty ing
Stainless · 5 Pc. PI. SeHing
Choose from 2 Patterns
Matching - 4 Pc. Hostess Set

from

15.00
32.50

7.99
8.99

60 / 85

24.99

70.00
80.00

29.99
39.99

55 .00

19.99

75 .00

29.99

2 Patterns

HOUIIWAIIU

CItYSTAL OlfTWAliI
Floral C rystal Coke Plate
or Rnd . Serv. Bowl
Cut Crystal Vase, 9·3/ 4"
Crystal Condleholder (Pa ir!
Crystal Heart Dish
Rnd. Crystal Cl oc k
13" Cyde Hurricane
Bud Vase , 8·1 / 4"
lOH Crystol Piclure Frame
Christmo s Poinsettia Plotter

CUARANCE

fLA'lWAliI

UIlWAliI

Asst. Patterns

ellt

.(JAiL

Goblet, Wine, Fluted Chomp,

200/225

SUGG.
.nAll

SUGG.
CllAlANa

32 .50

10.99

52 .50
42 .50
25.00
75.00
35.00
12 .00
45 .00
20.00

19.99
19.99
13.99
19.99
17.99
2.99
18.99
8.99

Coffee Mugs . Set of 4
Choose from 2 Potterns
Water Pitcher

25 .00

6.99

30.00

8.99

Asst . Pattern s
Stoneware

40.00

16.99

75 .00

19.99

3 Pc. Mi x. Bowl Set
Asst. Patterns
Stonewore
4 Pc. Canister Set
Hotl Cold Beverage Server
Gourmet Kitchen Gadgets

30135
3 .50/5.00

14.99
1.9geo

.lfTWAilI
Bone Chino Coke Plate
Asst. Patterns · Gift Boxed
Ceramic White
ObI. Leaf Serv. PlaHer
Shell PloHer

At Mlkasa, we have prices to warm
your heart every day.
Bul during our Winter Clearance, you'll
find sizzling hot savingsl
Prices greatly reduced oft already low,
low, low Factory Store prices on beautiful
patterns of dinnerware, crystal, tableware,
stemware, and much, much morel
Clearance ends March 1 st. Shop today.
Everyday. And bring your friends. You'll
have a hot time at your favorite Mlkasa
Factory Store.
Mastercard and VIsa accepted .
Some quantities limited.

WHERE THE SAVINGS NEVER END

31 Main Street. Freeport e 865-9441
U.S. Rt 1. Kittery (The Maine Outlet) • 439-6550

60.00

19.99

25.00

9.99

40.00

15.99

I am sick to death of the
term "academic poetry"
which Mr. Wilkens defines in
his review (Poetry, 2.6.92) as
"written by college professors," irrelevant to the daily
lives of most people, and
overly "concerned with the
technical aspects of poetic
method." I venture to
speculate that modern poetry
is not unpopular on account
of poets who choose to teach
in order fo make a living nor
because it is irrelevant to
daily life nor because poets
by definition are craftspeople
who must demonstrate some
kind of technical ability. It is
unpopular because so few
people care about and / or
have been taught how to
appreciate or evaluate work
which requires some thought
and, yes, effort on the part of
the audience.
Mr. Wilkens' own lack of
writing skill demonstrates

this point. Can he really
mean that Betsy Sholl is "not
a ... literate sort of poet" .:....
that is, not versed in literature or creative writing? Or
perhaps he means that she
herself cannot read or write
or that she is not an educated
person.
Whether the poet is a
university professor or a
dishwasher, the argument of
"academic" vs. "non-academic" poetry only adds to
the clique mentality which
makes these categories so
vile. The reason many (but
not all!) serious American
poets today gravitate towards
university settings is not
because they write irrelevant
poetry, but because our
society has deemed poetry
itself irrelevant.
I wholeheartedly agree
that Betsy Sholl is a fine poet,
not because she is or isn't an
"academic poet" but because
she is a talented poet. Mr.
Wilkens makes the baffling
comment: "She writes

That's how it's done, folks. That's how you got screwed. That's politicS as usual.
And that's how we're going to get stuck with "MILK TOAST III: THE REVENGE
OF GEORGE," produced and directed by the Democratic National Committee.
Coming this fall· to a ballot booth near you - unless we stop them.
It's high time for a showdown. The place is New York City. The date is July 1316. The event is the Democratic National Convention.
And the man to lead the way is Jerry Brown.
Jerry Brown is experienced. Jerry Brown has a platform you can sink your heart
into. Jerry Brown is.electable. And Jerry Brown is the only major candida~e dedicated to reforming the way The Party does business.
During his two terms as Governor of California, Brown pushed tough laws to
protect the environment and the rights of workers; he installed women and minorities'in key positions of power; and he put more alternative energy on line than any
other politician in history.
.
During his years as a state chairman, Jerry Brown tried to reform The Party from
the inside out. But he couldn't do it. So instead of selling out, he got out. That pissed
off the Big Boys, so they're pissing on Brown. Their favorite s,!Doke signals: He's
unelectable, he's flaky, he betrayed The Party. But we see through that smoke. Jerry
Brown didn't betray the Democratic Party. He
tried to S<\ve it. And he's still trying.
Ouring his presidential campaign, Jerry Brown
has demonstrated that honest politicians don't
need to bend over for the big-business P ACS and fat-cat fund raisers in order to put
a campaign on the road. As the first major candidate in U.S. history to voluntarily
impose a limit of $100 on campaign donations, Jerry Brown has put his money
where his mouth is.
And Brown got more muscle for his money than any other candidate. Tsongas,
Clinton and Buchanan all call themselves fiscal conservatives; but like George Bush,
they showed their true colors by the way they threw huge sums of money across
tiny New Hampshire. Meanwhile, Brown proved himself a fiscal conservative,
spending almost nothing to tie for third place with Kerreyand Harkin - each of
whom spent more than a million dollars in the Granite State.
Don't believe the hype being put out by the Big Boys. Jerry Brown is electable.
Long after Harkin and Kerrey have spent themselves dry, Jerry Brown will be on his
way to New York City to square off against the Big Boys and whomever they pick as
their Favorite Son.
And with a little help from Greater Portland, Jerry Brown can get the
groundswell he needs to beat them.
That's why you'll see us standing for Jerry Brown at the Democratic caucuses this
Sunday, Feb. 23.
Our message is: No more politics as usual.
Our messenger: Jerry Brown.
(MP)

wonderful poetry for people
who don't like poetry."
That's like calling a painter's
exhibit wonderful for those
who don't like art, an
insulting remark no matter
how you look at it.
~

S e,ik..;;n;CL/

Annie Seikonia
Portland

Can't beat city hall
The incident that took
place at the South Portland
City Council meeting Jan. 29
is just the reason that so
many eligible voters are
turned off from voting.
They say, 'Why bother,
you can't beat city hall; one
way or another they have
their own way." In this
instance that certainly
appears true.
When the city manager
recommends to the council
that they nullify the vote on a
bond issue that voters
rejected last November

(Newsbriefs, 2.6.92), it makes
me think that we need a new
city manager and four new
council members. The voters
spoke; they didn't listen.
They are telling we the
electorate that we are not
capable of determining what
is in our best interests even
though we know that we
have more political and
economic savvy than they are
willing to give us credit for.
Taking money from
projects and equipment that
needs to be replaced now, or
in the near future, means that
we as taxpayers are going to
be made to come up with this
money by the way of higher
taxes later on, as the city
manager well knows.
There are many more
serious issues facing us as to
how $135,000 that the city
manger "conveniently
found" can be spent. To put
that money into a small
stretch of road when there are
many streets and sidewalks
citywide in desperate need of

letters
repairs is absolutely without
merit
I only hope that Mr.
Bryant can pull more money
out of his hat for all of those
"put on hold" projects when
the time comes for repairing
and replacing them without
the audacity to hit the
taxpayers in the pocketbook
again.
In the meantime, we in
South Portland should start
looking for a new city
manager and replace four
council members with
persons who take seriously
our rights as citizens in the
voting booth. We need
persons who don't try to
circumvent the wishes of the
majority of the voters in this
city.

~~&.>'<>
Alfred Adams
South Portland
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• Author, author! Susan
Waller, director of the
&xrer~~~~MUUC

Clifton, king of zydeco) and
his sizzling accordion will
deliver the amalgam of
Cajun songs, blues and R&B
that comprise zydeco as he
leads his Red Hot Louisiana
Band in a show at 9:30
tonight at Zootz, 31 Forest
Ave. Admission is $8. Call
773-8187 for more info.

tor of
will

• Red Hot zydeco: Gayton
Joseph Chenier (son of

• Avaunt, foul miscreants!
Take your little criminals (4
years old and older) to be
fingerprinted today from 9
a.m.-noon, when A Better
Way Chiropractic and the
Cumberland County
Sheriffs Dep't will take
prints, which you can keep.
It's free. The office is located
at 2063 outer Congress St.
Call 879-5433 for particulars.
• Wairer, there's a wolf in
my soup: Bob Neiske's Wolf
Soup - featuring Randy

• Hear ye, hear yet We will
now convene the Maine
caucuses. See page 16 for
times and locations.
• Q. Hey, have you heard
about Salman Rushdie's
new book?
A. Yeah, it's called
"Buddha, You Fat F-."
That's a joke. But Rushdie
really did wrire "Haroun
®'.L.u.~ Sea of Stories," an
which a bdy
story that will

The Casco Bay 'Weekly Calendar: 10 days and
more ways to be Informed, get Involved and
stay amused. SubmIssions for EntertaInment
Weekly sectIons must be receIved In writing
on the Thursday prior to publication. Send
your Calendar and Listings Information to
Ellen Llburt. Casco Bay Weekly,
5S1A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.

~

Stili life wIth logo: See hIm leap alive Friday, Feb. 21. Photo/Evan R. Steinhauser

BACK FROM INTERNATIONAL TOUR!

Presenting Rabbi

Shlomo Carlebach
Modem Hasidic Master and
Composer - Performer
of Jewish Song

Sunday,
Feb. 23, 7pm
at the ICC
For ticket info:

772·1959
Monday,
Feb. 24 8pm
at Abraham's

%e 'JI/S.w 'Way
'Meet in tfu 90s

How do single adults meet,
really? The best way to
meet is Compatibles. At
Compatibles, we know
singles just like you. Call us.
We may klWW someone
special

• Life in the '50s: Feeling
nostalgic? Head spinning
from all the progress we've
made recently with
women's and gay rights?
Take heart; you can revel
again for an hoUl: or so in
patriarchal oppression and
speciously smooth social
surfaces as Maine Historical
Society presents the third
installment of its Maine Life
Video Series today at noon.
See "Assignment in
Aroostook" (1956), all about
life at Loring Air Force Base
- the sergeant at work, the
woman at home, the family
at play; and "Maine's TV
Time Machine" (1989),
which features the '50s ~nd
'60s as seen in news, sports
and local commercials.
Admission is free for society
members, $1.50 for nonmembers. Call 774-1822 for
more details.

• City on the edge: Today
at noon, join Frank Palermo,
chairman of the Dep't of
Urban and Rural Planning
of the Technical University
of Nova Scotia (now here's
someone who could really
use a business card), as he
presents "On Waterfronts:
Rediscovering the City's
Edge." Through case
studies of Halifax and St.
John he will analyze economic developments,

Inn by the &y, 88 Spring St.
In addition to the headliners, Don Campbell and the
original Devonsquare Trio
(Tom Dyhrberg, Lee
Donovan, Jeff Rice & Tom
Ludwig - a most unusual
trio, if you ask us) will also

WED «1 THURS
TILL 8PM
RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
BOOKSTORE

Hear the ballad of this sad cafe and other tunes,
Saturday, Feb. 29.
problems and issues in
those cities that are comparable to those faced by
Portland. The lecture is free,
and you can bring your
lunch. Call Greater Portland
Landmarks at 774-5561 for
further details.

• Young and female in the
'90s: What's it like? Find out
as Patsy Kensit, star of
"Twenty-one," tells you
about her life in NYC in this
mock documentary. It's
written and directed by Don
of
lies and

oLL·

music
great beer & wine

• February 20 from Boston
the DAVE BALLOU QUINTET

featuring Fred Haas on
Tenor Saxophone
• February 21- 22
from BostSln & New York
VINTAGE REPERTORY
COMPANY'S final perfamCl1C9 01

. Edward Albee's Zoo story
OPEN UNTIL 8 PM WED a THURS

MON-fRI &-5 · SAT 9:30-5 · SUN 12-5

555 CONGRESS STREET

PORTLAND. 761·3930

Let a nuclear submarine safety engineer teach you how to
bake bread. Michael Jubinsky - who works by day as
director of submarine safety for the U.S. Navy in Groton, CT,
but moonlights as a baking instructor - will reach you how
to make Swedish almond braid,_stollen and a six-strand
challah, as well as the basics of yeast baking.
Jubinsky is an instructor at the Connecticut Culinary
Institute and has taught baking for more than 17 years. He's
also a spokesman for King Arthur (not quite the same as
knighthood, but close), and says, "It's easy. If you can cross
your legs, you can make a braided bread!"
Then again, if you can talk, you can
, sing. If you can walk, you can dance.
If you can drool, you can probably
make a braided bread. So don't
delay! Dance on down to the
nearest Shop 'n Save for your free
tickets. The classes, sponsored
~
by Shop 'n Save and King
Arthur flour, take place
Feb. 25 from 10 a.m.noon at the Congregational Church
Hall, Cottage Road,
S. Portland; and
f
Feb. 26 from 7-9
\
p.m. at St. Patrick's .
Church Hall, 1342
Congress St.,
Portland.

I
I
• Road kill! Here's an
exhibit with an alluring and
original title: "Images of
Dead Animals" - photography by Monica Anderson,
Paul D' Amato, John Eide,
Tonee Harbert, Curtis
Harvey, George Harvey Jr.,
Christine Hofling, Steve
Husbands, Peter
Shellenberger, Jerry Slotta &
Jay York - opens tonight
from 5-7 at the Photography
Co-op, 547A Congress St.,
#33. Dead thing, I think I
love you ... Call 775-1741 for
killer details.
• Think you have it rough?
Meet Becky Birtha: AfricanAmerican, radical feminist,
lesbian, Quaker poet. Birtha,
who is also the recipient of
awards from the Philadelphia Arts Council and the
NEA, will address confronting racism and homophobia

I

HAROUN AND mE SEA OF STORIES'
Oceanic verses: Hear 'em Sunday, Feb. 23.
perform. Proceeds will
benefit the Jack McPhillips
Memorial Fund, a charitable
organization serving
Greater Portland. For tix
info, call 839-6339 . ~_ __
• The 13th Annual
DevonsquarelSchoonerfare
Reunion Concert happens
tonight at 8 at the Holiday

I

,'ll,~~ ~-1'J

1(\77 :~~:::

• February 26

POR TLAND

• Leap Day Solar Seminar:
Warm up to the benefits of
solar energy today from
8:3Q-4:30 and learn about
passive solar design
concepts, super-insulation
techniques, other environmentally friendly technologies & more. The seminar
will take place at Maine
Audubon Society, 118
Route 1, Falmouth. It costs
$30, including lunch. To
register, call Maine
Audubon Society at 7812330 or Maine Solar EnerE~»"
Association at 497-2204 .

[lEtj!lj :£\11

VOLFSOUP

883-1066

• 19605' Coffee House:
Otherwise known as the
Swedenborgian Church
(302 Stevens Ave.), where
you can hear ballaps, blues,
international, contemporary, uaditional, original,
political, revival, sea
shanties - by Dave Beam,
Bernie Cohen, Eli Dale, Joel
Proper & Claire Putnam, to
name a few. All that,
tnr,iru»-llrri'-~. Tix are $5 in

Cheap thrill: King Arthur Flour Hour

NOW OPEN

waiting to
know you.

Contpatibles

by reading from her book,
"The Forbidden Poems."
Check-in time's at 7:30 in
Rines Auditorium, Portland
Public Library, 5 Monument
Square. The reading is free.
Call the Matlovich Society
at 773-4444 for more .

rescue his father from
Kaye on drums, Alan Chase
on sax, guitarist Jon Damian
silence and his homeland
from despair. (That
& bassist Neiske - plays
Rushdie! What an imaginaco~positions based primarily on melody rather than
tion ... ) Anyway, Mad
chord changes, lending the
Horse Children's Theatre
group an open sound you
~~Fl(el;;ent the .":'~~........
can hear tonight (and 2.21)
at 9 & 11 at cafe no, 20
Danforth St. Admission's
six bucks. Call 772-8114

open jazz jam Mlnday 4 :30-8pm
reBervation. welcome
clo.ed monday.
20 dan£orth .1. • 772-8114

.,
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FROM
GOOD HOMES
Rockin' Folk from NYC, 9PM

_ _as.,.,FI8 22
BLUE FLAMES

New Orleans\ Chica~o &
West Coosl Blues, 9PM

Welcome to Casco Bay Weekly

774-6877

Cajun Dance Party, 8PM

HELP FlU
THE AIDS PROJECT
JARS WITH YOUR DONATIONS
AT LOCAL BUSINESSES

FORNFO&
RESEINATIONS

CAU
729-8584
14 SCHOOl ST.
BRUNSWICK

• CIISCO Bay Variety.
Old Port
• Once a Tree. Old Port
• Mt. Lion Coffee House,
Old Port
• Chroma, Portland
• Little China Town,
Portland
• Customlque, Portland
• Lead Detection,
Portland
• Dave's Auto, Portland
• Three-Dollar Dewey's,
Old Port

'· ••. OMESIT
BY OUR FIRE.••
The wood stove is stoked.
The fire is warm & crackling.
Sit baclc with a glass of fine
wine, a good meal, and
enjoy yourself...

T

THE
,.-:?'?:!'.:1"Oo

W~IDE
Qr.&ThUQAm'

!leNin8 breal:fll&.
lunch, dinner (t5 suliday brunch

58 Pine Street

773·8223

Crisp, New "Cotton Classic"
Colors For Spring

46 Main Street, Yarmouth, ME
RETAIL. 846-9334 • CATALOG $2

berry Street

Lots of things coming in for
Spring and Easter!
47 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

, Entertainment

WHAT'S
WHERE
Due to scheduNnrI changes after CBW
Q06S to pt8S$, moviegoets tr8 advised
to con/lnn limes with thsBters.

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S. Por1land

.

774-1022

1:30, 4:15, 6:50, 9:15
Final Analysis (ft)
1:05, 3:45, 7, 9:35
Orand C-yon (ft)

9:25
Fried 0 _ Tomato. (R)

1:20,4:10,7:15,10
Shlnlnll Through (R)
1:35, 4:25, 7:20, 10:05

THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

The Oreat Mou. . Detective (0)
1:15,3:15,5:15,7:30
Wayne'. World (po-13)
1,3:10,5:30,7:35,9:45

Bangor • Hanover • Portland

atop or My Mom Will

The Portland Campus
is offering Theological Study for Laity and Clergy

Shoot (po-13)
1,3,5,7,9

Hoyts Clark'. Pond
333 CIaIk'. Rd., S. Por1Iand

879-1511

Wednesdqy Noo-Credit Workshops

Contemplative Living

- Carol L. Kerr

12:00 noon - 1:30 PM
(March 4, 11 , lB. 25; April 1. B, 15, 29; May6, 13. 20. 27)
Enrollment limited to 10 • 5150.00

,

r

1:30,4:20
Beauty MCI the Beast (0)

1:40, 4:30, 6:50
Hook (PO)

12:30,3:20,6:30,9:20
Prtnce of nclea (H)

if

I

Dates effective Feb 21-26
No 6:30 showing of Hook Feb 2
My Olrt (PO)

The Book of Psalms: A Call to ute

-

Harry Sky

•
200 - 4:00 PM
(r\!1orch 4, 11. lB. 25; April 1. B, 15, 29)
MirOrnum enrollment - 12 • $75.00

Progotf Intensive Joumal Workshop: Ufe Context
(Sponsored Jo intly with Dialogue House)

12:40,3:30,6:40,9:25
Medicine Man (PQ-13)

1:20,4:10, 7:20,9:40
Black Robe (ft)

7:30,9:4$
Fath..- of the BrIde (PO)
1:10, 4,7:10,9:35
oIFK(R)

- Linda Atkins Bennett

5 :30 - 7:00 PM
(March 4, II, lB, 25; April 1. B, IS, 22)
Minimum enrollment - 12 • $ 125.00

12:50,4:40,8:30
Radio FIy..- (PO-13)

1,3:50,7,9:30
Memol ... of an Invlalble Man
(PO-13)

Maleness/Masculinity as Vocation: An Invitation
to Explore
- Michael Dwinell

6~

BugsyCRl

7:15 - 9:00 PM
(March 25; April I, B. 15)
Enrollment: M lnItn.m 12 • Maximum 20 • $50.00

9

The Movies
10 Exchange St., Portland .
772-9600

Matinees Sat & SUn

Two-Credit Courses'

FeministjWomanlst Theologies

- Eleanor H. Haney
Monday • 6 :00-9:00 PM
(March 23. 30; April 6, 20. 27; May 4. 11)

The Reincarnation of
Kh....ur Rlnpoclle,
It Sonll for TIbet
Feb1~23

Wed-Sat 7, 9:15
Sat-8un 1
The Architecture of Doom
Feb 22-25

Wisdom of the Ec:ist: A History of Asian Religions

Sat-SW13:15

- Dana Sawyer

Sun-Tues 7,9:15

Tuesday • 6;00-9:00 PM
(March24, 31 ; April7 . 21 . 2B;May5 . 12)

-rw.my-Qne
Feb 2&-29

Wed-Sat 7,9
Sat 1, 3

Conflict Management: Its Foundations, Spirituality,
and Skills
- Paul B. Charbonneau
Saturday • 9:00 AM- 12:00 noon
(March 2B; April 4, 11,25; May 2. 9 ,1 6)

"Minim u m enrolment - 5
Credit: 5376.00

Audij: 5100.00

Nickelodeon
Temple

and Middle streets, Por1land
712-9751

Oates effective Feb 21-27
Calf for 1/"..
FIaher KIng CRl
My OWn Prlnte Idaho (R)

CapeF-CRl
For InformaHon and reglstraHon forms call
n4-5212 ext. 107

The Adela. . Famly (PO-13)
..... TNII VI (PO)

FI-' cao. W'" (0)
Kuffa (PQ-13)

IT!

n..

Beauty.nd the a...t
Disney" new .nlmated extravaganza
baaed on the fairy tale.
lllac:k Robe
Jeeult nisslonariee In 1634 Quebec at-

WOlTlln, he created. garnbing mecca in
the mid-'40s known as Las Vegas. Warren Beatty and Annette Belling star.

capeFMr
Anex-con terror1z81 the family of a lawyer
who failed to keep him out of jail years
_rller. Stan Robert De Niro, J~
tIIIlnl ... Through
Lange, NIck Nol. and Robert Mitchum.
Romantic spy thrillar In which a secretary
Father flit the Bride
working In the OSS during WW II perTwo perents CMIIS88 the frantic wedding
suades her boss to sand her on a oneoI1heirciaughter. Diane Keaton and Steve
1Ima mission to the Nazi heartfand, where
Martil star.
she Is to Innltrate the house of a highFIeveI Ooee W_
ranking officer by posing as • houseFlevel, an Invnigranl mouse, leaves the
keeper. MaianieGriffith and Michael D0uBIg Apple to nnd MW friends and 8cMnglas co-star.
lin In the Wild West Animated.
A Song for nbat
...... An81ye1e
Two young Tibetans living In exile In
A Ioran8Ic psychletrlst who routinely t__
Canada journey to India where they RlMt
tllle. .t criminal trials gats InIlQlved with a
with fellow refugees and prepare for the
ectizop/lrenlc female patient, whose sisDalal LaITll'. visit to Montreal. Universal
ter aeduce. the UIl8IJSI)8CIing shrink. The
issu8I of displacement and cultural disralatiomlhlp triangle uncovers en oth..-placement are explored, as wall as Tlwt.e perfect rnJI'der. With RIcherd Gere
betan culture.
.-Id Kim Baainger.
StarT..k VI

PIeIIerlO...

.t-

The valiant c_oftheEntetprige lrieaye1
again to make peace with the Klngonswith Intergalactic overtones of the Mid-

Jeff Bridge. playa • cynical deejay
tempting to red9M1 hlmaalf with the help
01 Peny (Robin Williams). a charisrT1ltic,
e.st peace negotiations.
visionary _
parson and former pr0stop or My Mom Will Shoot
fessor of medieval history.
Comedy starring Sylvester Stallone a. a
Fried Q....., TomatOH
Los Angeles cop who teams up with the
An overweight and neglected housewife
witness of a murder - his own motherl
befriends a lonely olderwoman living at a TWenty-On.
rest home. They clavelop a cIosa relationPatsy Kensit tells what it's ~ke to be a
ship basad on the alder's memories
a
young female In the 1990s: herjunkylov..tale of two woman friends In the ':lOs Is found dead in her bed, she goes to bed
which helps to restore the housawifa's
with hergi~friend's husband, and marries
joIe de vfvre. Flawed but lnteras1ing parala foralgnerto keep him hom depottation.
Ie4 tale starring Kathy Bates, Jessica
Shot in mock documentary fashion by
Tandy, Mary Louise Parlcer and Mary
Dan Boyd, director of "sex, lies and vidStuart Masterson.
eotape.-

Onlnd Canyon
Wayne'. World
A black tow-truck drlYer rescues a white
A lat.nlght cable show bn>adcast from a
lawyer, whose flashy vehicle breaks down
In • poor nelghbotllood. before a local
gang can do anything about ~. Their 1\/8S
Intarn*lgle and the pnldlcamants 01 several other characters at different ends of
American aocIaty are 1'8Y8B1ad.

basement. featuring Metal Heads Wayne
and Garth (of "Saturday Night live;, who
make pronouncarnants on teen ife and
share fantasies about the lovely babes
hom Babylonia.

Th. O...t Mou. . Detectlw
Yat another Disney classic In which ....
nowned mouse detactlve BasillTll1ches
wits with his evil nemesi. Professor

Ratigan.
H8nd n..t R..... the Cnldl.
A gynecologist Is accused 01 harassing
his patient and opt. for suicide. His wife
IUffers • miscarriage, goes mad and
'*"'- ..-ythlng on the patient and her
family. She beocmas the nanny of the
patient's claughtllr and executes her vI-

.

A modIm version of "Pater Pan" In which

Pater'. grown up and wants to return to

Navemaver Land. Directed by Steven
Spielberg, starTing Robin Wiliams as P.
tar, Julia Roberts as TInkarbel and Dustin
Hoffman as captain Hook.

"FK

Director ~ Stone rehashes the story
thet LllCesSingly captivates the American
Imagination. KevIn Costner plays Jim
Garrison, the DA who believes he has
uncovweclthe truth about theconsplracy
surrounding the president'. assassination.

Kuffa
A good-for- notling high echool dropout
wants to a-.ge his policeman brother's
death by challenging the blains behind

the city'. organized crime.
MadIclna Man Scientist Sean Connery
M8rdIaI In the BrazIlian iLl19Ie for the
medicinal Clft for cancer. With louise

BnIcaI.
MrOlrt
A young girl whose mDIher has died, .-Id
whoM lather Ie • fI.nenII director, Ie ob....ad with death until she and her beet
friend learn Ibout Ife.-ld she can .a:apt
her r.ther'. MW woman friend.

And we're not limited to
Afrlcan-Ame&'lcan or
Asian Design•••
Everyone Is welcome
to experience our
unique new hair faCility!

Arty films fall screen test at the Nick

Ilmpt to bring Christlanity to the region's
Indian Inhabitants. Masmirizing and Intellganl
Bugay
s-d on the lfeolthe flamboyant gangat..- Bugsy SIegel. Driven by his love for a

00" plans.
Hook

The only hair design studio
In the area specializing In
__
Ethnic Cuts, Styling and
Professional Hair Care.

n..

n..

STAGE
....... lnAnns·
Lyric Theeter's first production Ie an upbeat musical comedy about youngsters
trying to make it In summer stock. Written
by Rogar9 & Hart and directed by Mary
Lancey. Through Match 1 - F~ & Sat 8
pm: Sun, 2;30 pm - at Cedric Thomas
Playhouse, 176 Sawyer SI, S. Portland.
Toe $12 eve pet101T118I1C8S, $tO ITIltlMeS. cau 791H42t or 6509.
"'lIet Chicago·
The Chicago co""any wli feature Gordon PIerce Schmidt'. "By Django." Feb
27 at 7:30 pm. at POf1Iand City Hal AuditOllum, 30 MyrtIa St, Portland. Tix: $1 ().
$25. For _tiona call 772-a13O.

-rile ...",.,. Town Musician.·
The Young People's Thaster

perIo"""..,

origlral adaptation of this wonderful tala,
a directed by Lynn McGhee. Feb 24-28
.-Id March 7 - IIChooI days, 4' pm; Sat,
10:30 am; Sun, 2 pm - at The Theat.
Project, 14 School St, Brunswick. For
_tiona aal 7~.
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WE,' RE

c-l~'~CAUNDAR SCREEN

Dates effective Feb 21-27
HMCI That Roca the Cnldle (R)

BANGOR

F~brwry 20,1992

My Own Print. Idaho
.
A bur1asqua patchwork dealing with the
lives of two young street hustlats In Portland, Ore.. and their search forsyrnbiosls
without the abuses of intimacy. A confusing rnalangeof homosexuality, class divisions and Shakespeare's "Harty IV."
Prince of nclas
A New York psychiatrist (Barbara
SInIIsand) and • South Carolina teacher
(Nick No~e) are brought together by the
attempted suicide of his sister, who happans to be her patient. Directed by
Streisand, baaed on P,jIt Conroy's novel.
Adcla .... ".mlly
Uncle Fester raappeIIlS alter 25 years as Redlo Flyer
Two brothers being raised by an abusive
pelt of • plot to i0oi the Addams' family
stepfather buid a ftylng machine out of
fortune. I. he an Jrr4:lost0r7 As 81 the
their wagon and spare parts .-Id let their
characters play as close to the TV origiimagination run free.
n"'us possible, the Initiate will aavorthls
R.lncamatlon
long sitcom apbode.
Docurnen1arysatin India irl,which Tlbetan
Archltiecture of Doo",
rnonkChoenzay Dakpa Samdub...-ches
Documentary th.t explores Nazism's
for the reincamatlon of his dead master,
teInted .-theIica, and how the extanriKhensur Rinpocha- and nnds him Hvlng
nation of people and the suppression of
as. little boy.
art want hand In haneI.

Tired of forking over $6.75 to see "La Femme Nikita" at the
Nickelodeon Cinema? Now you can tote that art-flick appetite back
to The Movies for good, and satisfy your snack-film cravings at the
Nick once again,
What's more, it'll cost you a lot less - just $1.49 for movies at the
Nick, as of Valentine's Day. 'This is ideal for people who can't hit
every movie at a $6.75 price," said Vince Cragin, new manager of the
Nick. "And it's great for families who can't afford to take all the kids
at that price."
Christmas has come again.
The news broke after the management of Nick's Boston owner
Hoyts Cinemas - which runs a chain of 70 movie houses, including
seven in Maine - decided that the theatre's empty seats could be
traced to a failed experiment with brilliant (but erratic) art, foreign
and "cult" films.
Last fall, Hoyts officials considered shutting down the Nick
altogether because they were opening a new Oark's Pond theatre in
the Maine Mall. But Portland city officials offered Hoyts a deal they
couldn't refuse - knocking
$50,000 a year off the movie
theatre's annual rent bill- and
Hoyts bit. The Nick was also
suffering the results of a surprise
switch to art films, (Hoyts managers were hoping to lure the
bohemian slice of Portland's moviegoing population that has
faithfully supported The Movies on Exchange Street since 1976.)
Since the Nick's Boston bosses had more and better access to art
films than The Movies, and five more screens on which to project
them, what was a sudden bonanza for obscure-movie hounds could
have spelled bad news for The Movies.
"Business at The Movies certainly fell off last fall," said Steve
Halpert, who runs the movie house with his wife Judy. "How much
of that is due to the recession and how much was due to the saturation of films is hard to say. There is no question, though, that our
business slid off at precisely that time when (the Nick) changed
formats."
But even as the Nick's nightly six-pack of art flicks stole business
from The Movies, it didn't draw enough viewers to make money.
The Nick's theatres were suddenly less than half as full as they'd
been before the switch. Faced with a prolonged loss of business,
Hoyts decided this month to return to the commercial films that
have buttered its Portland bread for so long.
To avoid competing with its own Clark's Pond theatre, though,
Hoyts will now bring second-run movies to the Nick - flicks that
were hits during the past year, but have since faded from the public
eye, like ''The Addams Family," "Kuffs" and "Cape Fear." Cragin
said that only quality second-run movies would be selected for the
Nick, not tripe like "Rambo."
Competing with The Movies, of course, will no longer be a
problem.
"It's hard to predict what the effect what will be here," said
Halpert, who renovated his theatre and weathered the stiff competition. "We just can't anticipate. For their part, with the M er ticket
prices they're going to have to draw at least four to five times as
many people as they did before.n
So far, the Nick is off to rollicking start. "Business has picked up
tremendously," said Cragin during the hectic first Sunday of the
new deal. Attendance figures for the day's shows had doubled. "So
far, people don't really believe it's $1.49," he said, "But once word
gets out, things may reaUy pick up,"
Time will teU. But a check of downtown's only accurate economic
indicator - the Parking Garage Index - confirmed the sudden
surge of interest in the Nick's new menu.

screen

Specializing in African-American hair

539 O>ngress St.
Portland, ME

772...2.800

BAGELS & COFFEE
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15 Temple Street i6 a lot biggerl
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Breakfast Bagels
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Stop in for a hot cup of Green Mt Roasters coffee and a
sunrise sandwich, M?lde with a scrambled egg, bacon or
sausage and swiss, chedder or provolone cheese, Iry one of
our 10 different spreads, Vermont made cream cheeses,
whipped and blended with everything from maple syrup,
walnuts and raisins to fresh fruits and berries, For nondairy eaters we carry tofutti, a blend of tofu, soybean and
corn oil. Available in plain, herb and veggie, A great way to
watch your wieght and still enjoy a bagel. All of our spreads
~re available for takeout in 80z containers, For those in a
hurry call in your order to be ready when you arrive

8

@
"

Portland Bagel Works: 619-2425 Fax: 619-1695

COFFEE & BAGELS

~

COFFEE & BAGELS

@)

@
'03

We've joined forces with Green Mt" Coffee
Roasters to give you the best of Vermont. Come
down and see what all the excitement is about!

c - d l.... n"'FerNlI, ..... nn.CII..... "Fool for Lon·
..... Kevln Shone t....:
Portland Slage Company presents Sam
bad TV, political coups, poetry, axtrema
Shepard'. raw story of love and 0bsesemotional displays, big hair, religious epsion in a seedy motel on the edge of the
Ics, tabloid journalism, contorted bodies,
Mojave Oasert. Through March 1-Tuesphony foreign tongue, obscure historical
Thurs, 7:30 pm; Fri, 8 pm; Sat, 5 & 9 prri;
refatancas, grotesque calebflties, .nd
Sun, 2 pm - at Portland Perfonning M,
amaH children with puppies. They transCenter, 25A Forest Ave, Portland. The
fonn these passi0n8 and any passions
$12-$26.50. For reservations, 774-0465.
you might suggllll1lnto a !'M).hour c0m- ....roun .nd the . . . flit atortea"
edy bora/lZll. Just Ike IItlOWfIakes, no
Mad Horse Children's Theat..- prasents
two shows are alike. Thie comedy nbcie
an adaptation 01 Salman Rushdie's book,
unfolds at 8 pm every Thursday at the
In which a chid must battle the warlord
cave (2lI Foreet Ave, right next to Zootz).
Prince 01 Silence, thereby learning the
Just bring $3 and TIm, Joanne and Kevin
vaw 01 free speech and theuselul_ 01
wII taka you hom thent. For more Info aal
atory-teliing. Through Feb 23 - Sat, 10
878-0070.
am&2pm; Sun, 2 pm-.t25 Forest Ave,
Portland. TIx: $4. For Into caI797-3338.
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FREE DEUVERY FOR
OFFICE BREAKFAST

•
1

Entertainment

Green Mountain Co""
and Homemad, MuU/ns

GET AN EARLY START
Open: 4am-10 pm, Sun-W & 4am-1 am, Th-5at

CAseD

VARIETY

DELI SANDWICHES
100 Commercial St • Portland • 773-4299

Continued from FGge 21

STAGE

the Rose Cottage
7bis dot is worth
25 % 0FF

San Francisco Mime Troupe perfonns
nlYised version of H. B. Stowe's "Uncle

Tom's Cabin." Now ~'8 a poIiticalcomady
using rap. gospel. soul andR&B. Directed
by Donald Chumley. Feb28-8pm-at
The Music Hall. 28 Chastoot St. P0rtsmouth. TIx: $1&-$20. For I'8SeIV8t1ons.

--

Mad Horse Theatre Company presents a
tale 0/ racism and propaganda set in the
glittering work! of New York City pubis/\-

Lavender...

ing. Through March 1 - Thurs-Sat. 8 pm;

Sun. 7 pm - at Mad Horse Theat.... 955
Forest Ave. Portland. For raservations

cal 797-3338.
"Melody Hou. Murd....•

at The Mystery Cafe Dinn ... Theatre.
Baker's Table Banquet Room. 434 Fora
St, PorUand. Shows lN8fY Saturday at 8.
Forlnfo and raservatlons call 893-3083 or

Why use
anything .
butAVEDA?

1-800-834-3063.
"MouHtnp·

City Theater stages a play basad on one
of Agatha Christie·s whodunnits.Through
March 8 - Fri & Sat. 8 pm; Sun. 2 pmat City Theat.... 205 Main St. Biddafonl.
TIx: $12. $10 for seniors & students. Ring
282-0849 for raservations.

• No petroleum products
• No animal by-products
• No animal testing

"The 0dcI Couple·
studio TheaterofBathstages Neil Simon's
popular comedy in which incompatibility

and cloaenass combine to create havoc

fortworoomrrates. Feb21 through March
1 - Fri & Sat. 8 pm; Sat (Feb 29) & Sun.
3 pm - at The Chocolate Church. Curtis
UtUe Theater. 804 Washington -St. Bath.
Tix: $1 O. $8. Reservations call 442-8455.
PaFlldlgm Performers
is a new dance compeny which aaakllo
unItAl people by proposing a raloiaw and
change of old pattems of behavior. Its
first work Is called "Celebration of life."
and wi. take place Feb 29. at 2 pm. at the

BALLET CHICAGO
Thursday February 27, 7:30 pm
A spectacular company making its
Portland debut! Featured will be
Gordon Peirce Schmidt's "By Django,"
a smooth, lively trip back to the Jazz
Age by way of a salute to '20s
composer Django Reinhardt
Sponsored by

~&&
TIckets:
$10, $16, $21, $25
Students and group
rates llvallable.

Richard

STOLTZMAN

Thesday, Marchr-:--=-~.:..,

The San Francisco
Chronicle calls him
"the greatest
clarinetist of the
century."

Schoolhouse Arts Center. Route 114.
Sebago Lake (Standish). Call 780-4767
for more info.
"8tDIY 111-..Schoolhouse Arts Center presents a series of humorous vignett"" Inspired by
fables and fairy-tales. Through March 1
- Fri & Sat, 8 pm; Sun. 2 pm-on Route
114. Sebago Lake. Til: $8 aduns. $5
youth. studanls and ..,;on. plus special
family cbcounts. For info call 642-3743.
"You Coon't Take It WIth You·
Second Stage Productions treats you 10
tha wacky and farcical world 0/ the Sycamore family. in the play by Moss Hart
and George S. Kaufman. Feb 27 through
March 8-Thurs-sat.8pm;Sun. 2pmat The Theater Project. 14 School St.
Brunswick. TO(: $8. $5 seniors & students.
For reservations can 729-8584.

AUDITIONS
The AmerIcan R. .alaAnce 11Ieate.
Is holding auditions for ns upcorring pro-

ductionof"Henry IV. Part II." Thlspmduclion Is the third in the War 0/ the Roses
. series of history plays. Vollrot... forcostwning and sal design ara abo needed.
Feb 23 & March 1. from 7-9 pm, at the
WIw'ahouse. 29 Forest Ave. Portland.
Call 871-9325 for further info.
Per1_ for Summ.. In the Pa....
The City 0/ Portland's recreation divi9Ion
is looking for original roosical artists 10
apply to this programbysubmitting demo
tapes or info to: Ted Musgrave. Portland
Recreation. Portland City HaM. 389 Congress St, Portland. ForinfoCall874-8793

CLUBS

TIckets: $10, $16, $21,.$25
Students and &roup
rates available.

Perfonnances in
PORI'LAND CITY HALL AUDITORIUM

.THURSDAY 2.20

Portland Concert Association

Da,.. . .11ou Qulntat Gazz> cafe no. 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.

262 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, ME 04101
(207) 772-8630 8()O.639-2707

Michael Danahy " Frtenda (acoustic)
Geno· •• 13 Brown St. Portland. 772-7891.

(100"'--

by Loaa _

~~~t::
---- .-?
- -~!!!::7
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ChrtatClPhar Robin (rock)OId PortTavem.
11 Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
Continued 011 ,.ge 24
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"I Ain't Yo' Uncle·

cal (503) 43&-2400.
"In p.p.tuity 11Iroughout the Unl·
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with
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coupon

,

expires 2/29192

eountry :J:Otpourri
lf)

(delle (Greg Stebner) and May (Wendy . .rrte-Wlbon) try to era..
• gholt from thalr palt (larry Goldan).

Waylaid In the desert of love

sta e

Margot Me Willilmls

,

guitars & banjos.

- • --- -

Spring Fever Sale
30% OFF
AU Sweaters,
Gloves & Hats

.:

wi coupon. expo 2/'19/92

1

collutiliks _fimu{ cra.rts -fiofK..ilTt
~.
2 Wharf Street · In the Old Port· 772-7490 Open daily 10-5. Sun. 12-5

L_______

I.

persona s

Place a FREE personal ad, up to
45 words & receive.Personal Call~
ABSOLUTELY FREE!
(ads run 4 weeks with this coupon)
CRW mail box Is $5 per week; Personal CalIIPI must be activated.
word Iimit-45. FREE ads will not be accspted by phone. use mail.
551A Congress St. Portland. ME 04101 or Fax It to 775-1615 or walk llin.

398 Fore St., Portland· 773-<J811 :

r--~--------------------------r-----------------------------r----------------------------

,..

FREE P.38 with this coupon

,..

GET THE JUMP ON SPRINGI.

,..

John Gardner, in his collection of essays
makes a strong pitch for that old-fashioned concept that fiction should
serve a ,moral purpose. It should teach, Gardner believes; it should
inspire, uplift, endorse the human spirit - and it should offer, or at
least suggest, solutions.
But Sam Shepard is a modernist Specifically he's of the school of
written photo-realism He doesn't teach, he doesn't uplift, he doesn't
show the way, and he offers no solutions. He just shows what is. And
that he does with consummate skill He renders - with photographic
clarity and a genius for remaining true to the vernacular - the
useless, depraved and hopeless lives of people stuck in repetitive
destructive patterns.
"Fool for Love,M like Eugene O'Neill's "Long Day's Journey into
Night/ is a brilliant portrayal of the human spirit imprisoned It's
about possession, obsession, imprisonment and destrudiveness - all
of the sick and none of the healthy aspects of carnal attachment. It's
also about storytelling, about the myths we weave to accommodateand control- both our present and past lives. He who tells the tale, it
is said, is the one who establishes history. The play is a layered and
complex unraveling of the personal historical truths of its protagonists, the star-crossed lovers,
Eddie and May.
Eddie has come back for May.
He's traveled over 2,000 miles to
do it He finds her, not in the
HFooi for Love"
trailer where he left her, 10 those
by Sam Shepard, with
many months ago, but in a room
Greg Stebner, Wendy
in a seedy motel, apparently on
Barrie-Wilson II Larry
the edge of the Mojave Desert. She
Golden, .t Portl.nd Sblge
can afford the room because she's
Co., 25A Forest Ave.
taken a job as a waitress. May's
Pa.ylog through M.rch 1
not all that compliant, though.
She's quite unhappy, it seems,
over Eddie's leaving ways, and the fact that this last time he left her to
hobnob with a mysterious countess_So the shouts and threats and
posturings begin, and the cycles of "Get Out! - No, Don't Leave Me!"
that are the hallmarlcs of hopeless addiction.
As these cycles escalate, the contrapuntal storytelling begins.
Juxtaposed to the motel room set, and just about as big as it, is what
looks like an old Edsel, coming right at you . At the wheel is The Old
Man. What The Old Man is doing is, well, just driving around the
countryside, drinking whiskey and avoiding things. The Old Man
apparently shares the past with. both Eddie and May. Just what this
past was, and exactly how it was shared, is the subject of the roundrobin stories. It's a desperate game; on each version of the story the
teller's psychic existence depends. And as each contradictory variation
is told, fact and reality become more and more ephemeral.
This is a good production. The sets, designed by Russell Parkman,
and the evocative lighting by Christopher Akerlind, create a sense of
mystery as the intensifying struggle between Eddie and May takes
place under the eye of this seemingly disconnected man. The man, in
his separate set (meant to be miles away from the motel room) has
been delivering an intermittent, ambiguous monologue. But then the
man breaks all theatrical conventions and 's peaks directly to Eddie and
May. The effect of this simple device is to deepen the delusional sense
into which the audience has been wading. One winds up wondering if
everyone isn't a figment of everyone else's imagination.
Under the direction of Rob Greenberg, restrained performances are
given by Wendy Barrie:.Wilson (as May) and Greg Stebner (as Eddie).
In sharp oontrast to the deafeningly slammed doors (overdone and
intended to inform the audience of the depth and potential violence of
Eddie's and May's emotional firestorms), neither of the two get deeply
enough into the rage, fear and desperation that are allegedly compelling them both. It almost seems as though Barrie-Wilson and Stebner
are apologeticaJly trying to spare the audience the raw nerve of their
characters' violent, driven feelings; they keep it on the light, almost
jocular side, and consequently seem more liJce children at play than
two tormented, driven adults who might "erase" each other. Larry
Golden's Old Man keeps to character faithfully. In his cheap polyester
garb and his whiskey breath, he plays the jokester, committed to
nothing but his whiskey bottle and his own version of the story. And
Steve Irish plays May's hapless date to good comic effect, assuming a
large-sized dweebiness that sets off the lean and nervous Eddie in
appealing contrast
Although we are offered nothing uplifting in this play about the
human spirit in triumphant mode, this is a fine production of
Shepard's keenly rendered world of No-Way-Outsville.
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,.. WE PAY CASH FOR MILITARY
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CLOTHING & SUPPLIES
~ ,..
_

~

& ~

off any purchase

below retail

with this coupon·

·COIIpon good thru

February 29, 1992

116 Main St., Biddeford
283-9309
(coupon good thru 2!29/92)

,..

.

30-40%

Choose from a wide selection of fine quality
handbags and luggage in c.ottons, tapestries
and nylons. All made In the U.S.A.

J~ 4;, ,..~ BAXTER'S ARMY!Nl\.,.
nTy

\~ ~

20m70

Store prices are already

(open 9:30-4:30 M&W Thru Sat)

,

Next to BOSAl Fabrics. At. 1

Scarborough. ME 207 885.5134

LV

D n~ . .
,Ji, .
U;.~ .Y.lli~Jf
../ FACTORY STORE

../

,..-----------------------------(

Buy One, Get One Free 'l>"'S=S=--.O-O""''' ; ; ;

OFF

made

value
up to

with no

cholesterol
margerine

$1.75

Purchase any size
order of wings, get
a single size for FREE!

Put a little spice in your life.TloI

25 OFF

All in-stock children's

s

shoes including Toddler
University, Keds, Willits ,
Weebok. and mare!

"WHERE LITILE FEET ARE LOVED"
<.pires: 2/29192

•

,I

554 Congress St.. Exp. 3/5/92 ,

with coupon, 1 per customer
. ... .' '., ., .'.
______________________________
L_~~~~

%

FREE WINGS

••

. . .
. ....
. .,
. , ',. " .:.• 1
filii DRIVERY 879·0403 "
'. _~~~~~~~~_~L~~_~j~L0l~ ~ L----~------------------------,

wlththiscoupon.explresFeb, 29.1992

HAIRCUTwnh

head, neck & shoulder massage

DAVE'S AUTO CARE

1

$15

Open Sun 12-4

Ton for: $4 each visit.
$25 for ten visits.
$60 for thirty visits.

II oppolntmenl
modebv Sal.

t. Pickup and Delivery
2. Wash. Buff and Wax Exterior
3, Shampoo Carpets
4. Clean Dashboard. Doors. Door Jams and Windows
5. Clean and Condition Vinyl top and TIres
6, Recondition EngIne and Trunk Areas

$100 for a full year membership

~'*A~

Xanli 5 :Hair Center

walltabout

1

1
NEXT TO OSCAR BENOITS (DOWNSTAIRS)
______________________________
u
_____________________________
,
365 Fore Street. Portland· 761-5811
337 Forest Ave. Portland . ME 04101 .207-773-6601
1

~============~

____________________

~

Call 774-4364 For ADDointment Anytime

Our Winter Clearance Continues! ::~~~~:
~W/L- "GOODBYE
I~::!:"
WINTER ;~~~~::
:;''':;''':.1
special - selected separates I '.~"..:~"..::
I"
:;'~;'~I
:;'.;'
..
SALE.

rrripp S

FAMILY EYEWEAR

$30 0 F F

I

I';'~;'~
0j..J., MENS

BUY ONE - GET ONE FOR $5!

on complete pair of
eyeglasses

1

:~~S~

t

'''''':;''':. Pants,
.~~~~; Ru by
'·'.b.
& rc009
,.;.":;''':.

1

Expires 3120,<42.
(manimum purchase after discount $95.
no otherdiscounls apply)

1';'":;.":. Sleeve Shirts

600 Congress Sl

Portland, ME • 772-8368
PARKING STAMPAVAILABLE

- -I

FREE Pint of Pork Fried Rice

Wilh Coupon
Exp. 3/10/92

Gealful
dT
Dec 's
25% OFF
L015 af ather
great stuff
on sale!

:;''':;''':.1

:~~~~I
·:;''':;''':.,
.. ·'··1
:!~!~I
~~:'~:"I

,·;.-m.

50% OFF

1 .~:'~:"

422 FORESTREET • OLD PORT 874·0811 ~~:'~::I

1 .;.":;.":.
.........

31 Main Street • Freeport 865-3158

WOMENS
Selected
Dresses,
Pan ts,
Tops, Skirts
40% OFF
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Expires: 3/31/92

wI your order, AND
$2 OFF
DELIVERY!

Pay To The
fll- .£
f
J!I.
Order Of: _ _-",:r~
11~:;-n~e1"1i~e!::!:u~(j-4-u!::!:e~s~t~---.:!$:.....2'~OO-

~jttle Qz;nnTOt!Jn

~,.L--",t.C!!v,-e!<:..!.•..!.• .!...!..C• •...,.'-".C!•..!.• .!..• .!..• •...,.'-".'-"• ..!.• ..!.• .!...!..C••...,.'-"•..!.• ..!.• .!..• .!..• •!..C.'-".'-•"..!.• ..!.• .!..'O_0.LV...o!lo.!eO~O~__ Dollars

•

Custom House Square

FINEST CHINESE FOOD
SINCE 1938 & FOUR GENERATIONS

144 Cumberland Ave. Portland • nS·2370 • Closed Monday

Parking Garage
25 Pearl St.,l'ortland, ME

775-4236

FOR 'l'owan!s..91.ny ifOod Purdiase
1 Certtficate Per 'TaMe

.

~~tal

FREE PARKING UP
TO lWO HOURS

~-----------------------------~-----------------------------~-----------------------------

$2 OFF All New Tapes & CDs
Ex. CD@ 15.98 list. 13.98 our reg low price. 11 .98 wI coupon

A
TOMACHECK'S
V

505

Ocean St.
(Rt. 77)
S. Portland

767·6500

Expires:

February 29, 1992
Only 2 1/2 miles
from Downtown
Portland.

KNITTING • SPINNING • WEAVING • SUPPLIES. INSTRUCTION
- CALL FOR CLASS DATES -

'. :&@etRegUlarlymarked
~
,
merchandise.

10% OFF

?/t'a1!z fjl
,

Quality Yarn at
Reasonable Prices.
174 US RT 1, Scarborough· Tues-Sat 10-6' 883-2951

1

For information on how to become part of
Casco Bay Weekly's Clip & Save Section, '
cqntact 'your Advertising
Representative:
Maureen, Marilyn,
Cary or Larry
at 775·6601.

-----------------------------~-----------------------------~-----------------------------

,
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TUNE

Entertainment

UP

TIME
•

: $7"50 OFF A TUNE UP
• WITH THIS COUPON

• EXP: 3114192

ICYCLE

333 Forest Ave., Portland, ME (207) 773-6906

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I

.. Blue printing services
.. High VoIume/High Quality Photocopies
.. Quick Return on "File Jobs"

Contillud from page 22

CLUBS

Ftbl'Ullry 20,1992
011 Donatelli Band (Top 40) Tipperary Selut.., 20 Milk St, Portland. Open nighUy

until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland.
775-6161.
T-Blrd'., 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun:
football afternoon, comedy night; Mon,
TBA Verrilid. eon"..,tlon Canter, Tumchern-free; Wed, local bands; Thurs, co~
pike Exft 8, Riverside St, Portland. 84l).
lege night; Fri &Sat, bands and/or deejay,
9741 . .
all conternporary dance music. 773-8040.
The Raze (rock) TheWrong Brothers' Pub
at Port Biliards, 39 Fores! Ave, Portland. Wherehou.e Dance Club, 29 Forest Ave,
Portland. Progressive music. Fri, Groove
775-1944.
Academy with deejay duo Spence & AJ;
Sat, women's night from 9-1 with deejay
Deb. 874-9770.
Zootz,31 ForestAve, Portland. Wed:chemfree; Thu: visual vibe; Fri: deejayllive music; Sat: cutting edge dance; Sun: request
Open Jam ....Ion (jazz) cafe no. 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
night. 773-8187.
Cottf. .ton Pie (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Tony Boft8 (big band)The Roost, Chicopee
Road, Buxton. 642-2148.
TBA T-Blrd., 126 N. Boyd St. Portland.
773-8040.
Will Tum.. (acoustic) Whaof's End. 52
Whaof St, Por1fand. 773-0093.
Larry Brown (acoustic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port B~liards, 39 Forest Ave,
Portland. 775-1944.

SUNDAY 2.23

Fila (Cajun) Raoul's Roadside Attraction,
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Paychovsky (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Daajay Oreg Powe.. (laser karaoke)
TIpperary Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S.
Portland. 775-6161.
DavldOood (acoustlc)Wolfie's, 193 Middle,
Portland. 773-3501 .
Open Mlc Night with Bill Cameron
(acoustic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Port Biliards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
Cottf. .ton PIa (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
775-1944.
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Open Mlc Night (b.y.o. jam)Raoul'sRoadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland.
773-6886.
Open Mlc Nlghtwtth K ... Qrtrnsley(b.y.0.
jam) Whaof's End, 52 Whart St, Portland.
Red Ught R...... (jazz) The Active Wave,
773-0093.
58 Ocean Park Road, Saco. 262-7670.
David Oood (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 769
Congress St, Portland. 773-9873.
Wolf Soup (jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St,
Portland. 772-8114.
St ... eow&NV(garagerock)Geno's, 13
The San.. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Brown St, Portland. 772-7891 .
Mounon St, Portland. 774-0444.
Jenny & the Woodmen (rock) Moose
Mey, 46 Market St, Portland. 774-5246. Troubedor Tuesday (acoustic) Raoul's
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave,
Chrlatophw Robin (rock) Old Port Tavem,
Portland. 773-6886.
11 Mounon St, Portland. 774-0444.
From Oood Hornaa (fok) FIaoul's Road- Open Mlc Night with Pet.. Qleaeon
(b.y.o. jam)Spt'ing Point Cafe, 175 Pickett
side Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland.
St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
773-6886.
_
Spectrum ('50s- '60s) The Roost, Chicopee K ... OOHtoMa.. (acoustlc)Whaof'sEnd,
52 Whaof St, Portland. 773-0093.
Road, Buxton. 642-2148.
Paychovsky (rock) SprIng Point Cafe, 175
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
TBA T-Blrd., 126 N. Boyd St, Portland.
773-8040.
Mere Brenn (acoustic) TIpperary Pub, Vintage Repertory Compa ny'. "Zoo
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775Story" (play) Cafe no, 20 Danforth St,
6161.
Portland. 772-8114.
The Raze (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub Bachel....• Night (topless) Moose Atley,
at Port Biliards, 39 Fores! Ave, Portland.
46 Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
775-1944.
The San.. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Mounon St, Portland. 774-0444.
Blua Root. (blues) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 7736886.
Red Ught Rewa (jazz) The Active Wave, Btygltled (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
PIckett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
58 Ocean Park Road, Saco. 262-7670.
Lou
Moore & Jeremy Laater (acoustiC)
David Qood (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 769
Whaof's End, 52 Whaof St, Portland. 773Congress St, Portland. 773-9873.
0093.
Wolf Soup (jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St,
Open MIc Night with The Cool Whip.
Portland. 772-8114.
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
T_ Saint. & Fun Nou.. (rockabilly)
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
Gena's, 13 BrownSt, Portland. 772-7891.
775-1944.
Jenny & the Woodmen (rock) Moose
Mey, 48 Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
Chrlatoph.. Robin (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Mounon St, Portland. 774-0444.
Blua Fla",.,. (b~es) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773- Ootta Dance. Inc., Thompson's Point,
6886.
Second noor Bldg lA, Portland. Smok...
Spectrum ('50s- '60s) The Roost, Chicopee
and chem-free dances wfth swing, Latin&
Road, Buxton. 642-2148.
ballroom music Fridays from 9-12 pm &
The Uputt... (R&B) Spring Point Cafe,
Sundays from 3-6 pm. SS. 773-3558.
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open
TBA T-Blrd., 126 N. Boyd St, Portland.
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am.
Cover: $2. Thursday's are college aner773-8040.
native night. No cover with college 10, $1
without. 871-0863.

MONDAY 2.24

FRIDAY 2.21

TUESDAY 2,.25

PRIME
WINE
SPECTACUlAR &
A Full Cut of our
SHRIMP
Choice of ...

Tender Prime Rib
Beer Battered Shrimp Served vvith a Glass
of House Wine or
Shrimp Scampi
Domestic
Draft Beer
Baked Stuffed Shrimp

$9.95

,

.

I

$9.95

NAKED
TI:IURSD" AYS

o

, f

,....

DANCE
CLUB
COME EARLY AND TAKE ADVATAGE OF US!
427 FORE STREET 773-1983

Is college or grad school in your future?
(If so; this is for you!)

WEDNESDAY 2.28

SATURDAY 2.22

DANCING

CON

CERTS

SATURDAY 2.22
Women of the Calaba.h
(percussion & African vocals) 7:30 pm,
Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College.
Brunswick. 725-3375.

SUNDAY 2.23
Bal Canto Quartet
(vocal chamber) 3 pm, at SI. Luke's Cathedral, 143 StaleSt, Portland. DonaUon:
$10, $7.50 students & seniors. 793-6649.

UPCOMING
Da¥onsquare & kIIo«Iar Fare
2128192 (folk) 8 pm, Holiday Inn by the

Bay, 88 Spring St, Portland. Tile $12.50.
767-2992.
N_ Wortd atrtng Quartet
2128192 (chamber) 8 pm, Batea College,
Olin Arta Cantar Concert Hall, Lewiston.
DvonIk'. "AmerIcan" Quartet 88 well 8S
WOI'ks by Barber, ~ and Gershwin.

Toe $10 & SS. 7B1H1135.
kott R. ._

with USM jau acuity and

Qu_
2128192 (jazz) 8 pm, at USM'. CortheII
Concert Hall, Gorham. TIx: $8Ipublic, $41
atudenta, ~, faculty and Nff. 78().

5555.
Doca-rl_
~
2I29J92 & 311/921jazz& big band tunea) 8
pm on Sat & 3 pm on Sun, Portland City
Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St, Portland.
The $12-$30. 773-81~1 .

ART
OPENING
Deen Vel...tga. Oallery
60 Hampshire SI, Portland. Opening r&caption Feb 28 from 5-6 pm for "Three
Artists," an exhibition of abstract works,
mixed media and assemblages by Lucy
White, Michael D. Ryus and Brian
Rutenberg. Showing through March 29.
Gallery hours: Thurs, n00n-8; Fri & Sat,
noo0-5; Sun, ooon-4; and by appointment: 772-2042.

A UN·.VERSE OF GREAT FOOD

AROUND TOWN
Art Qallery at the Phoenix

When meticulously correct, obsessively nellt, conVUlsively tense Ft:la moves
in with supremely sloppy, totldly unorganiud, loose04nd-/aid-bacJc OSCAr,
you know the story. See it again as Studio Theater of Bath presents Nt:il
Simon's comedy HTht: Odd Couple," Ft:b. 21, 22, 28 & 29 at 8 p.m. and Feb
29 & March 1 at 3 p.m. Tix art: $10/$8. Tht: theater -located at the
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St., Bath - is cozy (capacity: 70), so
makt: your reservations tJlrly by calling 442-8455,

630ForestAve,Portland.Ashowofmbced
medium works featuring Tom Bahon, Dana
Johnson, Lee Ring, Lou Mastro, Ashley
Lenartson, Jeff Perron, GalT8)' Therrien
and Edward Parker. On view through
March 7. Gallery hours: Thurs-Sat, 10
am-5 pm. 774-4154.
. The Baxt.r Oellery
Portland School of Art, 619 Congress St,
Portland. "Imperied Shores," an exhibttion focusing on envi"onmarrtal issues
through the works of Helen Mayer
Harrison, Christy Rupp, Christopher
Horton, Gordon Carlyle, Rob Reaps, Newton Harrison and Mier1e Laderman Ukeles.
On view through March 8. Gallery hours:
Tues, Wed, Fri-Sun, 11-4; Thurs, 11-9.
775-5152.

Contillrad on page 26

RONKIN
COMES TO PORTLAND!
Who Is The Plagiarist? "You are," he says. "Admit It."
Photo/An/old Olean

Non-profit plagiarism on 45
WMPG radio artist issues a challenging new single
Contrary to what Sony and its CD co-conspirators would have you
believe, the "obsolete" phonograph record is still twitching. Buried
alive by the steamroller of technology and corporate interests, vinyl is
surviving underground, most notably in the form of independently
released 45rpm singles.
Carrying on a punk/new wave tradition that had its heyday
sometime in the late 70s, some of the bravest, smartest, yet most
obscure new music today is being released on singles in limited
pressings (about 1,000 is average). Now joining the fray is WMPG
radio artist The Plagiarist, who has announced the formation of a new
label, Wafer Face, and its first single, "Louisia~ Cookin' /Fernando."
CuUed from recent WMPG broadcasts (Wednesdays, 11 p .m . to 1
a.m.), the two sides offer an ample introduction to The Plagiarist'S onair modus operandi: mixing, looping and otherwise processing
sounds from a variety of sources
- tape, disk, microphone,
telephone, short wave radio,
whatever's at hand. The results
are "original" in that you've never
heard anything quite like it before, yet "plagiarized" in that every
sound is stolen from some other (usually copyrighted) source.
"Anyone who accepts the premise that their work and their life
involves an appropriating of material from all over the place must
also accept that their life involves a certain amount of plagiarism,"
explains The Plagiarist, who prefers to submerge his identity in
neoist-Iike pseudonym (move over Monty Cantsin).
"We're at a point in our culture where the things we need to work
on as a group are much more important than trying to achieve some
sort of notoriety as individuals," T.P. says. "fhat's why I enjoy
assuming this character - it's a cloak, like Batman's mask."
The point? Challenging his audience to try on masks for themselves, to accept that "your own identity is anything you want it to
be." And what does all this have to do with the single? It's the
conceptual framework for a record that challenges all of you r
preconceived notions, from politics to pop.
"Louisiana Cookin'," the side with potential as a college radio hit,
is a timely Residents-like rant that connects David Duke with John
Wayne and traditional American values like hypocrisy and hate, set
against a wall of looped tabla drums, frantically strummed acoustic
guitars and other iconoclastic bursts of sound.
The spontaneous vocal was phoned in from Chicago, live on the
air, from a certain "Mr. Clean ." When [ called Clean, he informed me
that he was interested in the "reinvention of the telephone as an audio
fax machine," and then responded to the rest of my questions with
subvertising slogans.
For example, why David Duke? "fhem were one of the better
mesquite briquettes we elected in." What are you trying to' achieve?
"Quality is Job 1; Porky'S 3/Selsun Blue." What is subvertising?
"Untried and untrue." What are you working on these days? "Clingfree trucker beards."
Get the ideas?
The "Fernando" side combines a swirl of CD-scanning, backwards
tapes, more loops, and the chorus from ABBA's first single. One of the
ironies here is that while eschewing CD technology by releasing an
old-fashioned 45 - "it's an affirmation of simpler mechanical
technologies in the face of this wave of conform-vision-Iaser readers"
- The Plagiarist is only too happy to use the superior sound quality
and sampling/looping capabilities of digital audio to his own ends,
"to reinvest it into a previous medium, to take something that's
invisible and make it visible."
He says he plans to release a series of "slugs," small records
created from and for radio, on his new Wafer Face label (another
reference to masks). And lest you're worr~ed (I doubt it) that these
exercises in plagiarism-as-art are intended to make money, The
Plagiarist assures me that he only wants to break even. Tell that to the
copyright judge, buddy . Anyway, at this point "Louisiana Cookin' /
Fernando" is not yet available in any stores, but you can get a copy
via mail order; write to Wafer Face, P.O. Box 4272, Station A, Portland, ME 04101.
Meanwhile, you can hear T,P, working out new sound ideas (and
their hidden conceptual subtexts) every week on WMPG, where he
continues to champion radio as "more than just a conveyor belt for
the merchandising of music,
"What I consider to be really good radio is when we can get the
whole radio station ringing, like a bell."

music
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REGISTER TO WIN A FREE
SAT, GRE, GMAT or LSAT COURSE!
A $595 - $695 VALUE!
We invite you to visit our new location at the CORNERBROOK MALL in South
Portland. Tour our center and register to win a FREE test prep course while
you're here! We offer flexible scheduling, great teachers, customized computer
programs and individual attention to help you gain admission to the college or
grad school of your choice. We also offer FREE diagnostic testing for SAT, GRE,
GMAT, LSAT and MCAT exams and a computerized printout which shows
your test strengths and weaknesses. There is no obligation of any kind!

Call RONKIN today at

775~5700
or stop by the
CORNERBROOK MALL
343 Gorham Road
South Portland

We'll Make Sure You Make It!

MERRIMAN'SIN(.·
F
LOORING
~
-

We are a Full Service flooring Store.
Our flooring technicians are In-house.
highly trained. friendly and professional.

Our prices reflect value.
100% Nylon Carpet
with Stain Protection over 6# density pad.
$15.46 ~q, yd_

We welcome appointments •••
In your home or stop by our showroom located
on the corner of Brackett Street and Wayside
Drive In Westbrook.

All our work Is work guaranteed.
Credit terms available
VISA. MasterCard. Flex

MERRIMAN'SINt.fLOORING
33 Bracke~ Street • Westbrook
854-3833 • 1-800-439-ot09
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Entertainment

SO tasty you'll
to lick your plate.
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oTony's ComedbeefHash oOmJettes o Eggs Benedict

° Prui[ Pilled Crepes ° Salmon & Eggs ° cheese Blinl2eS

,

oLi..'s Baked Beans oGreek Soull'ood oAlmond Crusted

Toast

HONEST FOOD AT HONEST l'tUCES

oServing Bloodies & Ceasars

: The Good Table Restaurant :
f
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614A Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101
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773-0002
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6 Week Classes &
Private Lessons

BEGINNER CLASSES
Saturday, Feb. 22, 7 pm
° Monday, Feb. 24, 6 pm
° Wednesday, Feb 26, 6 pm
° Country & Western,
Sat., Feb. 22, 4 pm
° Also 2 Intermediate Country
& Western Classes on Fridays.
o

i

Intermediate & Advanced Classes adding Rumba, Cha Cha, Polka,
Tango, .Mambo .& oth~rs. Other classes include: Technique,
Competition, Children s, Country & Western, Senior Citizens

I

I
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1t Ballroom
Cla.I.ll'.1 avwll>le dllY/nlllullcl! hours! Singles We/come
DUll ce Every Saturday Evellillll· Open 'Ill llw Publtc.
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Welcome to

<:asco Bay
Weekly

_ Masterpiece Reprographics,
Portland
_ Bookland of Maine
_ Mlkasa Factory Outlet, Freeport
_ Larry Agran for President
_Jerry Brown for President
_ Bedworks, Portland
_ Maine Ballroom Dance, Portland

COOKIN'

We would like to welcome Gervais & Son to our
neighborhood. They have taken over the space that was for
47 years Gil's Handy Store. We wish Steve, Jim, John &
Peter 47 years of success with their new venture.
'

l

l .

,

It is exciting to see the changes in this part of Portland.
What was recently thought of as one of Portland's least
desirable neighborhoods is becoming an interesting and
lively place. Last year we changed a notorious tave~ into a
comfortable restaurant. Three Views Gallery opened this
fall with acclaimed shows, and David & Johanna'S Artifacts
has become a .Portland treasure already. Soon the Children's
Museum & Harding's Bookstore will be right around the
corner.
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Times are not the best right now, but real estate and rent
prices have dropped enough that people with new ideas and
not a lot of money are able to make things happen that
couldn't have happened a few year~ ago.
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We understand that times are tough right now, that's why
we have our winter sale. This month we have marked down
all of the traditional New England dishes on our menu,
$9.50 will buy you a Crabcake dinner, salad, buttermilk
biscuits, vegetables & service with a smile. There are always
dinners starting as low as $7.95 here at Katahdin. Good
Cookin', Good Prices,

774-1740
SPRING AND HIGH STREET
MON-THURS 5PM, lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM ' IIPM

Con..... SqUII.. allilery
42 Exchange St, Portland. Selection of
works by gallery artists - including Philip
Barter, Jill Hoy, Meg Payson-Brown,
Marsha Donahue, Gina Werfel & Rob
PoIlian - on viaw through Februaly. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat, 10:30-5; Thurs-Sat
eves till 9; Sun n00n-5. 774-3369.
DIonforth Gallery .
,
34 Danforth St, Portland. "Love Show:
Images of the Heart,"aphotographyshow
of20 NorIh...stern artists curated byBetsy
Evans, Stuart Nudelman Steve Bliss and
Steven Halpert. Through March 14. Gallery hours: Thurs-Sat, 11-5. ~721 .
De.n Velentgll. allilery
60 Hall1>shire St, Portland. Drawings by
Frederick Lynch, showing through Feb
16. Gallery ho..-s: Thurs 12-8 pm, Fri &
Sat 12-5, Sun 12-4, and by appointment:
772-2042.
F.-t aully a.llery
411 Congress St, PortJand. A group exhibition f... turing the works of all gallery
artists, including oils, waten:olor, pastels,
and sculpture in a wide range of styles
and subjects by Dalav Ipcar, DeWrttHardy,
Eric Green, Laurenze Sisson, Alfred
Chadboume, Martha Groome, Sharon
Yates, cabot Lyford and John laurent
Gallery hours: Man-Fri, 12-6 pm, or by
appointment. 77a-2555.
a ...nhuta.l......
148 MiddleSt, Portland. Artwork by Esther
Eder, Ed Douglas, Leo Brooks, Peyton
Higgison and estate etchings of Unwood
Easton through the first week in March.
Gallery hours: Man-Fri 10-5:30, Sat 115:30. 772-2693.
.....lIa.lI...,
345 Fore St, Portland. Paul Black's oils,
tIrough March 1. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat
10:15 am-6 pm, or by appt: 77a-3334
N.ncy Margoll. a.lI.ry
367 ForeSt, Portland. A special selection
of glass and jewelry byMalne artists Holly
Churchill, Ronna Lugosch, Peggy Johnson, Joann Lutz and Wamer Whitfield.
Showing through Feb 29. Gallery hours:
Mon-Fri, 10-5:30; Sat, 10-6. 775-3822.
Th. Photo Gell.ry
Portland School of Art, 619 Congress St,
Portland. Photogra phs by Steve Scopic
through Feb 21 . Galery hours: Mon-Thurs,
9-9; Fri, 9-5; SUn, 11-4. 775-5152.
Portl.nd PubliC Ubl'llry
5 Monument Square, Portland "Discoveries": the paintings, prints, handmade paper.; and fabric designs of 20 community
artists. On view through March 30. Ga~
Iery hours: Mon, Wed & Fri, g -6; Tues &
Thurs, noon-9; Sat 9 -5. 871-1710.
3 Vlewa a.lIery
112 High St, Portland. "FigurativeWorI<s"
by artists including Anne Alexander, Grant
Drumheller, Charles Oakes and others.
On view through Feb 23. Gallery hours: Fri
& Sat 9 am-5 pm, Sun 12-5 pm, and by
appointment. 781-4291.
Th. Pin. T ... lIhop • BIIyvI_ Gellery
75 Mari<et S~ Portland. Gallery group
exhibit featuring new wor1c by Neal Parent, carol Sebold, Rober1Stebleton, Hefen
S~. Clair, Matthew Sm~h, David Clough,
Tona Ingraham, Sean Morrissey, Bear
Blake & Mary Brosnan. Through Febf'If.
ary. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat, 10-6; Sundays, 12-5, through Clvistmas. 773-3007.
Portland MUHum of AIt

"IAoneni Be.kln" Angel. to the ......
A haunting group of spectacularly colored,larger-than-Ife angels are f...tured
in both sculptureand in prints. The angels
Incorporate a full range of themes common 10 Baskin's WOIII: religion, myth...
logical symboism, and the grace and
mystery of the human spirit Through
March 29.
Reffl. . C.f. Boobt_
555 Congress St, Portland. Orawlngs,
oils & acrylics by Linda Medved through
March 1. Hours: Mon-Fri, 8-5, Wed &
Thurs till 7, Sat 9:30-5, SUI 12-5. 761-

3930.

Th. stein aallery
20 Milk St, Portland. Crystal constructions by Jon Wolfe through March 31.
Gallery Hours: Mon-FrI, 11 am-6 pm; Sat
12-5 pm, SUI 11-4. 772-9072.
Sun aallery
496 Congress St, PIIrtland. 'Triangulation," an exhib~ featuring Charlene M.
Barton's bronze sculptures, Rilda Love
Rebmann's woven wor1cs and wor1<s on
paper by LauriTwitcheil. On view through
March 14. Gallery hours: Wed-Sat 11-6,
or by appointment: 773-8816.
wome'. R.... ul'llnt Ber
193 Middle St, Portland. "Recents Paintings in .Oil & Mixed Media" features a
number of Brian Currier's wor1cs influenced by the impressionists. Thru February. Galery hours: 11-11 daily. 77a-3501.

..

OUT OF TOWN
Mlch. .1 Benoit a.llerIa.
50 Maine Mall Road, S. Portland. Group
exhibition of paintings by John Swan, Ed
• langford, John Muench, Robert Eric
Moore, Michael Palmer, Wendy Tumer,
WadeZahares, VemerReed, Edith Tucker.
Through February. Gallery hours: TuesSat 10-8, Sun & Mon byappt: 761-90t I .
Bowdoin College Muaeum of Art
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College
Brunwlck. The museum is open to t~
public freeofcharge. Hours: Tues-Sat, 10
am-5 pm; SUn, 2-5 pm. For further information, cal 725-3275.
°An_Mlnlch
Arst solo exhibition showing mixed media constructions which explore feelings
of longing within an ecclesiastical framewori<. ShowIng through ~ 5.
~

.. '-1,,--

~

°From Studio to Studlolo: florentine
Dreftamanahlp Under the firat Medici
al'llnd Duk. .
late 16th-century Florentine drawings
influenced by the taste of the Medici
court. Through March 15.
"The Photography of Todd Webb
Images drawn from the museum's permanentcollection, span thecareerofone
of the most distinguished American contemporary photographers. Thru March t .
~fwtheAl1a

The ChocoIIIta Church, 804 Washington
st, Bath. /VI exhibition by Deborah Klotz
and Stephanie Mahan Stlgllano, whoM
works tocuoo on the procaa and medium
oIwoodcutprin..,~erimllglng and
...-nbIage. On view through Feb 29.
GaUery houn: T.-ofri, 10-4; Sat noon-4.
37t-2eQ7.

OTH ER

Seven CongressSquare, Portland. Hours:
Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat, 10 am-5 pm; Thurs
10 am-9 pm; Sun 12-5 pm. Admission:
edults$3.50, seniorc~izensand students "Alt .bout Tl'lln.formlltlon·
with ID $2.50, children underl8$I,group
Karen Gilg, a college teacher of
rate $3. Museum admission is free lOamprintmaking, drawing and design, will
noon Saturday. 773-2787.
show slides of herwork Feb 28 at 7 pm. at
°Cont.mpol'llry VI.lon.
the Maine Writers & Publishers Alliance,
Nil1!lartists lromthe museum's American
12 Pleasant St, Brunswick. Call 799-5150
collection Interpret landscape with styles
for further info.
ranging from reaWsm to abstraction. Faa- Portland School of AIt
tired artists from Maine and around the
hasscheduied a numberof on&day worknation include Reuben Tam, Usa Allen,
shops focusing on a different subject
Wilfiam Kelnbusch and Alison Hildreth.
each time. Upcoming classes include:
ShowIng through May 24.
Matting and Framing Wori<shop as well
"The Scott M. Black Collection
as Photographing Your Own Wor1<, both
An array of national masterpieces, includon Feb 22; The Single Signature Book,
ing WOIIIs by Chagall, Rodin, Moore and
March 7 ! Classes on jewelry,
Toulous&-Lautrac, among othens. Through
metalsmlthlng, drawing, illustration,
March 1.
graphic design, printmaking, ceramics and
more, forgrades 7- 12, start Feb 29 - and
OSpirtta: Selection. from the Colleccontinue for 10 weeks - at a cost of
tion of
Holder .nd Carmen
$135. For details call 775-3052.
d.LeveII.d.
Angels and demons, Christ figures and U8M Vlaltlno ArtIst lActu.. Sert. .
IIOOdoo legends exist side by side In a
will f... ture Ellen Driscol, whose sculpcelebration of contemporary folk art from
ture hes been Inspnd by architectll'e
Africa, the caribbean and North America.
and the wor1<s of Giotto, Duccion and
More than 150 sculptures, paintings, carvother later medieval as wei as early ReIngs and maslcs iluminate the potent vanaissance pelnters. Feb 25 at 4 pm, USM
lidity of non-Western arts and rituals.
Gorham, Hastings Formal Lounge. For
details call 780-5460.

CIeoffI.,

SENSE
"AIDS Education: Th. Need for Per..... 111 Pe..pectl"..·
AIDS Activist Tom Antonick will speak
Feb 25 at 4 pm, USM Portland call1>us,
Payson Smith ~I, Room 1. An informal
gathering at USM's Honor House will
follow. For furlherdetails, call 780-41 I O.
"Ban"': What'. Going On·
Lecturewlth guestspeeker John CUllnane
on issues in the fields of trust formation
asset management & investment. Feb 26
at 7 pm, at Gomam House, 50 New Portland Road, Gorham. Call 839-5757 for
info.
,
"Encount.....
Lecture by Jeffrey Aronson on the early
encounters in our area between Native
Americans and Europeans. Second in a
series of four discussions designed to
take "lace concurrently with the library's
exhibIt on ...rty map reproductions. Feb
25 at noon, at the PorUand Pub~c library's
Rines Meeting Room, 5 Monument
Squara. Foradditional info caI871-1710.
F .... port HI.tortcal Society
will hold a noon lecture series during the
months of Feb & March. Kathy Haye, a
local baskB1 maker and collector. will discuss the history of basket making and
give a demonstration using trad~ional
methods. Feb 27 at noon, attheHarrington
House, 45 Main St, Freeport. For more
info call 865-3170.
"Oetting s .. rted"
Fiction-writing workshop concentrating
on generating ideas, the creation of characters and the significance of revision.
Feb29 from IOam-3 pm, at Maine Writers
& Publishers Alliance, 12 Pleasant St,
Bounswlck. Forreservations call 72S-6333.
"Howling Desert Wild.m .... to New
Can.lln: Th. Invention of New Englllnd a •• Second Englllnd·
Lecture by Professor Martyn Bowden in
USM's Libra Lectures sponsored by the
Dept of New England Studies. Feb 26 at
7 pm, at USM Portland, Luther Bonney
Aud~orium. For more Info call 780-4920.
"Th. Maine Clipper Snow Squ.1I Rescu• • nd R_.rch·
Lecture ·sponsored by the Maine Center
for Archaeological Studi9!l&Spring Point
Museum, in which the museum's Nicholas Dean will speak Feb 27 at 7 pm, at
Southam Maine Technical College, Jewett
Hall Aud~orium , S. Portland. Cal 7998337 for more info.
Main. Owl• • TheIr Habit.
"Owls of Maine" Is a Chewonki
Foundation's program featuring a live
barred owl, a slide show that details a
variety of Maine owls and their habits, as
well as hands-on materials. Feb 20 at 7
pm, at the Warren Memorial Library, 479
Main St. Westbrook. Free of charge.
G... red forpre-Kthrough adult. call 8545891 for additional details.
Maine Writ. . . . Publl.h... AlII.nce
will hold a series of workshops this winter
including "Tuming Memories into Memoirs" with Denis Ledoux, two-day wor1<shop Feb 22, 9:30 am-I pm at the Maine
Writers Center, $45 members, $55 others; and "Getting Started w~h Fiction"
with E\zab'l"th Cooke, day-long wori<shop
Feb29, from 1Oam-3 pm, althe Waynflete
School, Portland, $30 members, $35 others. Preregistration compulsory for all
workshops. limited enrollment. Maine
Writers Cenler is located at 12 Pleasa nt
51. Brunswick. For info call 729-6333.
"Milking Better u.e of Studio Jour-

nals"
Workshop designed to investigate
dreams. images and the cr...tive pr0cess, ernploying techniques such as written dialogue. Feb 29 from 11 am-4 pm, at
Maine Writers & Publishers Alliance, 12
Pleasant St, Brunswick. call 737-4749
for info.
"Psyche & Film"
Workshop exploring the individuation pr0cess through moving images led by Bruce
A. Riegel, D.Min. and Karen Waldman,
LM.SW., whowll examine Woody Allen's
"Another Woman," Feb 29, from 9 am-2
pm, at the Eveningstar Cinema, Tontine
Mall, Brunswick. Cost: $40. For further
info call 725-7022.
R.vI.. llzlng Portland
Uptown & Co, Portland's uptown revitalization committee, provides you with the
opportunity to bring up new issues and
find out what is happening in your neighborhood. Merroership is $6OIyear. The
group ,!viII meet Feb 20, lrom 8-9 am, at
theSonestaHotel, Boothbay Harborroom,
157 High SI, Portland. Cal 774-2209 for
more information.

HELP

1991 JEEP CHEROKEE LIMITED
4,500 miles
Like new

Continued on page 28

PERFORMANCE MOTORS
MERCEDES·BENZ
183 U.S. ROUTE I, FALMOlITH, MAINE 04105
TEL (207) 781·3207

BEFORE
AFTER
AND

a movie at the Nick that is (right around the cornerl or
whenever you want a good meal and a good dea ,
Buy any entree from 5pm til close, any night of the week
and get an equal or lesser fare entree for FREE! .;

~

WITH THIS COUPON.

WOLFIE'
193 Midc;tle Street
Old Port • 773-3501

SEVERINSEN
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Th. AIDS Project (TAP)
sponSOfS a support group for HIV-negative partners of HIV-positive persons. The
group is facititated by TAP case managers with the purpose of making a space
for seronegative partners to share their
feelings and concerns in a confidential
setting . The group meets regularly on
Mondays from 6-7:30 pm al 22 Monument Square on the fifth floor. Call John
Bean or Chris Monahan at 774-6877.
Cancer Support Group
The Visiting Nurse Service of Southern
Maine holds this monthly support and
education group enabling those affected
by cancer to help others, providing information about resources and helping to
decrease the anxieties felt by those diagnosed and their families. Meelings are
held at the VNS Saco Office at 15 Industrial Park Ad, at no cost. Call2S4-4566 or
1-800-660-4VNS for more info.
CuddleCllre
is a home private-duty program offered
by the Visiting Nurse Service of southern
Maine. This service is available afler
school, weekends, etc. Preregistration
recommended . Call 2S4-4566 for info.
Dlubility Support for Injured Worl<e..
is a non-profit organization dedicated to
helping elderly and the disabled. Share
your experiences on such issues as wor1<ers' compoevery Mon, from 9 am-noon,
at the Hollis Community Bldg, Hollis. For
more info cal 793-4440.
DMD Portland
Depressed-Manic Depressed confidential support group meets Monday nights
in room 112 at the Dana Health Center,
Maine Medical Center, Portland. Formore
information, call 774-4357 .
artllYlng Support aroup
for bereaved persons healing from lhe
death of a loved one, Tues evenings,
starting Feb 25, 7-8:30 pm, in Portland.
For further details call 775-0366.
H.O.P.E. Self-Support aroup.
with facilitator meet weekly to help heal
the emotional pain associated with chronic
or serious diseases, injury, tife, death and
childhood issues. Group meets at Mercy
Hospital on Tuesdays lrom 5:30-7:30 pm,
and attheUnity Church, 16 Columbia Ad,
Portland, on Thursdays from 10-12 noon.
There's also a support group for the family and friends of the il that meets every
other Thursday from 7-9 pm; and a Next
Step Group for 12-Steppers who wantlo
go deeper into feelings, that meets every
Monday at Unity from 7-9 pm. For more
information, call1-800-339-HOPE.
Ingraham Voluntee ..
Help available by phone 24 hours a day.
Call 774-HELP.
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Servlc. .
oflers ongoing support and info on HIV
and AIDS. It currently sponsors an HIV+
support group meeting the first & third
Wed of every month, from 7-8:30 pm; as
well as a familylfriends support group
which meets the first & third Mon of every
month, from 7-8:30 pm. Call 725-4955.
Need to Talk? Dial Kid. Hotline
is for teens who have a problem or need
to talk. Thehotline is openfrom2:3O-5pm
Mon-Fn. Teens calling in talk to other
teens who are well trained to listen and
help. Calls are kept confidential, except
when the caller is in danger. Topics discussed on the hotline range from famWy
and schoo Ito sexuality and relationships,
peer relations, birth control, lone~ness ,
substanceabuse&suicide.lfyou need to
talk, call 774-TALK.
O.C.D. Support Group
meets weekly on Fridays at 6-7:30 pm,
Mercy Hosp~al, Upper Auditorium. Portland. Free. Forinfonnation, call 77a-0976.
Pllrents Without Partn ...
will hold its support group meeting the
second, third and fourth Monofthe month
from 7-9:15 pm, at Holy Trinity Greek
Orthodox Church Parish House, 133
Pleasant St, Portland. Call 774-4357 .
Peopl. with AIDS COlliition of Mlline
offers a special meeting for those recovering AA's living with HIV or AIDS, Tuesdays at 8 pm, at The Living Room North,
377 Cumberland Ave, Portland. For details cal 871-9211.
The Rape Crisis Center
offers crisis intervention, advocacy and
support groups for survivors of sexual
assaun and abuse, including famiy and
friends of the victims. All services are free
and confidential . Comprehensive training
is given to volunteers, whoare welcomed.
If you have been sexually assauned, call
the 24-hour hotiine at 774-3613. Formore
info on volunteering , call 879-1821 .
Southern M.ln. Anta Agenc, on Aging
offers a trained advocate in Portland, at
237 Oxford St every Friday lrom 10 am-I
pm, to assist older residents and their
concerned family members and friends
with questions about Medicare, Medicaid, Insurance, housing , social services
consumer issues and others. To sched~
ule an appointment, call the agency at
775-6503 or 800-427-7411 .

PORTlAND LYRIC THEATER

T«)

prrstllJJ

"BABES IN ARMS"
A musical by Rogers & Hart

Feb, 14-16, 21-23, 28, 29 &:March 1.
Box OffICe: For members only: Feb. 5 & 6
Open to the public: Fri, Feb. 7, Mon.-Sat. 10-2, Sun. 12:30-2:30
For reservations call 79~ 1421 or 799-6509, 176 Sawyer St., So.Portland

BUSINESS
LUNCHEONS
OR DINNERS?
FAMILY
GATHERINGS?
Need a Private
Dining Room with
Great Food G Ambiance?
Call for ,m enu information .

TH·E ROMA
casual dress, comfortab~ price: quality dining
769 Congress Street, lntown Portland 773-9873
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion)
M-F 11:30 sm-9 pm . Saturday 5-9;30 pm

EXPIRES 2129192

WE'RE LOOKING
FOR A FEW GOOD
BREWERS

trum

SATURDAY ~ FEBRUARY 29·SPM
SUNDAY . MARCH 1 ~ 3PM
This is a rare opportunity to hear li ve
the flamboyant, Gramm\, award-winning
performer anJ musical Jirector of
"The Tonoght Show:' Don't mISs
Doc Severonscn III concen with the PSG,
in a program of great Jazz and pops!

LOOKING FOR SlUDOOS AND EXPERIENC8J BREWERS

FOR OUR lJPCOIIING CLASSES,
OPENING LATE FEBRUARY
-SUPPLIES FOR THE HOME BREWER
•
- FINEST GRAINS, HOPS, YEAST, AND ACCESSORIES
• DRAUGHT SYSTEMS
- WIDE VARIETY OF LIQUID YEAST TO BE AVAILABLE

TICKETS: $12, $19, $25, $30
(Half.price student tickets availabld

879-MAlT (879-6258)

PORTLAND CITY HALL AUDITORIUM
.. donared by Long Dmaflcc North

TICKETS 773-8191 or 800-639-2309*

..

HARBOR HOME BREW & WINE SUPPLY
47B INDIA STREET • PORTLAND

ALLIGATOR RECORDS 20th ANNIVERSARY

SPE, <: TA( uL,AR
KOKO TAYLOR and
her BLUES MACHINE
ELVIN BISHOP
KATIE WEBSTER
THE LONNIE BROOKS BLUES BAND
lIL'ED and the BLUES IMPERIALS
Thursday, March 5, 7:30p.m.
USM Gym, 96 Falmouth St., Portland
Tickets: $15, Call 774-0465 .
Ava ilable at Amadeus Records.
Sponsored by WMPG and the Maine Times.

BIG SOUNDS FROM All OVER

WHEREHOUSE
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 21 ST CHEM-FREE
DANCING WITH D ,J, OVERLOAD
COMING FRIDAY FEBRUARY 28TH
DISCO INFERNO NIGHT
FOR ALL YOU RETRO 70s FANS
(PRIZE FOR TACKIEST OUTFIT)

27
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Casco &y Vkdly

I
t

Entertainment

, t:

Contillwd from pilge 27

THE KATAHDIN

FOR

KIDS

WATERBED & MATTRESS CO.

299 FOREST AVENUE
773-5762
(Formerly at Comer Brook Mall)
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OYSTERS!
~i~~Everyday
~

soy milk
liter $1.59

Muir Glen
Organic
Peeled Whole Tomatoes
28oz. $1.49
Muir Glen
Organic
Tomato Puree
160z. 99¢

FREE

~

I,

Ughtllfe Tempeh
Fakin Bacon
6 oz. $1.39

.
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~

I
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By Lynda Barry

,

,

THRH DA,'Y~ ALONe? AND me GOOD
O('D ANSW~~ IS ~e s' ~§~!MiIi

Mixing Good People,
Good Food and Good

Drinksfor 13 Years.
.... /

_

5 Portland Pier

COOPERATIVE

772-4828

155 Brackett Street, Portland
Open 7 days a week. 772·4937

-..-----,~

---

OUT

SIDE

Appalachian Mountain Club
will hold its monthly potluck supper and
slideshow, "Hiking in New Zealand," Feb
26 from 6-9 pm, at Scarborough Public
Library, 48 Gorflam Road, Scarborough.
To IlIgistercall774-5160.
C.rlng for an Orchanl
Maine Audubon Society invites you to
come and learn about pruning fruit trees
and caring for an orchard. If you have
clippers, pole prun91S or sharp saws, do
bring them along . Also feel free to bring
cross-country skis as there will be time to
enjoy the grounds. The society is located
at Gilsland Farm, t 18 US Route 1,
Falmouth. For details call 781-2330.
Maine Audubon Society
invites you to participate in a number of
upcoming events: cross-country skiing in
Mahoosuc Range, Feb 28-March 1 at a
cost of $235, includes two nights lodging,
meals and gratuities; a four-week course
called "Tracking the Soul Through N.".
ture." exarrining the mysticism-nature link.
starts March 17, cost is $551members,
$75 non- members; a single-day workshop, "Eating Fresh from you Garden
Year-Round," begins April 11 at a cost of
$40/members,$45non-members. To sign
up call 781 -2330.

a

~

SPORT
Maine Cricket Club
is seeking experienced players and curious \leginn91S for its 1992 season.Games
already scheduled. Call761-9678 for info.
March Madne•• Coed Volleyball
is a tournament for intermediate & advanced players are welcome. Prizes wil
ba awarded. Registration deadline is Feb
28 for the event which takes place March
7 at USM Portland's Gym, Falmouth
Street. Call 760-4574 or4170 for info.
Senior Fltn_ for Men & Women 55+
USM Lifeline offers classes Mondays,
Wednesdays & Fridays from 10:30-11 :15
am at the USM Portland campus gym on
Falmouth StI1l8t. Program consists of progressive exen:ises. Registration is ongoing . Call 780-4170 for more info.
Ski Free for Olabete.
$35 in paid donations will allow you to ski
fl1l8 of charge; $60 will automatically enter you in a raffle & win prizes for you.
Fundraise< will take place Feb 29, noon-6
pm, Lost Valley Ski AllIe , Auburn. Call
623-2232 or HlOO- 870-6000 for info.

ETC
WONDeR WHY SHe
WANTS US BII(K. I AM. SERIOUS. I DO
NOT KNOW. ALI. I KNOW IS WE GOT
OUR TH.lN6S PACKED AND GRAND~A
CALI.ED TI-I£ SvS TO ASI< SPEC/·IIL.
PeRMISSION, SH E lIED AN D SAID I
WAS \(:" CAN A I" ,-,eAR OLD TAKe.
HER. BROTHER AN D SISn: R ON A BuS

Our Full Menu served
from llam to Midnigh,t
Best Steamers in Town

l !l

"M I.EMING M'( 6000 OLD SGKOOI. 'r\fltE
AND M,( GOOD 01..0 FRIENDS l-\H.E ANO
1ti:;;-~~~:;::;~lli:~B:Aii'iv:~~~ M'{ WHOI.~ GoOD 0\..0 \.IFE HERE JV~I
BECJ\\ASE; SHE WANTS US SACK NOW,
SNOWING
Ov,. MY
WI-\Y? \ \J.ocARt> M9.$· l.VOERJA'I"E R
St:.~ IT F'A~\'\NC; s'< mE STRHHIG\-\T.
SAY BECAVSe M'< MOTHER WANTS A
Al M,( MOMS TI'ER!:S HAP.~DI.~ EVE,?,
IiOVSEI<t:~?ER.
SUPPOSED TO BE ME.
SNOVi, MOSTLY JUST RA IN.AAIN,RAIN,
I
DoVBr
Tl-IAT
1l\OV6H,
M'< MOMS
M'C AND .MAp.'-~S AND FREDDY GH ON
MA,IN THING IN LIFE IS CLeANING.
TH~ Bvs ToMoPROWJ THEN AfTfRWAP-DS
SHE N'C'I~R TrlOu6HT I DID IT GOOD,
We GET Off AND WE'LL BE LIVING WITH
GoOD OLO MOM MAIN .

GooO OLO MOM .

...,
J

WELL

in
February
Happy
Hour
4 to 7pm

I

1

The T . .nlYoung Adult Clinic
is a place to go ~ you have a heanh
concern or medical problem, need a
sports/school physical done, orhave birth
control issues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21, every Monday from 4-8 pm, at
Maine. Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St,
Portland. Cal 87t-2763 for an appointment. Walk-ins seen if they arrive by 7 pm.
USM Ulellne
offers "Love Your Back," a program d&signed for individuals who have a history
of back problems, March 2, from 5-6:30
pm. Two eight-week sessions of Youth
Fitness bagin March 2 & 3 , at a cost of
$65. Preragistration required. USM Campus Gym, 96 Falmouth st, Portland. For
more info can 780-4170.
Yoga: Revitalizing R..plratory Function
Affonlable Dental Hyvlene
for people with chronic lung disease. Open
Comprehensive C8I1I & examinations by
10 the general public. Feb 29. from 8:30students under faculty supervision. On10:30 am, at 616 Congress St, Portland.
going service at Westbrook College DenCost: $17. Formolll info call 797-5684.
tal HygieneC~nic, Stevens Ave, Portland. The Zen-Buddhl.t Meditation Group
For an appointment, can 797-8999.
welcomes the public to a morning proIngraham Volunt.....
gram of silting practice and dharma, conoffers a hoUine for teens where they can
ducted by the Japanese monk Eishin Ikeda
cal to talk about birth control, sexual
Sensai, on Feb 23 from 8am-12:3O pm, at
abuse,loneIiness, drugs, depression, and
1040 Broadway, S. Portland. For further
the like. The spring Dial KIDS training
info call 8il~4897.
etass. for those ilterested in becoming
counselors, bagins April 6. For an appication and molllinfo. caM 874-1055.
"Non· Traditional Heeling Prectlc. .~
First workshop of a weekend program
featuring visualization, meditation and
homeopathy to explore chronic pain and
emotional Instability, bagilning Feb 21
from t-2:3O pm. The second workshop,
"Opening to the Dream," takes up the
notion of dl1l8ms as hea~ng messenger
and shows how to use a dream journal:
Feb 22, from to:3O am-noon. N. Basics,
537 Shore Rd, Cape Elizabeth. Free of
charge. For further info contact Joe at
767-2603.

Ughtllfe
Quinoa Tempeh
8 oz. $1.19

During
:

600-33~HOPE.

Edensoy

r;'

1

Afternoon Planetarium Sh_.
alll scheduled as follows: Feb 21 , a laser
light concert entitled "Alligator in the. Elevator"; Feb 20, "A Tour 0/ the Solar
System," astrono~ for grades one and
up. All shows start at 1 pm, at USM's
Southworth Planetarium, 96 FalmouthSt,
Portland. Call 780-4249 for more info.
The Children'. Mu.... m of Maine
invites all kiddos to its Entertainment and
Workshop Series. "Balloon Science," Feb
20, 11 am; computer room at lOam and
papermaking at 11 am, Feb 25; preschool
Read to Me, Feb 26, t 1 am; pIlIschooi
workshop "Collections" Feb 27, t t am
Museum is located at 746 Stevens Ave,
Portland. Frea with nagular admission of
$2 .50. Ring 797-5483 for more deta~s .
Children'. Pfan.tarlum Worlcshop.
alll rellxning once again for kids ages 614. On Feb 22, from9:3O-ooon, kids can
learn how to build a star projector they
cantakehomeanduse. lnUSMPortIand's
Science Bldg, Southworth Planetarium's
Exhibit Hal, 96 Falmouth $I, Portland.
Cost: $t 5. Reearvations compulsOl)'. Call
780-4249 tor further Info.
Creatl,.. Writing W ......ho...
A series for child"," grades 3-5 concentrates on mythology and myths of creation. Lessons start Feb 27 and continue
Thursdays unti March t2, from 3:304:30, at TheR'-ton Branch Library. t 600
FOlllSt Ave, Portland. Call 797-29t5.
Mu.lc for lUda
They'll learn note l1I8ding, solfege, singing, keyboard prep and ffiOIlI, following
theYarrahe MusIcE<lx:ationSystem. Free
demos: grades K- t, Feb 26, 6 pm; thl1l8
year olds, Feb 26. 1:30 pm; preschoolers,
Feb 27, 3:30 pm. Oasses bagin March 4.
Call 775-2733 or 675-3216.

ThePortfand Public Ubrary'. ChHdren'. Sufi Meditation
Join the Portland Sufi Order for meditaRoom Schedule
torthe week of Feb 20: Feb2t , to:3Oam,
tionsessions based on theworksofHazrat
lnayat Khan and Pir Vilayatlnayat Khan.
Family StOl)'TIme; Feb 22, to:3Oam;Feb
Experienced teachers will offer sessions
24&26, to:30am;FingerFunforBabies,
Feb 26, 9:30 am; Tales for Twos, Feb 28,
worIdng with cl1l8tive visualization, bl1l8th,
to:3O am; Movies for al ages, Feb 29,
sound, light and divine qualities. Open to
all; no experience necessary. Bring a
t 0:30 am. Movies torall ages. Five Monumeditation pillow or bench If desired. No
ment Squalll, Portland. For more Inforfee, but donations alllgratefully accepted.
mation, cal 87t-1700.
Sessions held at 232 51 John St (Union
Totafly U...... SkIll.
Station), Room t32. For more info, call
alll what Rick Davis wants to teach chilHayat Rlcki Schechter at 657-2605 or
d"," and their p3I1Ints: spoon playing,
Rosanneat 646-6039. Fornewslellerwith
hambones, yodeling, the longest word,
activities list, call EH at 774-1203 .
odd fingersnapping, etc. Feb 22 at 2 pm,
at The Children's Museum, 746 Stevens The Self-E8teamand Wellne .. Council
Ave, Portland. Admission: $3. For further
orMalne
will hold a workshop for adults Feb 26,
details call 797-5483.
from 7-9 pm. at the Shaw School Library,
Gorflam. Fee: $t 5. Formoredetails call 1-

So HER'C GOES. IF YOU LOOK AT THE
1I6HTEO DIAL ON TKE CLOC.K ,<OU'L\.
SH THAT SVS lEAVES IN 5 ~oR.I:.
~OU~S AND I'VE JUSi SEcN l",(ING.

I1I:I'E ANO l.A'(I~G HERe. ~vep.':10N~S

A5LE~? BVT ME • .rUST LAYING HUE

'WATCI-\ING TME DINKY Rt:D HAND

MOVINb IN CIR.CLES. MOVING VNTI\.
M'( Goot> OLD G~NDMA SHOVrs up
T)1"E STAIRS \'W.A,K€ uP KIDS! Irs TIME'
TO GEi GO ING!" --...---:::;:00:::----.....

Adult D... wlng and Watercolor CI.....
alll being offered by S . Portland Reclllation during the month of March. Ragistration is now being accepted. Beginning
Drawing is scheduled forMarch 2, 9 , 16&
23; Beginning Watercolors for March 5,
12, t9 & 26. Both courses are scheduled
to start at 7 pm in the Recl1l8tion Center,
21 Nelson Road, S . Portland, at a cost of
$40, including materials. Call 767 -7650.
The AFDC Advisory Council
is a non-prof~ coalition of advocacy and
education service provid91S and AFDC
constituents, focusing on issues of importance 10 low-income communities in
Maine. All are welcome. For molll info,
cal 87t -1475 or 882-5490.
"AIDS ....lth Service at the X-..... d.~
tells the stOl)' of how coalnions in 11 c~ies
worked to meet the challenge of AIDS.
This IlIport is avaiable gratis and can ba
procured from The Intefligent Services,
t 115 Parkway Ave, Trenton, NJ 08828.
Amerleen Red C ...... COu ....
In Standard First Aid and Lifaguard TrainIng are offered throughout March and
April at the Portland Boys & Gi~s Club,
277 Cumberland Ave, Portland. Forregistration and info, cal 874- t070.

Building Community Through LearnIng Solidarity
Weekend of activities, ·baginnilg Feb 28
with soul food supper, games, music prE>sentation; Feb 29 workshops including
The NewRacism, Racism and White PriYilage, Interracial Relationships and more;
March 1, ecumenicalftnterracial worship
service. Day care provided. Pili-registration necessary. Workshops sliding scale
from$I5-$25. CaD 772-6098or442-7260.
Cape Elizabeth Oem. Party Caucu.
will take place Feb 23, from ~-8 pm, at
Cape Elizabeth High School Cafeteria.
For additional details, call 767-2420 or
799-2560.
Celebrating 15 Yea ... of Contradancln9
Contras are based on Eng~sh country
dances in which partners stand opposite
eachotherin long fines. Thedancefigures
llISamble those found in modem squalll
dancing . So you enjoy tradnional music
and likedaricing, headovertoStateStreat
Church, 159 State St, Portland. Feb 21 at
8:30 pm. Cost: $5. Forinfo call 77 4-3392.
Creating Succe. . and Prosperity In
Hard Times
Two-part workshop designed to ride out
economic shockwaves: Part I concentrates on the creative dynamic; Part II on
creative problem-solving and decisionmaking. Workshops guaranteed, or your
money back! Feb 25 & 26, from 7-9:30 .
pm. at Expressive Therapy Center, 50 St.
John St, Portland. Cost : $30 for both
parts, $20 each.
"Framing the Cottage Ganlen with

A fun filled bike tour offering cyclists the choice of 10, 25,
50. or 100 mile routes. The tour begins and ends at the
Shawmut Inn jn beautiful Kennebunkport. For more
information call 1-800-870-8000
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~. American Diabetes As&ocition,

Flowers"
Slide lecture given by David Emery on the
art of pruning and on possibilities for
structural support. Feb 20 at 7 :30 pm, at
Ocean Farms Rest. 23 Main St, Freeporl.
For more info call 865-3170.
Hunter Safety
Register now w~h Portland Rec . Course
runs March 3 from 6 :30-9 pm, for six
consecutive Tuesdays and continuing for
six consecutive Tues, at Memorial Middle
School in S. Portland. For additional info
call 767-7650.
The League of Women Vote ...
will tackle priority selting on national issues and reaffirm its political commitments at its dinner meeting on Feb 26, at
5:30 pm, althe Holiday I nn by the Bay, 88
Spring st, Portland. Make your reservations by Feb 21. Cost: $11 .50 LWVmembers (meeting only is gratis). Call 7743289 for molll info.
Mnk-Making Worlcshop
for women who wish to explolll what
masks can conceal or IlIveal about themselves. Materials are provided and you
alll encouraged to bring along any object
you wish to incorporate into your mask.
Feb 23, from 10 am-4 pm, 8 Cumberland
St, Yarmouth . Cost: $45, including a light
lunch. For details call 774-6059.
Ninth Annu.1 Adverti.lng & Graphic
Art. Trade Show
showcases the wide range of advertising
and graphic art products and services
available locally. April 7 at the Exposition
Building, 239 Park Ave, Portland. Exhibition fees : $9OIsmallerbooth, $19O/1arger
booth. Thedead~neforragistration is Feb
20. For application & info, call 76t-0632.
Portland Ro ••lni Club
plllSents a musical gala celebrating the
Italian composer's 200th birthday. Members and guest musicians ~I perform.
Formal allilll is encouraged and worth a
$2 rebate off ticket price. Feb 29, at 7:30
pm. TrinityEpiscopalChurch. Forest Ave.
Portland. Admission : $10. Call 767 -2351 .
Sesame street Preachool Educational
Program
is ~ project funded by MPBN & WCBB in
Lewiston, which will make available on
loan two specially designed car seats to
families with children with temporary or
permanent spinal disabilities. If your child
requires a seat, contact the Maine State
Bureau of Children with Special Needs at
941-4400.
A Show and Go
is a winter work-out for the dog planned
by Saccarappa Obedience Club, a nonprofnorganization. Classes for pre-novice. novice. open and utility . Mixed breeds
welcome. Show is scheduled for Feb 23
from lOam- 3 pm, at the Lee Dodge
showroom, off Maine Tumpike's exit 8,
first light & hang a right . First entry: $4,
$2.50 each addilional entry. For molll info
cal 92~8330 .
A Train Rid .... Exhibit
launched by a non-prof~ group is promoting the return of passenger train service to Downeast Learn more! Get involved - Feb 29, during shopping hours,
at the Maine Mall, 364 Maine Mall Road,
South Portland. Call 826-2063 for info .
United Maine CrafUmen
will hold its annual rooeting Feb 23 at 1
pm, at Allred's - from 1-95 taketheCiYic
Centerex~ and go lell- in Augusta . Call
353-9469 for more info.
United Wa., VoIunt. .r Center
needspeopleto work asguidlng eyes, big
brotherslsist91S in the Bowl for Kidssake
program. and as a casino volunteer. If you
can help, caM 874- 1000.
W..tbrook College Winter Open Mou..
gives high school students the opportunity to find out about the college environment and cal8erS offered. A compIimentarylunch ~I be served inthedining hall.
Feb2t , from8am-2:3Opm, at Westbrook
College, stevens Ave, Portland. Ca1797726 t for details. •

-Oils
-Acrylics
-Gesso
-Brushes
-Paper Pads

Exclusive Distributor in Maine of

UTRECHT PRODUCTS
305 COMMERCIAL STREET, PORTLAND

774-3599

A comedy that breaks
all Ten Commandments.

\heRP..e,

\\\lISt me;.

Jm
MIRAMAX FILMS

l!!I

VIDEOPORf
PARK & SHOP
STAMPS
AVAILABLE

UolJ~qy1o#--.9t'>~
LOWER LOBBY·151 MIDDLE IT·PORTLAND ME·773-1I8B·OPEN 10-10

For Men & Women
SPECIAL OFFER
lijl~iill~IIM:"1I'i:llin.1

2 DAYS ONLY March 4th & 5th

Fine hand tailored clothes from Hong Kong.
imported fabrics to choose from.
Save time & money_
Inflation fighter prices.

For Further Information Call
CUSTOMIQUE FASHIONS
(207) 773-5317

til:'iiiWfI:' I$.illill

HOLIDAY INN BY THE BAY
Spring Street, Portland
(207) 775-2311
Visit or call Mr. Ram Keswani
(ON SPECIAL TOUR open lOam to 8 pm)

excluding Import end

March 4th & 5th
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Casco Bay Wuldy

CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A CBW CLASSIFIED AD

body &soul
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen,
M.A., l.M.T., licensed Massage Therapist.
Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches, neck
and shoulder stillness, SCiatica, stress, improve flexibility, muscle tone, Circulation,
athletic performance. By appointment, 8650672.
TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese Martial Art, based on mental and physical balance. On.elearns to blend with an opponents
force to control it. TAl CHI is a fluid system
based on medilation in movement. Excellent
for spiritual growth, radiant physical healIh
and unequaled in reducing the effects of
stress and tension ·in ones life. Beginners
through advanced classes, including PushHands. Visitors welcome. For information
call Gene Golden, 772-9039.

DRAWING AND WRITING FOR SELFAWARENESS: Recognizeand experience the
Inner-Sell through drawing and writing exercises. The focus is on intuitive expression
and spontaneity rather than artistic technique. Offered in Portland at The Expressive
Therapy Center. Starts Feb. 26, 8 wks. $80.
7:30-9p.m. Call Kamala Raab, 583-6607.
BODYWORK: CREATE NEW FREEDOM of
breath, thought and movement through
therapeutic massage, breath work, and bodymind repatterning. Andrea E. Price, l.M.T.,
871-0121. Sliding scale, barter possible.
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION - TM, the
most scientifically researched, ellective technique to remove stress and to unfold full
potential. Classes can be offered in your
home. Call 865-3467 for more information.
ON BECOMING THEOLOGICAL- 8-week
seminar beginning Thursday, February 20th .
For further information call: Michael Dwinell
at 799-1024.

LIVE PSYCHICS ONE ON ONE- An in-depth
forecast of what's in store for you in 1992.
JUICE
JUICE
All cards. 1-800-824-3456, ext. 772 or 1- JUICE
We have every make and model available
9OO-903-9911,52.99/min.
wilh lowest prices. 967-5322.
OPENINGS IN ON-GOING WOMEN'S DIVORCE SU PPORT group that meets Wednes- SHAMANIC JOURNEYING FOR HEALTH &
day mornings. Diane Paige, psychotherapist HEALING- Sat. Feb. 22,9:30-4:30. An expespecializing in divorce and women's issues, riential 1001 for those on the palh of sllllleads the group. Call 828-0526 for more discovery, this workshop integrates modern
recovery work with ancient shamanic methinformation.
ods. $55. Led by Sheldon Ganberg, D.Ac.
EXPLORE CHANNELING IN A GROUP- 772- Sponsored by Acupuncture Healthcare. 7758256.
5020.
The art of being yourself. Mark Nakell- Psychotherapist, 773-4413.

RELEASES ANY PAIN 50% OR MORE: Free
recorded message gives details. 772-1209,
Box 200.

MONEY, HEALTH, LOVE, CAREER? Astrological or Tarot readings. Phone, mail, or in MOVING THROUGH LOSS- 12 Week group
person. Visa and MasterCard accepted. Jan led by 2experienced counsetors focusing on
Moody, Certified Astrologer and Psychic. the tender and healing process of opening to
207-725-8226.
grief. Beginning March, call Lynda Despres,
MSW 883-5597.
TREATING ACUTE AND CHRONIC PAIN,
stress-related disorders, stop smoking, im- READING GROUP FORMING- Join us for
mune disfunction, more. Call Scott Whitney, monthly casual fun discussions of modern
licensed Acupuncturist, . 729-2849, fiction/shortstories. We welcome both men
Brunswick. Discounts to seniors, students, & women, age 25-40 preferred. Please call
unemployed.
353-2183 evenings.
YOGA FOR RECOVERING ALCOHOLICS AND
DRUG ADDICTS: Yoga program used at a
resident drug treatment center to help heal
the effects of substance abuse. Now offered
in Portland at The Expressive Therapy Center. Starts Feb. 26, Blwks. $80. 5:30-7p.m.
Call Kamala Raab, 583-6607.

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE FOR WOMENRelax and rejuvenate in a comfortable environment. Special $20.00. Melissa Oliphant,
licensed massage therapist, 879-1572.

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax tired, aching, stiff muscles while improving circulation and soothing tension. Sliding scale.
Call Pam Richards, A.B.M.P. Certified. 7756636.

EXT~NDED

,

.

~
ra

DISCOVER RUBENFELD SYNERGY

Love your
_ job?

Demonstration / Discussion Workshop
presenting this profound method of psychotherapy.
March 8 at The Yoga Center, 2-4, pm
Building lA, Thompson's Point
Limited enrollment, $S fee, Call now for reservations.

871-8163 in Portland
363-8939 in York

EAROL V.JENKINS, M.A., c.R.S.

142 High st.
Suite 318

207-775-1849

Portland

Maine 04101

PAST (>0 LIFE
THE RAP Y

1'- ~~I

Kathleen Luke, M.A.
Paulette M_ Bonneau LCSW
Ucensed Clinical Social 'Mlrker
• Recovery Issues
.'Mlmen's Issues
.Sexual Abuse
Treatment

Individual,
Couple,
Group,
Family
Psychotherapy

HOT TUB

will present a
lecture/demonstration
on Past Life Therapy

207n99-3344

as developed by
Roger Woolger,
Ph.D., Jungian Analyst
Sunday, Feb. 23, 2-4 p .m.

BECOME A
WINNER

Fee $10.
Call 799-4927 to register.

BY

,~.
(~)

shiatsu
acupressure

Gtnllt, rtlllxing. hla/ing '.....
An txpu·;tnct of detp ba/an(t

wI Saunas.

0 __

Private Rooms

60' Indoor Heated Pool

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK
Durham Leisure Ctr.
& Campground
Rt. 136, Durham 353-4353
ERICKSONIAN
HYPNOTIlERAPY
for Professionals

Ann Foster Tabbutt~ AOBTA
799-9258

self~shiatsu

(~,.,

Eight wuk couru
begins MARCH 17

\,:. "

J

~/

. .. -

Ann f-on£( T.abhult. AOBTA
799-9258
t"'.........,...,.....

~

TRANCE INDUcnONS
and

TRY OUR
WHEELS DEAL!

INDIREcr SUGGESTIONS
Saturday, February 29
Manor Inn, South Portland
9:00 am - 12 noon
cost: $20.00
Seferlis & Trottier
Counseling
222 St. John St.

871-8134

LOSING
lose up to 29 Ibs. in
the next 30 days ...
and

KEEP IT OFF!
• No Drugs
• 100% Natural
• Doctor Recommended
"We will help you look &
feel Great!"

Call
1-800-395-4619

VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN
Certified NeuroMuscular Therapist

.:.

772-6411

.:.

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RElIEF
OF ACUTE & CHRONIC PAIN

4-PART WORKSHOP ON
WOMEN, EATING AND BODY IMAGE
These workshops are educational and experiential. Some topiCS include:
Listening to our bodies; WoIys to nurture ourselves, Eating as a metaphor.
llD BY: lJsa BusSey, M.A., Certified Eating Disorders Therapist
WHEN: Saturday mornings, 9am - Noon
Feb. 29, Mar. 7 & 21, Apr. 4
COST: $30 per workshop or $100 in advance for aU 4
Advance registration required. Send check by 2.24.92 to Lisa Bussey,
232 St. John St., Ponland, ME 04102. For more informatin, call 775-7927.

BY POPULAR

It's hard to believe, but many
people don't. Find your dream
job. Discover the link between
dreams and a career. For more
information, call now.

DEMAND -

SELL ANYTHING

Recycle this paper]

FOR $92

$92
FREE!

Check your attic, basement, your closets or garage ... take stock of what you see and ask yourself, "Would I rather keep this, or
have $92 in my pocketT If you've chosen the cash, send a brief, 15 word description of the item in question to Casco Bay Weekly,
(use the coupon below), ask $92 for it, and CBW will run your ad for 4 weeks ABSOLUTELY FREE!
(15WOROLItotT.NOCHANGES. NOPHOIIECALlS)

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
RATES

775-6601

Your cfassified ad: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

CATEGORIES

1 week

add'i
weeks

up to 30 words

$9

$6

31 to 45 words

$12

$8

each additional word .25¢
Wheels - 4 weeks - $16, no changes,
no refunds, 20 word limit.

DEADLINES
Line ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call 775-6601 for display rates.

D body & eoul
Droommatee
Dapts/rent
Dhou... /rent
D offices/rent
D studios/rent
D seasonal/rent
D real eatate
Dauctions
Dchild care
D help wanted
D jot.. wanted
D buainees services
D businees opportunities

D dating services
D Btuff for sale
D garage/yard sales
Dwanted
Dcomputere
D musiclinstrumenta
D wheels
D theater arts
Dleaming
D publications
Danimal.
D loet & found (free)
D legal notices
D bulletin board

Nrume:: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________
Addrnss.~·

Total words:. _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

lsI week:_______ __
_ _ add'l weeks al:._ _ _ _ _ __
Total:_ _ _ _ _ __

Te}ephone::_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PHONE IT IN: 207-775-6601 Visa or Mastercard 0 cash 0 check 0 money order

FINE PRINT
CIBsaified ada must be paid for in advance w~h cash.
pereonal check. money Older. Viaa or Mastercard. loet
& Found ~emB listed flee. ctaaaified ads are
non-",fUndabie. caw shall not be liable for arry
typographical errors, omieeionB, or changes in the

ORDER FORM

ad which do not affect the value or content. or
eubetantially change the meaning of the ad. Cred~ will

be ieeued when a viable error has been detennined
availabte
within one week of pUblication. Tear
for $2/eopy.

.hedt.

FAX IT IN: 207-775-1615 Visa or Mastercard
MAlUWALK IT IN: CBW, 551A Congress St.,

Portland, ME04101

o Visa

0 Mastercard
Credit Card #: _ _ __ __ _ _ __
Exp.dale·=--_ _ _ _ __

roommates

FEMALE TO SHARE TWO BEDROOM MOBILE HOME in Old Orchard Beach. WID,
yard. $250/mo. + 112 utilities. 934-{)938.

GREAT LOCAnON IN The Heart of the Old
Port! MIf needed to share 2 BR condo. Rent
$240 + 112 utilities. NIS preferred. Please
call anytime! 874-0691.

ROOMMATEMifTOSHARE LARGE HOUSE,
Rosemont area, WID; off-street parking.
$2B5/mo. + 1/3 utilities. 761-2037, ask for
Lee or leave message.

BE HEALTHY, LIVE IN BAlANCE. It's agroovy
co-operative home! Looking for 4 progressive, spritual, relatively neat folks to live in
beautiful home. Pordand. About $2oo/mo.
596-1025.

MALE ROOMMATE(S) WANTED to occupy
3rd BR ollhis humongous quality apartment
conveniently located intown. $751wk. single
or $SO/wk. double. Includes rent, utilities,
phone, cable, etc. Call 874-9002.

PROFESSIONAL FEMALE & SMALL DOG MUSICIAN/PERFORMING ARTIST/STUseek female to share 3 BR Highland lake DENT/ whatever, wanted for spacious 3 BR
home. 20 minutes from PorHand, Windham/ apartment. Great intown location. $285/mo.
Falmouth line. $300/mo. includes utilities. indudes rent, utilities, phone, cable. ExcelCall 892-7297.
lent deal and excellent situation for excellent
MIF NtS, SOUTH PORTLAND, 5205/mo. + person. 874-9002.
sec. dep. and 112 utilities. 7 minutes to
Portland. Call Randy, 772-9634.

FORD? No, uh, VW?, No, umm, GM? Yeah,
thafs the ticket! GM and shaggy dog seek
responsible NIS roommate for large Portland apartment. $3oo/mo. plus 112 utilities.
874-7475.

ROOM FURNISHED OR NOT- in comfortable, charming Victorian home, with WID,
woodstove & private yard, on quiet street in
Portland's West End. Available for quiet, WALK TO USM- Responsible female NIS
responsible, independent NIS with positive . wanted to share large, sunny 4 BR with
atitude. Mature professionafwoman pre- modem couple (musicians). Parking, balcoferred. Available immediately. $320/mo. in- nies, WID, oil heat, cats, computer use.
cludes utilities. References and sec. dep. $250/mo. +113 utils. (cheap!) 773-7701.
please. 772-1831.
ROOMMATE M/F TO SHARE NORTH
YOU GET BOTH: CLEAN LIVING & lowered DEERING3 bedroom apt. $200 permo. + 11
rent! 5250+ for large West End 2 BR with all 3 utilities. Mike or Kurt, 878-5528.
the fixin's. Ready when you are (FEB or
MAR). 773-1782.
OOB NEAR SCARBOROUGH LINE- N/S professional to share 2 BR townhouse, cathedral ceilings, fireplace, WID, deck, quiet
wooded area, 10 min. walk to beach. $300/
mo. plus 112 utils. Avail. 411.934-3811 .

apts/rent

BRIGHTON MED/ USM AREA- 2 BR, rese!"ed parking, laundry on premises. $560/
mo. includes heat & HW. References requi red. 892-6899.
MUNJOY HILL- Sunny 2 bedroom, lots of
space, hardwood floors, big dosets, quiet
street, panoramic city and harbor views,
parking, laundry.$S85/mo. plus utilities. No
dogs. Call 775-0619.
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WILLIAM ST., 68- 3 BR, 2nd floor, DR, LR,
storage, back porch, nice backyard with
garden, parking, small pet OK. $S5O/mo.
plus utilities, security deposit and referWATERFRONT/ OLD PORT- Single offices.
ences. 772-6136.
Starting at $275. Copier, fax, parking.
WESTBROOK-I-112 BR, 1st floor, big LR, Friendly, quiet atmosphere. All comer ofcarpeted, on BeaverPond. 1month free rent. fices with high ceilings and large windows.
S500/mo. includes heat, HW, and parking. Ashmore Realty, 65 Commercial st. 7726992.
846-5070.

onlces/rent

PARKAVE.-BeautifuI3 bedroom, hardwood
noors, sunny, diningroom, ove~ooks park,
freshly painted, oil heat, responsive landlord. S55O/mo. plus utilities. 233-8210 or
892-8871.
'

studios/rent

WESTERN PROM AREA- 1 BR apartment in
beautiful brick Victorian building. Clean, carpeted, quiet. Full bath. $45O/mo. includes
heat, HWand off-street parking. 1-568-3683. ARTIST ONLY BUILDING- Very large, light,
airy, huge windows overlook downtown
WESTBROOKIWINDHAM- 2 BR apartment, Portland, storeroom/ darkroom, lots of wall
DEERING ST.- 1 BR, newly renovated in clean, carpeted, big yard, parking. Country space. S4251mo. incl. utils. 799-7890.
historic brick building. Original masterbath- location on quiet private road, but handy. 2
room, large bay windows, sunny, refinished weeks free rent. $475/mo. plus utilities. Se- START 1992 OFF RIGHT. Join other artistsl
hardwood floors. Heat, HW, off-street park- curity deposit, no pets. 1-727-3673.
craft people in building at 317 Cumberland
ing included. $475/mo. 799-7916.
Ave. 400-1200 sQ. It. lights and heat inUSMIlAW SCHOOL AREA- Nice, spacious, cluded. Parking available. No lease required .
ARLINGTON ST. Baxter Blvd. area, sunny, 2 recently redecorated, 2-3 BR, HUGE master Call 772-6527.
bedroom, 2nd floor, lovely Victorian. Large BR, storage, parking, WID hookup, CHEAP
livingroom, large kitchen, carpeted, stove/ oil heat. $S75/mo. Chia pets allowed, other LARGE PORTLAND PHOTO STUDIO for rent.
refrigerator, washer/dryer hookup, many pets negotiable. 846-6682.
Full and hall day rates, lighting availablt,free
closets, storage, parking. Heat included.
parking. larger space available for parties .
SOUTH PORTlAND-I st months rent FREE! Call John, 773-3961.
S595/mo. 772-4365.
Sunny 1 SR, LR, large eat-in kitchen. $475/
NEWBURY ST.- Newly remodeled 2 BR mo. plus utilities. No pets. 767-4320 or799- STUDIOS: ARTISTS ONLY building. All in~
townhouse, heat and HW induded, DIW, 5995.
clusive, tin ceilings, artists sinks, high endisposal. $475/mo. includes one month rent
ergyenvironmenl. Darkrooms to suites wilh
PORTLAND- 2-3 BEDROOM, hardwood views. $115 to S200/mo. 799-4759.
free l 772-3595 or 879-0447.
floors, decks, WID, fully applianced, fireMUNJOY HILL -1st floor, 1 bedroom, place,S minute walk to MMC & USM. $600/
living room with bay window, formal mo. + utilities. Security deposit. Call 874diningroom, beautiful finished pine floors, 2448.
good closet space, oil-street parking, washer/
REMOTE, RUSTIC, MOUNTAIN LAKEFRONT
dryer hookup. $350/mo. plus utilities. 775- SOUTH PORTLAND- large 1 BR, LR, DR, log cabins- ideal get-a-way for artists, writgreat location, sunny, large yard, parking, ers, photgraphers, etc. Nature lover's para3624.
storage, beach access. $S30/mo., heat & dise! Free color brochure. The last Rsort,
EASTERN PROM AREA- Extra clean, sunny HW induded . 799-0697.
P.O. Box 777CB, Jackman, ME 04945. 2071 BR. large, modern kitchen with bar, large
668 -5 09 1
livingroom, WID hookup, heat & HW induded. $475lmo.plus security deposit. 7737519. -

GRAY STUDIO APT. in old colonial house.
New, sunny, quiet, private, secure. Garden
site available. 1mile from Pineland Ctr.ldeal
for single person. Security dep. $3oo/mo.
BEAUTIFUL FULLY FURNISHED large 3 BR, 657-4085.
Eastern Prom apt. seeks neat, NIS person WESTBROOK- 4 rooms and bath, large yard
(27-45 yrs.) to share with one other. $275/ and parking. Nice location. $475Imo. in- FALMOUTH-MODERN ONE PERSON
mo. plus util. Available by day, week, or eludes heat and utilities. Dep. req. Please call APARTMENT, built-up bed, privateentrahce
month. 871-0509.
856-6042, leave name and number.
and driveway, no pets. S4oo/mo. heated.
I DON'T WANT TO LIVE WITH SOMEONE MUNJOY HILL- large sunny 2 BR apts. in 797-7202.
BORING- Gorham, semi-rural, share apt. newly renovated Victorian 3-unit. S55O/mo. EAST END- 5 SUNNY, LARGE ROOMS, first
with 33, professional GM, seeking NtS, MIf, includes heat, water & parking. Available floor, 2-3 BRs, hardwood floors, $475/mo. +
gay/straight, roommate. $275/mo. 892- immediately. Call 773-9549 eves.
utils. OR- 3 rooms, 1 BR, harbor views,
5356.
parking, yard, storage, S425Imo. heated.
SPRING STREET-Spacious, beautiful 1 & 2
NlSMATUREHOUSEMATENEEDEDforlarge BRapts.available within walking distance of 772-7916.
4 bedroom N. Deering house. WID, 011- MMC and Mercy hospital. Staring at S35O/ 3 ROOM APT.- NORTH DEERING AREAstreetparking, quiet neighborhood and S200/ mo. Unique style, lolt, skylights, on-site Under new renovation (new bathroom,
mo. make this a great deal. 114 util. + sec. laundry. SPECTRUM, 828-0500.
kitchen floor, all else carpeted). Comes with
Don't let the low rent fool you . Call 878heat and parking. S4751mo. plus deposit.
LARGE 2 BR APT. 2nd floor, Victorian, heatl Call 892-3728.
8356.
HW, nice location, $S50/mo. Gorham, 892CHEMFREE, NIS, FUN FEMALE wanted to 5356.
WESTBROOK- 1 BR APARTMENT in quiel
share comfortable S.P. house 3 min. from Iand beautiful neighborhood, newly deco295. Laundry facilities in basement! $200/ WEST END: BRICK CARRIAGE HOUSE, first rated, 3rd floor, stove and refrigerator, attic
mo. +113 utilities.lnte.rested "beings' please floor apt. Quiet, 2 bedroom, 2 bath, new WI slorage, parking. $475/mo. includes heat.
W rugs, laundry hook-ups, own entrance, 2 . Security deposil, no pets. 854-1441 .....
call 761-8022.
parking spaces. 585O/mo. includes heat.
GM LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE' to share CalI772-o114.
SOUTH PORTlAND- Clean & bright, 2 BR in
beautiful 2 BR apt. in South PorHand. Nice
quietnew building. Appliances, WID hookup
area, near bus, on site laundry, large rooms, DEERING OAKS- Sunny, heated 2 BR apt. and parking. S525/mo. No pets. 799-8230
WIW carpet, free parking; Call 874-0256. Hardwood floors. Lots of windows. Large or 839-3748.
5262.50 plus 112 utils.
living room. Clean, secure building with laundry. Excellent value al S4751mo. Call 773- SCARBOROUGH, OAK HILLAREA- Close to
SCARBOROUGH AREA- House to share with . 7002 or 1-800-640-1899.
beaches, 2 BIl, living room, dining room,
large yard, deck, woodstove, and laundry.
kitchen, hardwood floors, sundeck, WID
Minutes to Mall and O.O.B. Coming soon: UNIQUE 2 BEDROOMS in a quiet South hookups, parking, garden. $S50/mo. plus
access to lakefronl relreatclose to Suga~oal. Po~land neighborhood. You have tobethere. utilities. 773-6383 alter 5 pm.
SSOO/mo. plus heat. 767-5209.
S270/mo. plus utils. 1-929-3413.
SOUTH PORTlAND- Completely renovated
WESTEND-LOOKING FOR 3rd PERSON, Nt PORTLAND - Newly renovated, 2 bedroom, and restored. 1st floor, 2 BR, large rooms,
S to share cooperative living, third 1100r, on 1st floor, fenced in yard, washer/dryer WID, stove, refrigeralor. $S25/mo. 1st, last
ocean view from every room, cheap rent. hookup, cats okay. Indudes heat, hot water months rent, securily deposit plus utilities.
$190/mo. includes well stocked bean and oil-street parking. $S50/mo. 799-5316. All Season Realty, 761-0308.
counler. Call us at 773-2805.
PORTlAND -Quiet, cute, 1bedroom, intown,
BRIGHTON MEDICAL CENTER/DEERING
MIf WANTED TO SHARE HOUSE in North off~treel parking, new carpeting and paint. HIGHLANDS- Large 2 BR Victorian, eat-in
Deering area. Lots of room indoors and out. Cats okay. Inexpensive utilities. $3251mo. kitchen, hardwood noors, fireplace, large
Large kitchen, dishwasher, WID, 52331mo. plus utilities. 799-5316.
wrap-around fronl porch, nice yard, garage.
+ utils. Call 797-2636.
PORTLAND, WESTEN 0 -2bedroom, sunny, $SSO/mo. plus utilities. 773-2696 evenings.
ROOM TO LET IN VERMEER's Anrc- Re- modern, cathedral ceiling with skylights, WESTBROOK- Main St., 1 BR apartments,
sponsible, harmonious house soul sought, oil-street parking, lots of storage, deck, recenHy remodeled, greal condition, new
with a strong humanist, humorist orienta- washer, dryer. $SOO/mo. plus utilities. 666- appliances, parking, on busline. $350 to
tion . Seekino a housemate who savors and 8457.
S390/mo. Some include heat. No pets. 854seeks out the wonderful in life, be it the
4642.
visual arts, music, literature, theatre, to share COYLE STREET-TWO SUNNY APTS. in pica great apartment with like-minded indi- turesque home. Owner- occupied, oil-street WESTBROOK-I BR, 2nd floor, eaHn kitchen,
vidual and 2 interior fine-artlMarx Brothers parking, nice neighborhood. One bedroom pantry, WIW carpeting, porch, ample doset
cats. Space available is abeautiful, average- has kitchen, living room, bath, bay window- space, attic storage, parking, near busline.
sized room with exceptional views of Port- $325/mo. + util. Three bedroom has pine S400/mo. heatlHW included. Security deland Harbor. Rent includes laundry, utilities, floors, classy radiators-$55O/mo .+ util. Call posit required. 854-5766.
etc. S3OO/mo. + $300 sec. dep. 772-5193, Jell 86S-1618.
WESTBROOK, ON BEAVER POND- Greatlor
leave message, shall call back pronto.
skating
and canoeing. 3 BR, 1st floor apartSCARBOROUGH - Quiet 2 bedroom, 1st
CLEAN, RESPONSIBLE, ADULT roommate floor, big walk-in closets, full bath, wall to ment, hardwood floors, big kitchen, LR, DR,
wanted to share beautiful home with. WID, wall carpeting. Heat, hot water and parking study, deck, backyard. $6251mo. Must see
deck, woodstove, DIW, and 1-112 BR. We included. References, security deposit, lease to believe! 854-2257.
are 1 male, 1female, and 1 male child. $235/ required. $S25/mo. 883-3384.
OCEAN AVE- Quiet building, nice neighbormo. +1/3 utils. 879-0725.
hood,2 BR, 2nd floor. Heat, HW and parking
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE HUGE, CAPE ELIZABETH - Modem country living, 1 included. $S60/mo. No pets. Security deSUNNY 3 BR house, plenty of oil-street and 2 bedrooms, decks, tennis, parking, posit and lease required . 773-8318.
parking and storage. S230/mo. +1/3 utils. dishwasher, disposal, newly carpeted, laun- WESTEND VICTORIAN- Sunny, large 5 room,
Remainder of February free! 856-7315, Su- dryon premises.$415 to$550/mo . No pets. 1 BR, skylight, hardwood floors, modem
799-5452 or 799-2853.
san or Mark.
bath and kitchen with DIW, WID hookup &
parking. $6251mo. +utils. 773-2204.

seasonal/rent

SUMMIT
TERRACE
APARTMENTS
South Portland, ME

$600 to $625
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heat Included
WIW carpeting, appliances
Laundry room facilities
Patio and walk-in storage
Close to marina and beach
Ample parking
No pets, one year lease

Modern two bedroom
apartments
in a quiet village setting

799-3475

~rtland
C urt
Apt..

NEAR MAINE MALL
295 & 1-95
Modern SpaCiOUS 2 Bedrooms.
Heated or Unheated.
•
•
•
•
•
•

All modern appliances.
Incls. Microwave
DishwasherlDisposal.
Self cleaning oven. .
Frost free refrigerator
Lg. laundry facility on
premises
• WIW Carpeting
• Private balconies

M - F: 9-8, Sat & Sun: 12-5

761-2881
"",,._ally ~
by DOUIEN, INC.

I Recycle this Paper

houses/rent '-

real estate

WEST END- 3 BR, 1.5 bath. Recently renovated house with hardwood floors and spacious feeling. Fenced-in yard, oll~treet parking. Excellent investment as home or rental.
$79,000. BruceGingrich, Century21 Ballour,
774-2121.
FREE SPRING LIST- CASCO TO CARIBOUMost 1000/0 owner finance . All Season's
Real Estate, 207-757-8000.
BY OWNER- 5 bedroom, 2 bath split. New
family room with vaulted ceiling, skylighlS.
MultHeveldeck, masterbedroomsuite overlooks woods and slream. Can section oil to
accomodate part-time/blended family.
5136,000.775-0092.

ALWAYS THE
CHEAPEST
"1992" 3 BR for $14,995 or 4
BR for $18,995.16' wide, 3
BR Holly $32,995 and for the
$14,995 put $1,499 down,
180 at $141 Apr. 9.5. Double
wide $24,995.
Homes from Champion,
Holly Park, Imperial, Norris
and Redman.

%ttIH~~S
Rt 26, Holden, ME 207-539-4759
Hours: Daily 9-6, Sunday 10-5

ALWAYS THE
BEST!
$16,995 80x14 Mansion,
Champion 56' $18,637.
Henderson 70' $21.107,
Norris 80' $27,636. Fleetwood
' double wide $24.465.

I~

LIN Oxford
0126 ME
iN( J~S 207-539-4759

Hours: Daily 9-6, SUnday 10-5

FOR RENT:3 BEDROOMWESTEND HOUSE$650. 926-3332.

- care
child

DEERING HIGHlANDS- large 4 BR Victorian, new kitchen, DIW, WID hookup, hardwood floors, fireplace, front and rear porches,
nice yard, full basement, garage. $7oo/mo.
plus utilities. 773-2696 evenings.

WEST END NON-PROFIT CHILDCARE CENTER has opening for preschool orkindergarten age child. Low staff/child ratios, developmentally appropriate activities, alternative kindergarte.n program. Call 772-9817.

WE MAKE NEWS MAnER

•
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help wanted

,t

:
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$200-$500 WEEKLY! Assemble products at
home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.
Fully guaranteed. FREE 24 hour recording.
801-379-2900 .copyright I ME114DH
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POSTALJOBS: $11.411hr. PLUS BENEFITS.
Rural carriers needed. Noexperience necessary. call lor exaam preparation: 1-800285-7678.

I! t
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BE ON T. V. many needed for commercials.
Now hiring all' ages. For casting info call
(615)n9-7111 ext. T-I265

, 1,

·j

j t:
f

GIRLS WANTED FROM MAINE, N.H., &
MASS., between 7-19, to compete in this
year's 3rd annual 1992 Portland J)ageants.
OVer $20,000 in prizes and scholarships.
Call today, 1-800-PAGEANT,ext.1318(7243268).
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HOME-PRENEURS WANTED- Moms, retirees, seasonal workers. Run a successful
business from home while having fun and
helping others. Call 733-2042.
PART-TIME POSITION- OFFICE PERSONPeople With Aids Coalition of Maine is looking for a person who has experience with
HIV issues to oversee the daily routine of a
drop-in center. Office and computer skills
preferred. Submit resume to: PWA Coalition
of Maine, 3n Cumberland Ave., Portland,
ME 04101.
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AT LAST- THE MLM YOUVE BEEN LOOKING FOR! OVer 2SO products you're already
using. No breakaway's, OR front-end loading. Lowest monthly qualifying in industry.
Easily attainable car bonus. 878-8346.
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MULTI-TALENTED HUMANTODODIVERSE
JOBS:hand-paintinglstenciling mostimportant. Need organizational skills to help with
minimal packing and shipping; also some
data-entry on Macintosh. Call anytime: 8927367. Gorham area.

"
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business services
HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE to
do odd jobs and moving. I'll move you
locally or long distance. Experienced & dependable with references. Call for my low
rates, 774-2159 anytime.
.
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GOLDEN RULE BUILDERS, INC.- Dormers,
family rooms, additions, kitchens, bathrooms, etc. Experienced remodelers- Residentialand Commercial. Fullyinsured, references. Serving Southern Maine. Oualitywork
at good rates. New Gloucester, 926-3925;
Sico,282-7142.
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ATTRACTIVE COUPLE WANT TO PERFORM
the music for your wedding ceremony and
reception. Keyboard and woman vocalist
Jazzy, rhythmic, upbeat, fu.n. For references
and rates call And rea, 878-5362.
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EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS
501 Cumberland Ave.
Portland 775-6301

MOVING?
Experienced

~;-r

STRIVING ARTISTS CLEANING SERVI.cE "Supporting the Arts"! Residential & Commercialcleaning. Reasonable rateslcleaning
supplies provided. Many years of experience. Please contact: Sarah Spalding n'!r
2557.
KITCHEN & BATH REMODELING and Interior Painting. leo Loisel, 892-6899.
DREAD SPRING CLEANING? call KAREN'S
CLEANING NOWfor afree estimate on home
or office cleaning. We are hones~ experienced, and efficient! 878-5127.

NASTY ~'NEAT
COMPULSIVE 'CLEANING
...and other Iffe aupport services

•

If you've <?Net cleaned up for
the cleaning pen;on ... or worse,
cleaned up aftet them ...
You need me in your life

Katherine Clark
772-8784
residential

commercial

. • Affordable
• Confidential
• Supportive &
Individualized Attention

Includes Myers-Briggs
Personality Inventory,
1-800-870-3318

real uzzle

STUFF FOR SALE

By Don RlIben

JVC VCR- SUPER DEAL, $92.772-8256.
2 SAXOPHONES, 1 E-ALTO, f CONN.cMelody, $92 each. Call 934-7511.

Double talk
We've typed the names of several famous personalities on
top of one another at the right. Try to name them all.

stull lor sale

Professional Movers.
Bfa or 801all JObs,
localor long distance.
LoW'rates.

can Scott at 878-37S1

INCOME TAX
PREPARATION
• QUICK REFUNDS.
2-3 day check with
Refund Anticipation Loan
Many Returns Completed
While You Wail

• Reasonable
• Experienced

• Prompt

• Confidential

For estimate or appointm£nt.
call Jo!m Hudson at

772.1199

7 am

to

10 pm • 7 days a week

ARE YOU LOOKING FORTOPQUAUTY USED
household items. at great prices? We consign, buy & sell: Furniture, rugs, dishes,
paintings, jewelry, etc. Please visit us and
compareforvalue. YESTERDAY'S,106Main
St., Yarmouth, Wed.-Sat. 10-5, Sun. 12-4.
Tel. 846-5776.
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SOUND STUDIO RECORD ING GEAR- Ampex
AG600 recorders, need work $75-95 each.
SHURE mixer $199, mikes $34 up, record
changer $35, 16 volume sound effects Iibrary $134, music stand $29, tape timers
S58each. For list call 76f-4397.
COMPUTERIOFFICE EQUI PMENT- Macintosh Plus, 4 meg RAM $8SO, 20 meg hard
drive $175, together $925. Computer carry
case $35, heavydutyfilecabinet$l45, round
conference table $175, dictation system
$545,deskcalculator$45,more.Forlistcall
761-4397.
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KAYAK/CAMPING GEAR- Nautiraid II, 2 person or solo, folding kayak $2400. Dry bags
$7-$24, paddle $75, PFDs $40 each, 2 person tent$84, sleeping mats $9-$46, weather
gear $34-$59, Coleman lantern $35, backpack $34, binoculars $69, cooking gear and
more. For list call 761-4397.
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~LECTRONIC
SHOWCASES, SHAMPOO SINK, hair dry.--_ _
~
__
TT~A_X_Fl_,U_'N_r;_ _=-:-~ ers, storage cases, settees, chairs, mirrors,

FINALLY ...AFFORDABLE
Cost-Effective
Health Insurance for
Self-Employed Individuals
Undrwritten by
PFL Life Insurance Company

Call Douglas Strout
1-800-499-7609
207-871-7609

INCOME TAX PREPARATION- Virginia M.
Johnson, .certified Public Accountant, 686
Brighton Ave., Portland, ME 04102-1012.
207-772-2322.
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CREATING COUPLES
A DATING SERVIq
Designed. for discriminating
people Over 40.

$4O,OOOlyr! READ BOOKS and TV scripts.
RII out simple "Iike/don't like" form. EASY!
Fun. relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 hourrecording. 801-379-2925. Copyright IMEI14EB.
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PHOTOGRAPHER

$92

TRY OUR
WHEELS
DEAL!

business opps
VOI.cEMAIL BOXES AVAILABLE. Recorded
message gives details. n2-1209, Box ISO .

daUng services
MEET BEAUTIFUL, FAITHFUL, Marriageminded ladies from Asia, Russia, Europe,
North & South America. For FREE photo
brochu re and complete details call 702-4513070 anytime and leave mailing address.

Meet in the 90s

How do single adults meet,
really? The best way to meet is
Compatibles. At Compatibles,
we know singles just like you.
Call us, We may know

someone special
wailing 10

know you.
883-1066
PORnAND

Co l1zpatibles

desks, tables, electric space heaters,light
fixtures, racks, stools, hangers, complete
phonesystem, rollingladderwlrail,counters,
water cooler, art works. Bernie Chapman,
510 Congress SI.
PHOTO & ART EQUIPMENT- Gossen LunaPro & Spectra Pro light meters, $125 each.
30' x 22" art portfolio $27.
Harmonicas
$14-$60. More. For list, call 761-4397.
1 WAY PLANE TICKET TO LOS ANGElES,
March 13, $220 or B.O. 721-0032.
FQR~COOLAND ECLECTICMIXofT-shirts,
usearecords, new & vintage clothing, books
& more, check out TANGENTS at 247B Congress St. 4-S024. All items 10%-50% off
until spring ! New in: over 1000 comic books!
We pay cash for records, tapes, CDs & 60s
memorabilia. call for more info. Do a good
deed, Question Authority.

n

GUITARS- Fender Stratocaster (Japanese)
EMG,locking tremolo, hardshell case, $ZSO.
YAMAHA RGX 110 electric, $125 . .cLARINETS- Artley, $100; Bundy, $50. Both with
har~shell cases. 773-7701 .

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a $20 gift certificate
from Alberta's for the first-prize winner. The second-prize
winner receives two free passes to The Movies at Exchange
Street. Winners will receive their prizes in the ~ai1. Drawings
are done at random. Contestants are ineligible to win more
than one prize in a four-week span. Only one entry is allowed
per person per week.
AIl entries for this week's puzzle must be received by
Wednesday, March 4. The solution to this week's puzzle will
appear in the March 12 issue of Olsco BAy Weekly. Send your

best guess to:

PARIS MANUFACTURING .cO. TOBOGGAN,
solid wood, 7 feet long, complete with pad:
$92. Call 797-8722.
JENNY LIND BABY CRADLE, white, solid
wood with matress,like new, and teddy bear
curtains for baby's nursery, brand new, both
' for $92! Call 797-8722.
OAK Rocking Chair $32, Telephone Table
.chairComboS30, Oak Chair, $92 takes ALL,
282-9202.
Four 7SOR 16' retreads, new condition $92,
774-2159.

Real Puzzle .110
Olsco BAy Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101
Solution to Real Puzzle .108

Weights (complete set) $30; HooyerVacuum
.cleaner 527; AAtique Dress Form $35; $92
takes All. 772-2029.
GE MICROWAVE-like new. $92. n2-a256.

Soluton to Real Puzzle # 107

arts & crafts

STAINED GLASS SUPPLIES AND LESSONS
available at J & P Craft Gallery. .creative
items from Maine's craftspeople noted for
quality also featured . Southgate, Rt. I,
Scarborough. Monday thru Friday, 9:30-6,
Saturday 10-5:30. 883-4556.

wanted
SOUND ALTERNATIVESbuys, sells & IIades
new & used records, tapes, and CDs. Call
774-4446 (11-6)

music
MUSIC CENTER OF MAINE- Maine's Percussion Specialists. Private lessons and
dassesavailabieforLatin Percussion (conga,
timbales, etc.) and full drumset studies.
Phone Phil Verrill, 883-4449 for more information.

VW GOLF, 1986- 4 door, automatic with AI
C. 67,000 miles. White with blue cloth interior. Asking $4,100. Call 207-247-3000 or
793-8852 evenings.

learning

(Negative space)

MITSUBISHI CONQUEST 1987-Turbo, black, CornerStone Children's House- A non-tradistereolcassette, leather interior, loaded, 51 K tionalleaming environment, has an opening
miles, excellent condition, no rust, one owner. for a 3-t/2 to 7 year old child. Nurturing,
$6,900. 797-9568.
child~ntered atmosphere. Also accepting
applications for Fall '92 pre-schooll1cinderBMW 2002, 1976- Rebuilt engine, new garten. 773-6n9.
clutch, excellent interior. Best offer. Call
Phil, 8544525.
MER.cU~Y COMET 1976-42,OOOeasymiles,
no rust, exceptionally clean, $1,100 in recent improvements. $2,500, B.O. 657-3580
eves., 773-8179 days.

CHEVY BLAZER 4x4, 1979- Power everything, automatic transmission, new motor,
paint and sticker. Lock inllock out hubs.
$3,200. n3-nOl.

publications

CASH IN ON THE BANKING CRISIS! My 65
page dossier has been developed for the
benefit of the average person. Send $25 to
l.P.l., P.O. Box 97f5-143, Portland, ME
04104.

animals

CHEAP!
FBI/U.S.
SEIZED
'89
Mercedes ... S200; '86 VW ... $50; '87
Mercedes...$1 00; '65Mustang ... $50. Choose
from thousands starting at $25. FREE 24
hour recording reveals details. 801-3792929. CopyrightIMEI14JC.

CHEVY BONANZA, '79- AMlFM cassette, tilt
steering, new windshield, brakes, ignition,
under 50K. $13SO or B.O, 879-0478 or 2832434.

Cite
Eel
Coif

CORVETTE 1981 - Glass tops, 37k miles, all
optiOns, looks and runs like new. $12,000
firm . 846-6970.

This week, Carol Doughty and a friend will dine at
Alberta's. Rebecca Belinda Bennett and a friend will take in a
movie at The Movies at Exchange Street.

BRAINSTORMS, ..... ra:mtly pWJIiMall1y Harpn a7UI Row.)

JAGUAR XJ6 1987- Dorchester Gray, 58K
miles, great condition, leather interior, 1
driver, garaged. $17,500. Gall 1-282-5680
after 7 p.m.

YOUVE WAITED LONG
ENOUGHI
CASCO BAY WEEKlY CLASSIFIED
UNE AD DEADUNE
IS EVERY MONDAY
AT6PM

STOP WASTING MONEY
You are spending way too
much on groceries, and
services. I invite you to look at
the consumerist buying system
that has raised the standard of
living of over 4 million
American families so far.
Become a
SMART CONSUMER,
learn how to buy more for less.

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

Call 207-865-4549
for more information.

Bellamy Jazz Band
Concert & Dance
Saturday, Feb. 22, 8:00 P.M.-ll:00 P.M.
$10 per person
at
GOTIA DANCE, Thompson's Point, Portland
For information or tickets call:

773-3558

Portland's Largest Adult
Entertainment Center!
Offering a huge selection of videos,
magazines a_nd toys for the
discriminating adult. ..

VIDEO E~!R~Otkkd

1986 PLYMOUTH COLT (MITSUBISHI).
57,OOOmiles, well-maintained. Reliable winter car. One owner. $900 or best offer. 8710473.

Ice
Toil

EUROPE- only $160. Hitch a ride on a commercial jet. CARRIBBEAN- only S189!
Round -trip ai r to somewhere warm & sunny!
AIRHITCH(r)- 212-864-2000 .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

wheels

NISSAN SENTRA SE- 1987 Sport Coupe
Automatic, red & black, sunroof, AMlFM
cassette, looks, runsexcellen~ 38,ooomiles.
$5,300, B.O. 767-5817.

bulletin board

IMAGING YOUR FUTURE- Workshop for life AMATUER VARIETY SHOW SEEKS Dancplanning from the heart, offering tools for ers, singers, magicians, musicians, comics,
career decision making by tapping your in- vaudevillians. Interested? Call for details,
ner resources. $45. March 7, 9-4. Friends 773-3558.
Meeting House. To enroll call Debbie • •• DO IT YOURSELF DiVORCE··· · Save
Leighton, 442-7260.
hundredS. Sample forms and instructions to
CREATIVE DRAWING WORKSHOP taught do your own uncontested divorce without a
by Bonnie Spiegel, based on "Drawing on lawyer. $S ppd. Do It Yourself, P.O. Box
the Right Side olthe Brain" at her studio. 10 6484-C, Portland, 04102
weeks, Wednesday mornings, beginning
March 4, $95, call 774-4f60.

PIANO-YAMAHA MIA, Continental styling,
showroom condition, beautiful polished
Ebony finish, full body sound. $2450. 7970258, Ieave message.

TOYOTA LANDCRUISER WAGON, 1974- 4
WD, 4 dr., elec. rear window, tr. hitch. West
coast vehicle, minimal rust. $1000 or B.O.
Call Matt, 871-7028.

FREE· SWEET-TEMPERED, LONG-HAIR,
.calico cat, needs new home. 797-3845.

EVERY CHILD IS AN ARTIST! Recent art DATELINE N.E. ADULTS SINGLES DANCE
school graduate! working artist wants to every Friday night at 8 p.m. at the PorUand
help nurture your childs creativity. Lessons Marriott Sable's Lounge, exit 7 off Rt. 95.
in my home. Very reasonable rates. n3- Dateline D.J., great buffet, door prizes, cover
charge, no jeans. 871-8000.
8368.

VOLVO 245 DL WAGON 1991- 23,OOOmiles,
excellent condition, air, heated seats, AMI AK.c GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPS- Bred for
SINGERS! SONGWRITERS! Digital quality FM cassette. $18,000 or B.O. 677-3554, temperment, obedience and protection,
champion pedigree shots and wormed, writrecording now available at a price you can 6n-2987.
afford. Pro quality sampling, sequencing, ASK ABOUT CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S ten hip & health guarantee, 4 generation
pedigree, no in-breeding. Call Auburn, 345and DAT mastering for only $15Ihr. You
WHEELS DEAl! 775-6601
9796.
won't belive your ears! 77'!r2159 .

VW GTI f984- 75 K, new sticker,looks and
runs excellent. Kenwood stereo. $2900 or
B.O. 871-8684 or 772-2008 .

Title
Fete
Pit
File
Tie

(Don Rubin', book,

CHEVY CITATI ON 1980-Runs great, no rust,
2 NEW PAIR HIGH-CLASS BOOTS, size 9 11 inspected 'til November. $500. Call a.m. or
2, one profleece-lined suede, $92 both. 934- evenings, 657-2998.
7511 .
VOLVO 242 DL1978- 2dr., white, newpaint,
MEN'S 27 in. SGHWINN, $92 or B.O.; alsa- standard,4 cyt., 4spd. 87,000 miles, AMIFM
Gay male movies, 2@$920rB.0. Call Roy, cassette, good sticker, must be seen to
appreciate. $2400. 774-4336.
774-9484.
DAVE DEL DOTTO'S CASH FLOW.cOURSE. GMC 12 FT. FLAT-BED, 1977, Stake-side,
with dump. '79 Barco 80 pulp loader, wooden
$550 value for $92. Call Gerry, 772-7464.
sides, builtto fit. Good shape, $15,000 inv.,
MOVING SALE- 2122; 9-3; 26 WOODLAWN will take $13,000 or B.O. 892-4311
Ave. Household items; lawn mower, $92.
VW JETTA, 1985- 2 door, red, automatic
Call 797-3845.
with AlC. Exceptionallyclean. Asking$3,195.
Gall 207-247-3000, or 793-8852 evenings.

VOLVO WAGON, 1976- Snowtires, excellent
body, cassette. $7SO. n3-6n9 after 6.

TOYOTA COROLLA GTS, 1985- Twin Cam
liftback, excellent condition, 68K, PIS,
sunrOOf, cruise control, power mirrors, AmI
Fmlcass. $3800 or B.O. n2-8701.

MISCELLANEOUS HOUSEHOlD STUFF: 16
. drop~iling tiles, baby items, books, 7973845.
REFRIGERATOMREEZER, Kelvinator, nafrost, white; cobbler's bench coffee table,
$92, 797-3845,

5MB 900 - 1984, blue, 3-door, 5-speed,
cassette/stereo, no rust. Excellent Maine
car, only $2,ISO. Brit days, 865-6211.

TOYOTA CAMRY DX 1990-lndigo blue, 5speed, 27K miles, AlC, power accessories,
AMlFM cassette. Showroom condition!
$10,750.646-4094.

$$CASH CASH CASH $$-WE HAUL AWAY
JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any condition,
seven days a week, 9-9. 773-6878

$92

STUFF
FOR SALE

BRONCO XLT 1990- Loaded. A1C, cruise,
AM'FM stereo cassette, 302-V8, automatic.
$14,000. Gall 797-2227.
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"We IIm'e What }~JlI 're
Searchillg For ... AmI rhell Some! "
& Newly Expanded!

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO.
666 Congress Sl • 774Open M-Sat. 10-10 •

Also in KITIERY

• VIDEO EXPO.
Roule 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Sat. !O-lO • Sun. 12-7

••••••• ••••••••••••

M

$sANfA$

4 $ HIRE $

(207) 856-2135

"i('santa's Maine Connection

"My display ad in Casco Bay Weekly's Classifieds generated
99% of my Holiday business! The ad ran in several other papers
too, and CBW worked the best, and at 1/2 the costl"
-Perry B. Mogul, PBM Enterprises

VW GOLF 1986- 4 door, automatic, AIG, AMI
FM cassette, cloth interior, 66,000 miles, 1
owner. $4,100. 1-247-3000,

BUY • RENT· SELL

OLDS CUTLASS 1978 - 4dr, automatic, no
rust, runs excellen~ newmotor, tilt steering,
rally sport rims. $6SO or B.O. 797-7836.

Let Casco Bay Weekly Classifieds work for you. Just calI'775-6601 and ask for Classifieds, and we'll help you
place an ad, Line or Display, that will generate the response you need at rates you can afford.
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HAVE YOU SEEN HER? She is 28-36,
5'2"-5'6", 115-1351, attractive, unattached, degreed professional, NlS. Ethnic background unimportant. Meet handsome professional, 39, 5'9', SSM who
enjoys travel, he::lth, fitness, cu"ural
events & quality time. Open to new
ideas. Friendship first. Don't just sit
there! Call 'If 5270
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CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY
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SWF, INTERESTED IN MEETING AVERY

f
l": 1-

special man, 35-45 from the Portland
area who is attractive, professional, NI
S, outdoor oriented, sensitive, secure,
sincere & monogamous. Please help
me find you. P.O. Box 3493, Portland,
ME 04104. ~ 5130

~

I

FAT &SNUGGLY BUT FAR FROM UGLY.
SWF, 32, 5'4", amorous, fun, intelligent
and great conversationalist. Seeks NlS
chern-free, fun, sincere, honestguywho
doesn't mind dating aladywhoseweight
is not proportionate to height 'If 5129

i

FOXY, FUN, FIREY FEMINIST SEEKS
sincere, sensitive, sexy, New Age Guy. I
enjoytheoutdoors, sports, music, movies and books. I am a sophisticated,
intelligent, bubbly, blue-eyed blond, new
in town, looking for a real friend or
more. 'If 5127
LET'S COOK UP A GOURMET FEAST OF
LIFE together- Chet DWF, NlS, ltJD,
110 Ibs. 5'6", 55+y.o. lngredients: music, theater, dancing, karaoke, movies,
hiking, biking, working out, running,
books, hugs, hand-holding, beach walks.
Looking for. cCKhef, 0 or SIM with
matching fire at 55+! (No couch potatoes need apply!) 'If 5125
26 AND SEEKING SENSUAl SOMEONE
to spoil with breakfast in bed, candlelight dinners, dancing, music and all
night jam sessions. I'm a professional,
educated, intelligentwomanwho's ready
to meet a man who is uninhibited and
not easily intilTidated, NlS. Letters pr&ferred, photos appreciated. 'If 5122
YOUNG SINGLE FEMALE LOOKING for
single man, 18-25, someone who likes
dancing, dining and intimate, clean fun.
'If 5120
SWF, 22 AND PREGNANT, LOOKING
FORSWMforimmediatemarriage.Must
really want a child! I am college educated, 10 of 172, W.A.S.P., drug and
smokefree, and emotionally very stable.
Please be sincere, devoted, and trustworthy. I promise the same. CBW Box
927. 'If 5119
Irs BEEN A LONG COLD WINTER, and
with at least another six weeks to go,
this single female, 24, 5'6", very slim,
seeks a non-furry SM, 25-35, who's not
alraid of his own shadow. Lers brave
the elements together! 'If 5118
JUST FORTY, FABULOUS, FUN-LOVING FEMALE seeks adventurous mate
for 'dancing, especially stow dancing,
romantic outings, candlelight dinners,
long talks and long walks on the beach,
along with intimacy at ~s fullest, I love
traveling, photography, and politics
plus... Age and race unimportant! 'If
5114
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THERE'S ROOM IN MY LIFE FOR A
thoughtful man with depth, soul, courage, integrity, and wicked good sense of
humor. I'm an attractive SWF, 38, with
all the above. I love nature, independent
thinking, the arts, the mystery of life,
lunch at Alberta's, and mt dog ... I hate
dogmatic fundamentalism, wishywashiness, hard-rock, cocktailchat,and
Hossi ng. Ettu? CBW Box 933. 'If 5132
I AM AN ATIRACTIVE 27 yr. old plussize woman seeking a 25-35 yr. old
single man who likes oountry music and
dancing, children, sliding, snowball
fights, beaches, yard sales, monogamt,
and plus-size women. Must be over
5'10" with a sense of humor. 'If 5149

CELTICS ANYONE? SWF, 30, TALL,
SliM, attractive, seeks SWM with love
of sports, music &Sunday brunch. Let's
meet for a Bloody Mary and oompare
notes. Lakers' lans need not reply. 'If
5195

DWF LOOKING FOR AN OLD-FASHIONED type guy to be my one and only.
No more running around. If you're averegelooking, 35 Dr older and have sown
all your wild oats and are sure you can
be true-... Photo please. 'If 5226

DARE YOU TO TRY SOMETHING DIFFERENT, have some fun! SWF, 28, tall
and attractive, looking to meet exciting
new friends. Maybe that someone special. Why not try something different, I
am. Photo. CBW Box 950. 'If 5196

SWF, 33, ATIRACTIVE, CREATIVE. Enjoys keeping fit, hiking, movies, camping, trying new stuff- simple, honest
living, would like to eventually have a
family- not psyched about pets. Wanna
meet a guy- ea~y to mid lOs, NlS,
drinking or drugging with some similar
interests. CBW Box 966. 'If 5268

SWF, 32, NOT LOVESICK, just looking
for a buddy. Classical music, hiking and
cooking is my remedy for those
occassional empty nights and weekends. If you are NlS, 35-45, and a pracQASSY, SPIRITED, DYNAMITE LADY, tical romantic, I'd like to hear from you.
SW, attractive, smart and sassy, 4Os, NI 'If 5225
S, N/D, loves nature, outdoor activities,
Aeopond 10 any p.-nal ad by
dining, dancing, travel, the arts, much
eeltlng
more. Looking for SWM, 38-52, NlS, NI
900-370-204'
Call. co. $1.49 a minute.
0, professional, healthy, self-actualized,
hones~ sense of humor to share same
interests and more. 'If 5147
HI! YES, YOU FROM FLORIDA· I'M5'6",
145. lIovethebeach buHhistimeofyear
it's too cold for me. I also workOut Lers
meet & work-out together? Maybe I can
keep your cold blood warm? 'If 5170

SWF, 305, PROFESSIONAl, ACTIVE,
Christian, open-minded, wih passion for
books, animals, and enjoying nature,
desiresto meet sensitive, honest, single
man. 'If 5158
I"LL SHOW YOU MINE IF you'll show
me yours! Mine is an early 40s, good
looking, trim, blonde Portland professionafwho likes to have fun and is ready
to take some chances. What's yours?
'If 5155
THE MARINES ARE LOOKING FOR afew
good men, I just need one. Basic training includes movies. long walks, Red
Sox, horseback riding,yoga and candlelight dinners. An extended tour of duty
in MainewtthacuteSWF,33,5'2, 1101bs.
follows graduation. 'If 5175

SW MOM- 35, 5'6", AnRACTIVE,
heel1hy, active, adventurous, educated
and independent. I enjoy travel, music,
hiking, skiing and camping, I'm a hop&SWF, 23, GORGEOUS PROFESSIONAL, less romantic who loves to laugh. Are
outgoing girl that has no time to meet you mature, attractive, intelligent, 5'9'
people, willing to slow career down for or over, trim, N/S, sensitive, sincere,
the rightSWM professional,20-27, ath- passionate? Lers get together, Letters
letic, secure, good-looking guy with a preferred. CBW Box 943. 'If 5178
heart of gold. Is there anyone who fits
this description? Send letter & photo. SHARING, CARING, LOVING, LAUGHING and learning are the values; hiking,
'If 5110
biki ng, dancing &conversing areamong
WHERE HAVE All THE flOWERS the interests ofthis ITid-4Os SWF lookGONE, picked by young gi~s eYeryone? ing for male with simiar values and
A fortysomething flower lover seeks interests. 'If 5177
stable stamen of a hardly perennial-like
the lupine- predictable, colorful and does IF OPUS WERE HUMAN, I'D ASK HIM
well in the house or field. Forget-me-not OUT.l'm24,~, unillersitygrad, slim:
on Valentine's Day. CBW Box 929. 'If into conversation, college radio, dancing, and puns. If you're
in 20s,
5106
honm open·minded, and don't have
AN ABUSED HEART (BUT STILL herring breath, call me! 'If 5182
DREAMING!) residing in a 30 yr. old
DATING IS OUT, bars are meat
body... Single parent wijh ITinor vices T.V.
markets, did OK with an ad, trying egaln
who smokeS, drinks, occasionally for better. SWF, 5'.", II00bs., blueeyes.
overindulges. My kids S3j I'm beautiful,
Pretty and attractive I am. Drinker and
but they already love me... Sick to death drugoer lam not. Lady, tomboy, honest
of crumbs, bums, & B.S. artists. Are
Isme.CaIltofindoutmoreaboutme.'If
you? 'If 5139
5179

"'s.

FUN, SKI, FUN, SKI, WHAT SHALL IT
BE? SF, 35, educated. professional, all·
American, pretty, blond, average Size.
N/S, extrovert. would liketo rntMt Greater
Portland SM, 35-40 (+ or -) w~h silTilar
qualities to have fun rock n' rolling or
playing Betthoven. 'If 5134

PETITE LIGHT BROWN GIRL LOVES
dancing, walks on the beach and cuddli ng seeks male, 25-30, who likes same.
'If 5811

WOMAN LOOKING FOR SAFE MANMust have good sense of humor, proSWF, 32, SEEKS NlS, SM (28-42) with a fessional, like kids, love sex, enjoy danclitt1e bit of soul (race not important), ing. Nice physique, 30-40, looking for a
who enjoys good food, dancing, sing- fun time.
ing, movies, car trips and can tolerate
occassional olympiC shopping sprees. HOTHARLEYWOMANSEEKINGahandDo you have good sense of humor and some Harley man who also enjoyscounenjoy listening to Luther Van Drossl try & western, dancing, and long walks
on the beach. 'If 5805
Harry Connick? 'If 5271

ALL VEE, ALL VEE, IN COME FREE!
This SWF, 28, professional, gives
up! Vou are exceptional SWM, 2633, N/S professional who'S hiding
on me. Please call with the whereabouts! 11' 5291

SWF, 24, SEEKS BlOND, BLUE-EYED J.
Crew-styled intellectual humanist, 2528. Ideal man enjoys working through
the process both physically and mentally. Perfect man shall have the mind 01
a lawyer and the spirit of a preacher.
Call, I know you exist. 'If 5173

TO GO: ONE SWF WITH BlONDE HAIR,
blue eyes, one bottle 01 wine aged 22
yrs., side order of wit and pizzaz neededfor movies, x-country skiing, theater,
dining & sailing. " 5181

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

PERSONAL

PETITE, FUN-LOVING BlONDE, likes
dancing, skiing, a good time, seeks eager male who is hones~ sincere, and
great in bed. 'If 5812

person 01 the week

DIVORCEDFEMAlEHUMAN,RESIDENT
of earth for 36 years. Wholesome background, eYen temperamen~ sunny disposition, two ·older" offspring. Smoker,
light brown hair, blue-eyed and fair.
5'9', 1251bs. well proportioned. Avoiding bars, wishing on stars for tall, kind,
articulate human male lor friendshipl
companion. CBW Box 938. 'If 5162

caw

YOUNG ATIRACTIVE FEMALE looking
forolde; sensitive man that likes to take
walkson'the beach and likes candlelight
dinners. 'If 5816

Each week, a Casoo Bay Weekly personal is chosen as .
CBW's "Person of the Week" and is awarded two free moYlO
tickets, compliments of Maine Mall Cinemas. All personal ads
are entered in the drawing.
SWF- CABIN FEVER? Me, too! Got any
ideas? Slowing down- settling down, If
you're 35 or over and want to live life in
the slow lane then we should meet. I
want a man with faults- I've got some.
My wild side is behi nd me. How about
you? Call orwrtte. P.O. Box 5165, PortI'M SEEKING A SINCERE MAN, who is land, ME 04101. 'If 5276
nice, loving, between 40-SO yrs. old, 21 Y.O. SWF, SICK OF GAMES, wants to
that enjoys going out dancing, country/ know what love is. Adores animals,
western bands, rock & roll hits of 50s & camping, skiing, cooking, traVeling,
60s, soon! I have children and pets. I roses, chocolateand peppermint.Lookalsoenjoycooking, walking, swimming, ing forthatsomeonespecial to make mt
going to moviesoroutto eat. I havedar1< heart smile. II you're open-minded, enchestnut hair and brown eyes, height joy life's little pleasures and havea great
5'5". 'If 5210
sense of humor, wrtte me and send a
photo to: P.O. Box 162, Topsham. ME
SWF, 34, NlS, ATIRACTIVE 5'6', 135 04086. 'If 5278
Ibs., work out at Bay Club, seeks SlDM
who likes big families (I'm from one), SWF, YOUNG 45, HONEST, CARING, NI
children (I have one), weekends away S, NlD, average weig ht and looks. I love
and time at home, ice-skating with mt to dance, walks in the woods, bowling,
daughter, most types of music (esps- quiet times, etc. I'm seeking an honm
ciallycountry, no heavy metal) and danc- caring, gentle man, 38-50, with a good
ing. P.O. Box 7772, Portland 04112. 'If sense of humor. P.O. Box 442,
Westbrook, ME 04092. 'If 5280
52t3

OF, 42, GENUINE, COMPASSIONATE,
forthrigh~ lit and fun professional with
city and country interests seeks educated, honest. sensitive and caring man
for long-term, monogamous relatIOnship. 'If 5207

SWF, 19, SEEKS GUY-WITH-AN-ATIIYOUTH SEEKS STRANGER- Interests TUDE to save me from life in aconvent
include writing, A SplitSeoond, Cohen, "Toad the Wet Sprocket" fans get
4AD folks, Coil, soundmen with duct brownie points. Ploten verboten. P.O.
tape, fresh fruit, good movies, visiting Box 8758, Portland 04104 'If 5282
NYC. You know if you're interested in
coffee shop conversation or something HElP! I'M A DAMSEl IN DISTRESS!
altogether different. Write: Attractive The castle is cold this time of year,
SWF21 , P.O. Box 5200, Portland, 04101. where are you, Prince A1luring?This31
'If 5214
y.o. Princess is searching for fun things
to do, enlightening conversatIOns, cnbSWF PROFESSIONAl, 47, looking for bage in the East tower? The handsome
SWM professional interested in friend- prince must have sense of humor, intelship (1) and romance (2). If you enjoy ligence, and sensitivity. (Royal blood
relaxing over dinner, the theatre and not required). 'If 5828
good conversation, give me acall. What
INDEPENDENT, PROFESSIONAL,
do we have to lose? 'If 5219
bibliophilic, artistic ArtemiS archetype,
DWF, 36, NlS, AnRACTIVE. fit, college 30,opti mistically encou rages intelligent,
educated. Passions: country dancing, articulate Apollos, humanistic, humoranimals, romance, log homes, outdoor istic Renaissance men, and smoke-free
activities, boating, travel, cuddling and sensitive New Age guys, 3Oish, to write
conversation. Seeking like men who intriguing letters and join me for skiing,
consider women aqual partners. Must movies, museums, biki ng, sea kayaki ng,
be monogamous, physically/mentally rafting, lunch or afternoon tea. Carpe
active, willing to communicate, finan- Diem. P.O. Box 373, South Harpswell,
cially secure and able to commit CBW ME 04079. 'If 5829
Box 958, 'If 5221
YOUNG, SINGLE WOMAN LOOKING
- - - - -- --:-==- FOR a young healthy man who enjoys
SWF 19, LOOKING FOR RIGHT MAN to dancing, children. He should be intellihold 'hands, cuddle and just have plain gent and attractive. 'If 5819
funwith.lfyou're21·26, tall and looking
for the same, plus have agood sense 01 FUN-LOVING, PROFESSIONAL, attrachumor, here I am, waiting. 'If 5233
live woman seeks same. 'If 5818

LOOKING FORA SINGLE MAlE, 25-30,
who likes sports & quiet times. 'If 5298
LOOKING FOR SWEET EYES- Must have
incredible zest for life, honesty, sincerity, and pilots license. Call if you can
keep the pace. NlS, SWM, 27-33. 'If
5292

(Galls cost 1.49/min)

TIRED OF AVERAGE GUYS?Successlul
NlS executive, 30 y.o., DWM is looking
for N/S S/DWF,27-33who isintelligen~
attractive, fit, ambitious and looking for
a special man. I enjoy sports, music,
dining out and spending time together.
P.O. Box 8566, Portland, 04104. 'If
5216.
PROFESSIONAl, ATIRACTIVE, 26 y.o.
SWM. NlS and chem-free. I enjoy skiing, skating, and other outdoor activities. LookingforSWFin 2Oswho likesto
get out and have fun. NlS and chemfree. Call me. '8' 5217
DYNAMIC, SWM, 26, ATIRACTlVE, intellectual and educated, sensitive, with
professional job, just a big kid inside
looking to have fun, looking for someonespontaneoustodoalmostanything.
CBW Box 957. 'If 5220
SWM, 31, DESIRES TO MEET A fun
loving woman who enjoys activitiesthat
require movement. I enjoy skiing, running and biking. Let's meet, talk and
have some brews. Photo appreciated.
'If 5223

SWM, 30, ATTRACTIVE, PROFESSIONAL, sensijive, secure, honest and
fun, seeking SWF with similar qualities
who is ready to commit to a serious
AlL YEE. AlL VEE, IN COME FREE! This relationship. You must value other
SWF, 28, professional, It/es up! You people's feelings as well as your own,
are exceptional SWM, 26-33. ~ pro- and be able to laugh at life. You should
fessional who's hiding on 11"8. Please also enjoy exercising, and oonsidertrust
and mutual respect as extremely imporcall with the whereabouts! " 5291
tant.Last, you should recognize that any
SWF SEEKS AMIABLE COMPANION for long term relationship begins with an
skiing, dancing. I am44, you should be initial attraction and a friendship. CBW
38-42 so you can keep up with me. 'If Box 959. 'If 5234
5293
SWM, 27 y.o. SEARCHING FOR a lovTHIS HONEST, OPEN-MINDED/ able, siender,younger girl (18-24), who's
HEARTED SFis searching lor a heart of full of life, creative, out-going, spunky
gold. Would like to share movies, out- and open-minoert for friendship and
door activities, hugs, laughs and ~ayful possibly more if compatible. Pregnant
times. 11 you are happy, healthy and or not, child okay. Let's explore a new
emotionally available, please respond. life together. CBW Box 960. 'If 5230
'If 5797
SWM,27, INMATE TO BE RELEASED 41
DWF LOOKING FOR CONAN. Must be 92, brown hair, blue eyes. 160 Ibs.,
into bar life, late nights and hoI;key. No motorcycles and camping are fine with
wusses please, or hunchbacks. Good- me, seek woman to correspond with
and possible relationship. 'If 5228
time pretty boys only. 'If 5798
SOON TO BE DWFWHO WAlKS INTHE
LIGHT gracefully has cabin fever ' Are
you Lancelot, or maybe Robin Hood,
thirtysomethi ng, looki ng for good times?
'If 5801

men--women
WARM, GOOD-LOOKING, HAPPY, TAlL,
rugged man, lOs, would like to meet
professional lady (M.D., J.D., R.N.,
teacher), late20s, athletic, slim, shapely,
interested in sett1ing down, outdoor activities, raising afamily, intellectual pursuits, and travel. If you have kids attached, that's great Portland-Lewiston
area. 'If 5159
39, PROFESSIONAL SWM. I love
Marsden Hartley's Maine landscapes In
the Portland Museum of Art. Even more,
I love to bike, paddle, hike, and skate
through those landscapes mtse1f. Preferably with a courageous, fun-loving,
educated, honest woman who revels in
her, and others', sense of humor. CBW
Box 952. 'If 5184
ATIRACTlVE, UNFULFILLED MWM, 36,
6'(1', 180lb. seeks physically fit NlS, M/
SWF 25-45 for friendship, fulfillmen~
fant~Sy and fun. Shed your inhibitions
and let's spend some discreet time together. 'If 5192

TIRED OF BARROOMS FOR MEETING
OTHERS? So am I. ThisSWM,33, 5'11'
170Ibs., very handsome professional
with excellent sense of humor, seeks
very pretty, long-haired SWF, 24-32 to
discover new interests, share common
ones, future and spring feYer together.
Photo appreciated. CBW Box 961 . 'If
5227
DIANE, I SEE YOU WHEREVER I GO. We
met briefly after you came out of Loring,
Short & Harmon on Saturday, Feb. 8th
around 3:40. Let's meet each other on
purpose this time. CBW Box 962. 'If
5235
I LOVE BEACH RUNNING in snowstorms; the great outdoors; kind, honestand animated people; insightful novels; thought provoking movies; intellectual challenges; spontaneity; laughing
with my friends; dancing in the rain;
spring, summer, fall & winter. I'm just
likin' life, and I'm only 33! What about
you? 'If 5237
SWM, 36, PROFESSIONAL, N/S, fulltime paren~ whose interests include
sailing,skating, X-C skiing and just about
any other outdoor venture. Caught in
the "single parent trap" where weekly
excitement includes SesameStreet, Care
Bears or little Mermaid viewings. Help!
Seeking educated, physically fit woman
who is not afraid of the outdoors, loves
kids, does not smoke, and simply likes
to do things. Okay, I got the nerve up to
write this ad, so now you put your fears
away and answer it, alright! Rescue me
from the ravages of the Disney channel
and Saturday morning cartoons. CBW
Box 964.

SWM, 5'10", 160 Ibs. physicallyfi~ seeks
SWF. You don't have to be slim and
attractive, but have good personality,
sense of humor, romantic, enjoy outdoors, gardens, fishing, hiking, walks,
also love to dance, theaters, movies,
dining. I am also easy-going, considerate. All replies answered. 'If 5205
SUBMISSIVE MAN, 39, seeks dominant
woman for long-term, monogomous,
SUCCESSFUL SWM, 32, 5'10", lSOlbs., friend or more. I am fairly attractive,
black hair, blue eyes. College educated, stable, kind, family oriented with wide
witty and good looking. Seeks attrac- range of interests. CBW Box 965. 'If
tive, slimSWF, 22-30. EnJOV art, muSIC, 5266
sailing, and all that New England has to NEEDED: A FRIENDLY SMILE with a
offer. Personal growth, romance, plan- cute,affec1ion. Thesmilecan belnwhite
ning your life, and living your dreams or black, yellow or brown, red, green or
should all be important. Compose a few purple as long as it's real. Color of hair
lines on your wo~d and let's share. All not important (as long asit's not purple).
responses answered. CBW, Box 953.
Call 'If 5265

I'M IN LOVE WITH MY DOG, but there's
still room for a good woman in my life.
life is getting interesting now & this
thin, moderately active, moderately attractive, 40 ex-hippy wants to share it
with aspecial, spicywomanwhoenjoys
life. CBW Box 968. 'If 5272
DISCREET, FINANCIALLY SECURE, fit
and attractive MWM, late 40s, looking
for sem~sophisticated, sensuous, attractive MWF willing to meet me halfway. Discretion dictates P.O. Boxatthis
time. Please write with telephone I and
atimetocall. P.O. Box 236, Waldoboro,
ME 04572. 'If 5275
SWM, 35, (LOOK 28), TAlL, attractive,
romantic, intelligent. Enjoy funny movies, sports, dancing, the beach, dining
out. Interested in meeting SWF, 23-45,
attractive, romantic, slender, for possible relationship. Reply P.O. Box 204,
Hallowell, ME 04347 or 'If 5279
SOMEWHERE OUT THERE ... SWM, 27,
NlS, drug-free, extremely huggable, ,
looking for caring, funfilled individual.
Myriad of interests from skiing to VCRs,
candlelight to dancing, and tons of
cuddles. Personality, honesty tops on
mt list, how about yours? Age just a
number, NlS. 'If 5281

TRIPLE SCORPIO, POLECAT,
ideosyncratic wordslTith, 38, questing
light stepping partner, enamoured of
environment, whose spirtt radiates, help
put mt lists in order, inexchange for s.
P.O. Box 4753, Portland, ME 04112. 'If
5817
GORGEOUS, ATHLETIC, BODY-BUILDING GUY seeks blonde, blue-eyed normal woman. I'm 6'1', 2251bs, easy-going, fun to be with, love agood time. 'If
5814
HANDSOME, INTElLIGENT MAlE seeks
blonde, blue-eyed, no head-games
woman. I'm a oollege (business) studenL future millionaire, man of your
dreams. You've gotta be luscious! 'If
5813
SWM SEEKS NICE, ADVENTUROUS,
Down-to-earth woman. I'm a nice guy,
adventurous, down-to-earth & out of
control. 'If 5810
SINGLE, MODEST, HANDSOME GUY
looking for SWF' intelligent & fun to be
with. Doesn't have to be pretty. Must be
confident with herself. 'If 5809
LOOKING FOR ACTIVE, ENERGETIC 1935 y.o. ram 6'3" tall and very active. I
love volleyball (beach). I'm very much
like Mickey Rourke in "9 112 Weeks".
SWM, 22, DANCING, SKIING, SPORTS,
going out to the movies. .. If you would
liketotry it sometime, I'm looking foran
attractive blonde. 'If 5284
WARM, EDUCATED, SLIM, GOODLOOKING DWM, 51, looking lor same in
lemale, 40-48. If you like to laugh, to
dance, to share, and are emotionally
available, it would be great to hear from
you. 'If 5286

SWM, 22, NlS, FIT/ACTIVE. Excellent
sense of humor. 'If 5803
GORGEOUS FIT 5'10", 1701, PROFESSIONAL, 32, looks 25, speaks four languages, lovesart, theater, literature and
radical workouts, seeks compatible,
clean, cultured, woman who flosses, for
serious friendship and ? Photo gets
photo. CBW Box 948.

ME: JoBeth Williams look-alike, 36 and
a law professional, "plenipotentiary".
YOU: 22-40, single or married, feminine, pretty to beautiful, adventurous,
SWM, EDUCATED, SUCCESSFUL PRO- and willing to give in to mt strong perFESSIONAl, well exercised and fi~ 5' II", sonality. Stop wondering and take that
46 y.o. emigrant from Europe, child- step. P.O. Box 1785, Portland,ME 041 04.
free, well travelled, probably attractive. 'If 5267
Seeks mate for weekend fun, movies,
dancing, bookstores and art galleries. GWF- Woman 18 with 32 years experiand more. Letters with aphoto would be ence seeks confident, compaSSionate,
appreciated and returned ifdesired.CBW sensitive playmate with spark in her
Box 975.
eyes. 'If 5277
WARM CUDDLY BEAR, 41, 5'7', 200
Ibs., seeks woman for fun, friendship &
sensuous pleasure. 'If 5834

Respond to
any
personal ad
on this
page.

21 Y.O. SWM, NlD, NlS , OR DRUG
USER. Interests: writing, Star Trek,
movies, aviation, good conversation (any
subject), walking on the beach . 6' 180,
blonde; offering trust, monogamt and a
big heart to someone 20-25 with the
desire to form long-term, close relationship. 'If 5835.

women -- women

Call

GWF, ATIRACTlVE, PROFESSIONAl, a
young 40, seeking to meet other women
who have self-awareness and aWillingness to work on intimacy issues. 'If
5115

WILDWOMON ON THE LOOSE! This
BiF, 24, can be seen dancing at Zootz.
calling
playing contact air-hockey, and ocean800-370-204'
Calla co. $1.49 a m1nuta.
dipping in April. She desires BiF comENERGETICYOUNG MAN LOOKING FOR panionship to help her lorget the suit-nSWM, 5'10', 160 Ibs. Blue eyes, brown abeautiful young woman who is healthy tie establishment in which she works.
hair, physically fi~ attractive, athletic in mind and body. I'm a semi-cultured, Are you up for the challenge? 'If 5108
and respectable. If you are SiI)WF 22- serTi-wild, fun~oving person. Don't hesi38, 5'6" and up physically fi~ accept- tate, call 'If 5289
SENSUOUS BUT SHY OAMSEL, desires
able, enjoy outdoor activities and robeautiful princess for nights ofenchantmance, 22-35 yearsold let5get together SWM, LOOKING FOR WOMAN IN HER ment Are you literate and love fairy
and enjoy, or maybe start arelationship. 30s who is willing to make a commit- tales? Adventurous but no tomboy?
caw Box 969. 'If 5283
ment and who enjoys the outdoors as Open the book to a storybook romance
with this pretty, felTinlne BiF. 'If 5141
much as I do. 'If 5288
SINGLE ALIEN MAlE (SIRIUSLy), 31,
seeks comely, NlS terran female who I HAVE GIVEN BlOOD REGUlAR,LY, TIRED OFBliINGAlONE, WANT SOMEhas not been absorbed by Landru.likes and they still havenl shut me off. SWM ONE special to share life's joys and
include mountains, reading, movies, diligenHyseeking diligent babe. 'If 5295 sorrows, laughter and tears? Me too. I
lBlVMartialarts, CamperVan Beethoven,
enjoy classical music, reading, talking,
brunettes. Kindred spirits please leave WILD-EYED, TRANSPlANTED NORTH- quiet evenings, the ocean, cooking and
message at designated coordinates. 'If ERN MANIAC, 29ish, with a real zest for snuggling. LF seeks sarno. 45-50. for
5823
living, seeks attractive, 2O-35y.o.woman friendship, maybe more. 'If 5t 43
to share skiing, windsurfing, bicycling
TAlL, DARK AND HANDSOME, SWM and new experiences. 'If 5297
SWF,35, WELL-EDUCATED,ATHLETlC,
41,185 Ibs. N/S, dependable. honest
who enjoys laughing, intelligentconver1houghtful, affectionate with sense ot
sation, CNN, outdoors activities, pizza,
humor. My forte: Skiing, sailing, SWM OESPERATEL Y SEEKING A movies, plays, music, dancing, dining
WOMAN
who
owns
gravity
boots
and
watersports, cooking, gardening, etc.
out, walking the beach! Back Bay. LookSeeking attractive, slim, SWF, 28-41 knows how to use them. 'If 5299
ing for someone who loves to have fun,
who isn't afraid to share her time and
analyze the world, and challenges me to
space. Letter and photos will get same. DlSABlEDSWM, 40, N/S, social drinker, grow. How about you? 'If 5167
witty, seeks single woman, any age or
CBW Box 970. 'If 5825
race,who likes blues music and going to BI-CURIOUS WF, 26, seeks Bi or GWF
SWM, 34, 5'9', 1851, enjoys hiking, movies & plays. Letters preferred. CBW for first time experience to fulfill longfishing, camping, canoeing, comecly, Box 974. 'If 5799
time fantasy. Photo appreciated. Disdining In/out, movies, WBLMlWMGX,
crelionassured. WriteSuite#2t41, P.O.
quiet Umes and more. Seeking cute, 51 SWM,22,LOOKINGFOR SF,agedoesn't Box 1480, Saco, ME 04072 or call 'If
DWF, 23-34, honesL weight propor- matter, willing to go out on town for an 5208
tionateto heighL sincere, down to earth, exciting night, and also enjoy the retreat
(prefer no children). CBW Box 973. 'If of the wilderness. L~e is too short to IDGEY'S TWIN LOOKING FORA PLAY5831
MATE who is as passionate about havpass up a good time. 'If 5800
ing fun as she is about her friends,
YOUNG SWM,32, AnRACTIVE, 5'7",
family, and the ideas which are impor130 Ibs., professional, adventurous, fu n, ENVIRONMENTALL Y ALERT- Enjoy tant to her. My relational values include
camping,
fishing,
gardening,
kids,
musensitive, Catholic, skier, seekscuteSWF
intimacy balanced by independence and
who enjoys most outdoor sportslactivi- sic. Looldng for someone with silTilar a comlTitment to taking care of myself
tiesand music, dancing, movies, lrte...'If interests.l'ma N/S,occassional drinker, physically, emotionally, and spiritually.
42 y.o. diwrcing big male. 'If 5802
5298
CBW Box 955. 'If 5211
GOOD-LOOKING
GUY
LOOKING
FOR
DWM, 4Os, LIKES JOGGING, Classical
Reepond to any p8l"1Onai ad by
calling
and light rock, travel, conversation, writ- attractive, intelligent woman. I'm at
800-370-2041
Ing. Would like to meet 30-40 y.o. for happy hour looking for a fun~oving
Call. coot $1 ,48 a minute,
woman. 'If 5804
friendship. 'If 5285
Respond 10 any personal .cI by

MBiF, 31 , SliM, LOOKING FOR SLIM,
BiF for frtendship, fun, and special sensuous times. Sometimes shy, sometimessizzlino. Will answer all! N/D, light
drink O.K., very discreet, LeI's meet! 'If
5231

900·370·2041
Call costs $1 .49
a minute.

men--men
GWM, MID 30s, WANTS TO MEET
YOUNG, straight acting, sensible guy to
go places with, travel, and enjoy each
other's company, both in public and in
private. Someone I can so rt of adopt. 'If
5218

others
FIESTY, BLONDE AND BRUNEnE looking for devilish pleasure from tall, dar1<,
handsome young male, 18-25, no name
required, photo please! 'If 5t57
THIS IS NOT A ROMANTIC AD! 2 girls
want new friends for weekly cards or
boardgames. Maybe just a good comedy on the VCR. Your kids are welcome.
'If 5206
HANDSOME GUY NEXT DOOR you've
been fantasizing about. Grown-up
playtime with loving couple or sweet
lady. Write to P.O. Box 831 , Yarmouth,
ME 04096. 'If 52t2
WC, LATE lOs, seeking attractive, highheeled, dominant, vixen-type lady only.
We are articulate, intelligent & adventurous. She petite and pretty. He tall &
handsome. If you are discreet. caring,
selective and looldng for lasting friendship wrije us. Your letter will be answered immediately. CBW Box 956.
MALE MODEL LOOKING FOR a female
photographerto modelfor.l'mtall, good
looking, 30, I wor1<ou~ and I'm ready to
please. 'If 5215
FINDING FEARLESS PHONE FRIEND for
fun , fantasy and friendship frustrating.
tf you'd like to share your wild, secret
dreams, I'll listen. And I'll share mine
with you . Imagi native WM seeki ng new
aural experiences with creative, discreet
WF, 25-35. Let's talk. 'a 5222
SWM, 33, ATTRACTIVE, seeks a sub. missive woman who wishes to serve.
Experience, or just curious? All limits
respected, discreet Cou~es welcome,
send photo or description- I know what
you need. Boxholder, P.O. Box 788,
Bath, ME 04530. 'If 5224
DESPERATELY SEEKING FAT &
SNUGGLY, but far from ugly, 15129.
I'm sorry about the phone call you made
214/92. Would you please give me acall
or write so I can explain what happened
and get to know you. P.O. Box 1073,
Westbrook, ME 04098. 'If 5229

MWCLOOKINGFORSAME WITHWBLM
altitude and \lIPKM intelligence. We all
GWM, 33, AnRACTIVE, BOYISH, 6'1", enjoysensuall!mes.lingerie, video, fun,
170Ibs. Down to earth, outdoorsy, not so let's get together. Not looking to
effeminate, kinda quieL not introverted, swap, just sharing good times. Discresmart, not intellectual. ooen, carina. (Ion assured. Urop us a line! P.O. Box
Cuddling means as much to me as sex, 805, Scarborough, ME 04070. 'If 5238
but I am not promiscuous. Please'be:
straight acting, (with feelings) , normal MWC SEEK'ING Bi FEMAlE for friendweight, like nature, walks in the woods. ship, conversation and no rush sensual
Not aneccessity, but somewhat younger evenings. Our interests include adult
guys and nice hair (head) do something games, sexy clothes, lingerie. Exhibifor me. You and I might be just rightfor tionist voyeurism. Discree~ confideneach other. CBW Box 963. 'If 5236
tial. Will answer all who respond. CBW
Box 967. 'If 5269
GWM, ~Oish PROFESSIONAl, NlS, into
having a good time, like quiet home TIRED OF THE DARK SIDE ERUPTING
ti me, cooki ng, movies. Seek same, 30- with fantasies only to fi nd yourself with45, who is honest & who hates the bar out friends 01 the same sensual, advenscene & games. Looking for friendship turous mode to call on? So are we.Write
and more. Portlandsouth to York county us of your likes, dislikes, please be honarea only. 'If 5274
est Descriptions Or pictures. All replies
will be answered. P.O. Box 9715-190,
GM SEEKS 100'), GM WHO IS SECURE Portland, ME 04104. 'If 5273
with their own lifestyle, proud to be gay,
open, enjoy "The club's", films, conver- EASY-GOING, SPONTANEOUS, NORsation. Substance free, not involved at MAL and healthy SM of 32 wishes for a
present. Enjoy dance and want to expe- week or two of clothing-optional relaxrience vibeology. Write, include name, ation in the Caribbean beginning late
phone. P.O. Box 6101, Falmouth, ME March orso. ltwould be more fun to go
04105. 'If 5832
with someone and am seeking adventurous SF with wit and spirit to go with
GM, 26, 5'9', ISO Ibs., NlS, interested in me. Write with your idea 01 an exciting
meeting same. I enjoy dancing, sports, vacation. CBW Box 971.
travel,andconcerts. Doyou share same
Roopond to ...,
oct ... eoIIng
or similar interests, are straight acting
800-371).2041
c.I. coM Sl.49. minute.
and 22-32? Please call soon. 'If 5833

_oj

35

SWM, 45, TALL, ATIRACTIVE, athletic,
seeks couples or select singles to share
newexperienceswith.CBWBox972. 'If
5826
-HANKY PANKY" -like the song? "91/
2 Weeks" -likethe story? I am that guy!
And, I'm waiting foryourcall. Singlesor
couples welcome. 'If , 5827
IF YOU DARETO DREAM IT, then write
it. We're late 2Os, early 30s, attractive
and looking for fantasies to share with
new Iriends. Maybe dreams can come
true. Picture if possible, descriptive letter please. Oiscretion assured. P.O. Box
?715-190,Portland,ME04104. 'If 5830
WANTED: MASSAGE SWAP- WM, 27,
180lbs., athletic, muscular build, looking to trade therapeutic sports massage
with other similar WM's- Nothing More!
LeI's help each other alleviate muscle
tenSion, reduce stress, improve athletic
performance and agility. No experi ence
necessary- giveitashot! CBW Box 976.
'If 5836
2 SWMs, STRAIGHT, SEEKING GORGEOUS, slim, illiterate female, 18-55, to
pay for college education, to paint house,
to babysit 12 year old sister, perform
appendectomy on same, and watc hRen
& Stimpy. Send photo and drawing of
yourself. Artistic'ability does not matter.
'If 5837

companions
IF YOU'RE STRAIGHT, 55+, stayi ng
home, not going out to social activities
in state or out because you don'twantto
go alone, let's get together, M or F. I'm
F in the same boat! Write: P.O. Box
10233, Portland, ME. Can phone later
affer letter. 'If 5152
ATIRACTIVE MAlE, 45, 5'11", 165lbs.
Professional, very physically fit, sincere, affectionate. Widowfor2yrs,young
son, not looking for serious relationship. Prefer manioo lady, educated, fi~
passionate, discretion assured. Don't
be afraid to live Irte. Write P.O. Box
10116, Portland, 04104. 'If 5232
CREATE A MIRACLE IN YOURLIFE AND
OURS- Male part-ti me co-parent of nonverbal, autistic child asks for NlS, N/D,
no drugs, self-assured volunteers to
learn to interact with child at mt house
and on outings. Must have car. 'If 5824

Respond
to any
personal
ad
on this
page.

Call

900·370·2041
Call costs $1.49
a minute"

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO A CBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 1.49/min)
How to respond to a personal ad
Just call 1-900-370-204 t from any touch-tone phone.
When Personal Call1l!l answers, follow the instructions and
enter the four-digit.,. number of the ad that interests you .
You may then leave a response, enter another.,. number or
browse through other messages. (Calls cost 1.49 a minute.)
To respond to an ad without a ... number, write to the P.O.
box or CBW box indicated, When addressing mail to a CBW
box, be sure to print the box numberclearfy on the lower leh
hand comer 01 your envelope.

How to place a

caw personal ad

You can place your ad by phone, by FAX or by stopping
by our office at 551A Congress S1. in downtown Portland.
Call n5-0601 to find out more.
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes with free use
of a Personal Call1I!l ... number. When you place your ad,
you'll be you'l be given a .. number and an easy-to-fol1ow
instruction sheet Irs important that you caH and leave your
personal greeting before the paper comes out on Thursday
- that wrry you wonl miss any of your responses.
When recording your 9O-second greeting, mlax and be
creative. Desaibe yourself - but don't leave your full
name, telephone number or address. We suggest lhatyou
leave your first name, and ask the people responding to
leave their telephone numbers an~st times to call.

You can change your ... message,lIs ohen as you like.
And you can start getting responses right away.

Your ad:

What does a personal cost?

Category:

Personal ads 0145 words or fewer cost only $5·a week.
Additional words oost 251t each. All personal ads must be
placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads 01 45 words or
fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.)
Use of a Personal Calfll!l'" number is free. Use of a CBW
box (including mail forwarding) oosts $5 a week. Use of a
CBWboxw/oa"'numbercosts$9aweek. Visa, Mastercard,
personal checks or money orders are welcome. All personal ads and box services must be paid in advance.

Rules & deadines
Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seeking relationships. CBW will refuse ads that seek to buy or
sell sexual services. No full nemes, street addresses or
phone numbers. Ads oontaining explicit sexual or anatomical language will not be accapted. We reserve the right to
edit or refuse any ad.
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m. on the
Monday prior to publication. Bring or send your ad to: Casoo
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St, Portland, ME 04101.
Phone: n5-6601. FAX: n5-1615

Owomen ... men
Omen "'women

o women'" women
Omen "'men

o others
o companions

Confidential infonnation:
rNe cannot print your ad without it.)
pIlona

name

• of words: - - - - (n more than 45)
Co~. .k:-------

See ,aI.. aI left

• of w ..ks: _______
2__ k mnlmtJm

CBWbolC

Add 55 or 59 ' - k - - - - -

See , .... alloft
dty, _tate, zip

..>

Total due: _______

-

FEBRUARY'S BEST BUYS!
Natural Cherry
armchairs
$199.00

SOFA SPECIAL
$495.00

24- or 30"Florida" Bar Stools
$79.00

All wood 72bookcases
$99.00

Ash spindle bed
Queen or Full
$389.00

A chair to compliment
contemporary settings
$49.00

INTERNATIONAL HOME FURNISHINGS

Richard Parks Gallery
Portland location

-

f()!9 St.
Commercial St.

Make life worth sittlngl
Chair and Ottoman
$595

ti5
Gallery

P=ng

.~
:i!
c

~

major credit cards • in store financing • free parking

PORTLAND
288 Fore Street

774·1322

BANGOR
170 Park Street
942-6880

ELLSWORTH
High Street
667·3615

• classic and contemporary furniture •
• office interiors • lighting • an •
• garden furniture • carpets •

Hearty Fare That's Light on Your VVallet

PORTLAND'S BEST
COPIED BY
THE REST!
THREE·DOLLAR DEWEY'S INC.
448 Fore Street, Portland • 207-772-'s310

KITCHEN OPEN 11 A.M. - 8 P.M.

Voted
"BEST BAR"
in Maine Times
& Maine Sunday
Telegram

